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080301 Comment Number 1 

Comment ID; P0024 The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new 
Date Received: April 18, 1996 missions at INEL. Decisions on the storage and disposition of weapons
NAde,: nod givn, usable fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical 
Address: Idaho Falls, ID ~sieuo nlss 

and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.  
Transcription: 

My comments are the DOE has promised to get all that mess out, out there at the site, get it out 
of here in, I don't no when, 2000 something. Now they plan on putting 2 ton of the most deadly, 
long-lived substance there is, and I'm definitely against it. I'm a citizen here in Idaho Falls, and 1/08.03.01 
there are a lot like me who don't speak up, who are lost in the clammner of all the people who 
want the jobs, but we live here too. Thank you.  
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08 03 01 Comment Number 1 

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for SRS.  

Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will 
j. Otiatl, wsp, Nos l• Se FaD.  

52 ARn,' Piu., be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, 
Enam, CA 3M80 

M) 05-7223 national policy considerations, and public input.  
/M (70086 9-0"166 

11 00 08 Comment Number 2 

May 3, 1996 
Comment noted. DOE has an on-going effort in program integration.  

U. S. Departnent of Energy 
Sumwue and Dispodofion Draft PEIS Office 
P.O. L. 23786 
Washington. DC 20026-5156 

Dear Sin: 

Tlank youfor the ,ity to present my views on the Stooge and Disposition Draft 

FIS on April 30. 1996 in North Augusta. SC. As a follow up. I have additional points to 

be expressed. They ae: 

i. After years of study of the land use and environment of the Savannah River Site and the 

potential environmental impact this project may have; it is my conclusion that SRS can 

accom, odate a proiect of this magnitude without adversely affecting the environment.  

Forty-five years of government control has actually enhanced the environment of SRS.  
This has been documented by the Savannah River Ecology Laboratory (University of 

Georgia) and the Savannah River Forest Station (USFSIUSDA). However, there are 

indeed pockets of contamination that require attention. These can be controlled hy 

institutional controls on future land uses.  1/08 .03 .0 1 

2. Many large-scale furtre missions can be accommodated by SRS. Given the 

infrastrtet security, workforce conpetency. community support and land use, there is 

no reason why new missions such as this project cannot be locsted at SRS. This does not 

mean that development should be given carte blanche. Environmental controls, 

comprehensive planning and operational safeguards should be implemetlted Having lived 

in Alaska during the construction of the Alyeska Pipline,. I tow lirt-hand how 

development and the environment could co-exist. -lowever, thin technological 

accomplishment did not come without a tremendous amount of work.  

3. This and the other projects discussed at the EIS meetings on April 30. should be 

considered in one planning document (It does not have to be large). Besides being 

programmatically linked, future uses such as these should bejudged in the aggregate. This 2/1 1.00.08 

would save time, resoursc and reduce confusion to the public and SRS employers.  
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120100 Comment Number 3 

4. Most importantly. careful land use planning should be undertaken prior t t o Comment noted.  
other large scale projects. Section 101 of NEPA generally states that planning should be 
undertaken and coordinated by the federal government. However. Section 102 specifically 
states that planning is very important and should be utilized. This was reiterated by TIhe 
Father of NEPA," Dr. Lynton Keith Caldwcll, when he visited SRS on April 2. Land use 
lsnning studies concerning large federal facilities in other agencies. other DOE sites and 
IkS have yielded significant results - Most notably in environmental protection.  

consolidation of resources and savings to the public.  
5. Finally, there should be a concerted effort to open Yucca Mountain. It is difficult to 3/12.01.00 

view thin project in fair terms if no coil-stare of nuclear materials is identfied.3/2010 

To provide a litl background on myself, please see the attachment.  

Thank you again for considering my comments.  

M-167
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Date Received 06/12/96 15 00 00 Comment Number I 
Comment ID. P0050 
Name Karen Noms Comment noted.  
Address: 1035 Adams Circle, Apt 0112 

Boulder. CO 80303 

Transcription: 

Hi, my name is Karen Norris and I live at 1033 Adams Circle, Apt # 112 in Boulder, Colorado 

80303 Anyway. I was going to make a written comment, and this guy with an Environmental 

Master's Degree and a Chemical Engineering Bachelor's Degree screwed me up because he didn't 

like the way I was thinking, and I know its like after the seventh He didn't like that I wanted to 

ship it up off into outer space and have extra-terrestrial help. The extra-terrestrials are like a cure, 

and I wanted y'all to give up the information because our planet is so overloaded that it could -

the extra terrestrials are here because we could blow it up -- i' our planet blew it would really 

screw theirs up and the chain reaction, and then the universe and well, he didn't like the space 

blast. And I don't like the National Academy of Sciences space blast either, because -- but you 

just gotta get a hold ofE.T. I want to neutralize it or also I wanted to stabilize, vitrify it and 

throw it down the gol dam Nevada nuclear test hole. I'm sure I could get enough Indians to go 

along with that one, Native Ansericans, but he didn't like my thinking -- Scott Hatfield and he's 

from Boulder and so he wouldn't help me with my written comments. So why don't you just-

Anyway, I got a Rocky Flats belt buckle from the DOE -- this DOE guy one time. Well anyway, 

in 1989 John Kudurka, he was the head manager of waste disposal, anyway like for three years 

previous to 1989, 1 had to negotiate with his head manager at waste disposal, Rocky Flats for 

three years. He couldn't tell me about the accidents he saw and all this stuff, and I'd approve 

extra terrestrial -- he was going to do something about the accident. Anyway, in 1989 he finally 

came up with how the heck to nail Rocky Flats without a pertit. no permit -- DOE, EPA, FBI 

cover-up. In 1989, they finally shut them down. and I called them up and I nailed them -- he told 

me how to do it. Anyway, he worked at Rocky Flats, maybe he still does I don't know, I haven't 

seen him for a lot of years now. Anyway after that, I got a got a gol dam belt buckle after I told 

this DOE guy everything I knew about Rocky Flats. and I got one of these belt buckles -- those 

trinkets that weren't supposed to be made there, and according to this DOE guy it was a 

Lawrence Livermore favor or something. It was a belt hackle that looked like an atom spinning 

around Actually I think you all owe me a Lawrence Livermore favor So lets neutralize it or 

let's do the extra-ten'estrial space blast. You know the National Academy of Sciences space 

blast. Just get a hold of the E.T.a or I want to neutralize it or I want to then vitrify it and stabilize 

it, vitrify it, and throw it down the Nevada nuclear test hole, and I stopped nuclear testing And 1/15.00.00 
our bring back POW-MIA from Vietnam. Anyway. I called the Pentagon, my political code name 

is Dolly. I'm not really a Dolly. Anyway, I got a gol darn Rocky Flats belt buckle, and you 

should just extend your comment period since the gol dam Environmental Master's Degree and 

Chemical Engineering Scott Hatfield didn't like my kind of thinking. Anyway -- its like, well, 

what's your thinking? Hey, well, tell-- I like the DOE because they're laying off all the people at 

Rocky Flats and forget the buy-out. What are you doing paying those people for trying to you 

know, create mass genocide? F--- the buy-out Cut your budget, get rid of them. Anyway and I 

don't know, tell the head Navy lady that took over. since the head guy at Rocky Flats quit or 
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something and she's you know like our - tell Atlantis, I don't know. Let us know about the extra 
terrestrials even though, like Well anyway, let me know about the extra terrestrials so they can 
possibly help Try to neutralize it, you know, because I don't care how much it costs -- they 
wasted so much money already is the thing. and Germany is not a superpower, we can neutralize 
it. Anyway, or else I want to vitrify it, stabilized vitrification and throw it down the Nevada 
nuclear test hole. Plug that test hole up. There's no more nuclear testing. There's a total 
comprehensive underground nuclear test ban treaty with China and France and you know, get 
with it, you know. World peace Thank you 
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Comment ID: P0042 

Date Received: May 8, 1996 

Name: Karen North 

Address: 1035 Adams Circle, Apt. #I 12 
Boulder, CO 80303 

Phone: (303) 443-7854 

Transcription: 

Call #1 I In honor of Project Phocnix and the Seti Institute and me as a citizen. We would like 1 1/15.00.00 
-------------------- -- •--- J. I 1/15.0....

you to stabilize it and use vitrification and shove the glass logs directly down teh, aa 'u•• 
Test Site hole. Thank you.  

Call #2 - Actually, we would like you to stabilize it, use vitrification, and then shove it all down 

the Nevada Nuclear Test hole or Test Site. Actually, my dad is really working on a plan for the 

International Alliance of Atomic Veterans this year. But it's like top secret so I can't tell you.  

Actually, I think that the government (unintelligible) of an extra terrestrials. I'm a native 

American Indian, cover up too. I have never heard of people that tell the government to get off 

their land, and to give up ETS - extra terrestrials - and in honor of Project Phoenix and the Scti 

Institute, we'll all want the same. The Seri Institute is located in Mountainview, California.  

Anyway, I would like to wish the Department of Energy Good Luck. And I would really like to 

thank them for the major layoffs at Rocky Flats, and thank you Hazel O'Leary, because if we 

didn't bitch so much, nothing would happen. I don't know, you know. Actually, I like the 

layoffs coming up but then I heard - somebody I work with's brother works at Rocky Flats.  

They laid off so many people that they can't keep up with the barrels, which is OK cause they 

nailed them with barrels. I nailed Rocky Flats of leaking barrels of tech. I had to call a tech 

Chemical Hazard - Solvent. You know, but it's like no permit. Yeah it's me, I'm not dead yet.  

Well anyway, tell Hazel O'Leary that I have basically - [hung up] 

Call #3 - I happen to have one of those [unintelligiblel that wasn't supposed to be made at Rocky 

Flats. It was given to me by the DOE. It looks like a belt buckle with atoms spinning around. I 

would like to have a meeting with the total Department of Energy on what to do with this 

Lawrence Livemoe favor. [unintelligible] Anyway, John Kazvecmo was the head manager of 

waste disposal-in like 86-89 and be told we how to actually like he wasn't supposed to tell me 

this, because he had a contract signed with like whatever. Anyway, I tike nailed Rocky Flats 

without a permit for leaking barrels of, I had to call it tech. Anyway betraying the Department of 

Energy and the EPA and the FBI cover-up, I'm not a grand jucer. I have a Rocky Flats belt 

buckle and I would like to negotiate. The belt buckle wasn't supposed to be made there. It's a 

Lawrence Livennore favor. Anyway, good negotiator, my boyfried has his Master's degree in 

environmental engineering and his Bachelor's in Chemical Engineering, and I also call up the 

United Staten Command Center, they know me. I am for Hazel O'Leary and the DOE is like 

laying offofthe people. Rocky Flats is scared. How do I know like about the buyout, because 

I'm one of the best. Could you please tell the Energy Secretary to call me up 1-303-443-7854.  

My name is Karen North. Tell the DOE that we would like the - this is what we want - me and 

Project Phoenix and the Seti Institute which is in honor of the search for extra terrestrial

P-042
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NORRIs, KAREN, BOULDER, CO 
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intelligence. I could give you a couple of numbers to eall. When the DOE asked me who I was 
and why I was theme, this is not a joke. So why don't you research me, and find out about Project 
Phoenix and Seti.  

Call #4 -1 would like you all to etabize it and use vitrification and aend those glass logs directly 
into the Nevada Nuclear Test Site to stop nuclear testing. The stupidity of the total Department 
of EneWgy and complete humiliation of knowing man on Earth. I mean -excuse me I'll try again - I'm Karen North from Boulder - and I really feel that - Actually you know I call up the United 
States Command Center, United States Pentagon, I'm friends with Seti and Project Phoenix and 
actually I'm like - the Department of Energy are really you know dunmmries [tmintelligible]. It's 
so hard to have to tell you how stupid you are.

P-042
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Blox 104, Uxhridgc, Ontarn). IMP IM6 

llI'IAX 905-M-S12-0571 nuc;awmnreCeh h.apqc.or 

FAX RECORD Date: ThufSday, June 6, 1996 

2o2-586-2710 
To: U.S. rtnt of From Irene oc 

Office of Fissile M'aterla s Disposition Nuclear Awareness Project 

Total pages (including cover): 8 pages + cover sheet 

Comments: Coments re: Storage and Disposition of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials 

Draft Programatic Environmental Impact Statement 

Please note that attachments and original submission are being sent 
express post -- attachements are not included with this fax 

If tMix fax is Incomplete please'call 905-852-0571 or 905-852-3044 
for re-transmixssion 
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Comment Number I

nax 104. Uxbridge, Ontario L9P IM6 
TeVIax 9054852-0571 nucaware@rweb.spc~org 

June 6. 1996

U.s. 0eparnment o Enermy 
Office of Flesal Materiels Dilpostilon 
P.O. B=0 23786 
Washhg•in D.C. 20026-3786 U.S.A.  

BY FAX: 202-588-2710 (Orlalnal In the mall with suborhments

Re: Storage and Dapoatlotn of Weapons-USble FleaSl Materlals Dtft 
Progrlmmitls Ervironmental Impafd Statement (PEiS).  

To whom trmay concern.  

Attached Ples fiad a sulbmin from Nucleo Awareness prqac on the topic 
of t•e propoed use of mixed-acide (MOX) fuel, bontalnig Plutonium from 
diantled U.S.Akclse warheads, at tie Bruce *A* Nuclear Goeneruk Station.  
Our subm lorn i s endorsed by te fonlt esrwhonmrtsL+organ6zatjons: 
Concerned Cizkens of Mankba. Sasketchewan "r-lurdch Uranium 
Ccmmlrt, an FACTS -.For ACe•M Tonrowera Sit (ew Yorak). Mw MOX
CANDU reactor propoeal Is noted In the Department of Energy (DoE) document 
Sag. and 04-W-q of WaeponeJAmble Fisf Ma~iell Draff 
Pro-mmftma E-n nwft A/MpII-t Saoment as one of the options under 
consIderation by the DoE fr plutonium dlisoeition.  

Nuclear Awaene Pmjct i a non-proit errvirqnmental o uganudo, founded 
An 1983, dedicated to ralsing pubc aweness about nuclear be end Weg 
skeltmrnplv in Ontario. around the Great Lakes basin and across Canada. The 
group ha oMr 300 memj~r and supporters, and conducts research and 
public education programns, in addition to pubflhlng a newsletter and operating 
a public resource crntre.  

We have re~mvedi the propoea P&40*- Consurtption Program - C4ND•J 
Reactr'/ Prrect, Final Report, July 1994, by AECL Technologles, es wei as the 
relWt sect lon of ft DoE PES. The attached subImisl•ion outlines our vlews 
on a range of lsuse regardko this propoeal Nuclear Awarnes Project does "no• support ft kIportation of pkltonlum I any form Into Canada. Weurge the 
DoE to rule out the option of using CANDU reactors located I- Ca-nada for 
plutonium dlspoestlon purpsoe. We belleve that a better alternative would be 
irrmobii.ation of the plutonium within the United States.

1/08.03.01 

2/08.03.01

F-053

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
use of the CANDU Reactor Alternative for the disposition of Pu. Decisions 
on disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based upon 
environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input. In addition, according to the Canadian 
Government (see letter sent by the Canadian Embassy in Washington, DC, 
dated June 6, 1996, reproduced in this CRD) an appropriate level of analysis 
by Canada would be required before any decision on burning Pu in a CANDU 
reactor is implemented. Before implementation, further negotiations between 
the United States and Canada will be required as this will include actions on 
the disposal of the spent fuel.

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Immobilization Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.
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IRENE KOCK 

PAGE 3 OF 9 

Sincerely.  

Irene Kock 

attachments 

c.c. Concen Citdens of Manitoba 
Dave TayVr 
674 RMvewood Ave.  

Wlnnipe, Manitoba R3T I K4 

Inter-Church Uranium Committee 
Phip Penna 
P.O0 Box 7724 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan S7H 4R4 

FACTS - For A Mlean Tonawanda Site 
Jim Rauch 
P.O. Box 568 
Keaimo, New York 14217-0566 

F-053
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010300 Comment Number 3 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Should the CANDU Reactor Alternative be chosen for Pu disposition, further Nuclear Awaenes rojnegotiations between the U.S. and Canadian Federal and Provincial z 

Box 104. l)xbrldge, Ontarin L9P IM6 Governments will be required before implementation, as well as business .. ' n,'/o 905-&52-0571 .ucaware@t b.apc.org negotiations with reactor owners. These negotiations will include performing ",Z.  
Se 6, t~ further environmental analyses, as appropriate.  

Submission to the U.S. Department of Energy Regarding the 
Storage &Wd Deoeftl of Weepona-IIA ble e m Mieriat 

Draft Prograrnmaul Environmental Impact Statermnt 

Capacity Factors and Reliablity of CANDU Reactors 

The Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) proposal assunes that the four Bruce 
AK Nuclear Generating Station reactors wi be retubed regardless of whether or not 

the faed-oxide (MOX) fuel asdeme is implem•nnted. that these reactors will 
operate at an average capacity factor of 80% for a twer 25 ear period. These assumptions are inappropriate, given currant debates about the future of the electricity 
sector In Ontario. and given operating experience at CANDOU reactors.  

The AECL Final Report PutMwtim Cow-fripeo Prop"am - CANDU R"ctor Project 
notes: 

"it Is aesumied for the purpoees of this study that the Bruce NGS A unit win be 
retubed becamue there is a demand for eleoliclty." 

Relubting Is the rebulding of a CANDU reactor core where all fuel channels are 3/01.03.00 
replaced at a cost now estimated by Ontario Hydro at about $350 mllion per reactor.! 
The DoE should note that the Bruce reactor 2 was shut down In 1996 to avoid the coat atd other major repairs, prmarily to steam generstora. The other 3 reactors are 
scheduled for retubing starting in 2000, but coul Instead by shut down at that time.  
The Bruce A Station began operatlom, between 1077 and•1979. It is unlikely that 
Ontario Hydro will be able to Justify the expense of retubing Its aging reactors when 
faced with Increasing competition in the electricity sector.  

The AECL Final Report also note": 

* it Is assumed that during the 25 year mission time the average 
capact factor of the units a 80%. which is generally consistent with 
Ontario Hydro's experience..." 

A review of capacity factors for CANDU reactors In Ontario shows that the 80% 
capacity factor target is not reaisti, Bruce 'A' is approaching 20 years of operation.  
and trends show that CANDU reactor performance deteriorates with age. The 1994 
annual and the ifetine capacity factors for the Bruce A Station are shown In Table 1.  

F-053
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Table 1: Arviue aid Ufatyn C"*it Factrs fo the qno -A- Nudeer Ganertin Station'4

Bruce AM A~WA Capecl 19e1bIFTe CaltY 
Reactor Feotor~for 1994 Factor to Cec. 9.4 

1 53.0 66.0 

2 63.4 59.0 

3 37.6 76.0 

4 50.6 7.  

The Pickering W' Station is soon In pont. akice Wh Piplemtg A reaptors wer 
reoiied between 163 ed 193. RaoctorsInd2were retth priwor o1990. and 
Poet-rebhkfg performancmeaveraged 04* 70% for tte five veow ortod from 1990 to 
1994. See Table 2.  

Table 2: Post-Ambibe Cepedly Factrs 
for Ptkelngki Reectur I end P-5

The degree of over-opttniani and actual ero In AECI!& tvo. eastaxwUore abouti 
reactor rehab~utaofl end performance wWpKtaton beinge Into 4Jaaftlor the vaIdfy of 
al of the *v*W~g In the AECL Report 

Costs and Bubeidlee 

The Ica win coat for us", plutoniumn fuel In CANDUs We eelanted. by AECI. at over 
a2.2 bl~or (1993 U.SS). Thes price doe not induda the cot of retublng the Bruce "A' 
reactore or Improvbng seult at ane Bruce ate. The price of pk~wjtrum fuel produto~n 
and ahlrpplng is eatrnatedl at $70 molon per yew - abot fthre to four Imee fte coat 
of CANDU irsenun fue9 It has been reported tha Ontario Hydro repueser~ttve Jotm 
LLnaw has said tOa the DOE alM pay goe fflperene betwm n the coat of CANDU 
"e*jmn fuel wend mlxeed-oadde fuel. etimale at $54 milio par yaw. Yet the budget 
presented by AECL for this project doesn't meontion anvy eubaldlee to Canada or

F-053
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YEAR PMKNath I PlICerIM 9, 

1990 67 65 

1991 67 72 

190 65 91____ 

1903 77 96 

199 19 as 

5 year average cseadiy factor - 70%
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Comment Number 4

Ontario Hydro from the DoE. What Is the DoE's p0o5eV on aubsicozJng utilities which 
use MOX fuel made from DOE pkutonium? 

If the DoE doe not pay for retubing end Seeurity improvements at Bruce W," then 
Ontario nste-payers wl have to pay those costa, which could eatsy approach $1 
bton to rsutbe and rehabilitate 2 reactors and Iharden' the Bruce Nucleer Power 
Development against terrorist attache. This Is in addition to paying what It would coal 
to use CANDU trenlm fuel, and the usual operealon, mntenance md edminlstratlon 
coets. a wOl as capital modfica•on costs associated with the reaecor. This te not a 
bargain for Ontario elec*icty rt-par. -m Is being implied by Ontro Hydro -. it is 
a burden. COter cmeper and ater energy supply and demand managatemt •op•on 
era madl avaltable. The premsure to inplement ful cost accounting and integrated 
resource planning In decision making on electricity options wll only Increee as 
Ontaro salt into An era of Increased competition In the eci sector. It is likely 
that reactor relhablltetion wil not be economical compared to these other options.  

Spent Fuel Management and Burial 

The end result of using plutonium fuel in CANDU reactors under ths proposal Is that 
foreign military radioac wesate would remain in Canada. From the enwvonment 
comfmuit' point of view. accepting radloactIve waste fr'om a foreign country would 
s a dangerous preclent The ssue of high level ralioactiveweate burial in Canada 
is currently being reviewed by a Federal Envfrcinental Assessment Panel.' The 
cunaent proposl, put forward by AECL. involves burial of the wate kin the Canadian 
%lWeld. Many reviers, indu'lng the Atorrmc Energy Control Board. Environment 

Carmda and the Paerls own Scientific Review Group. found significant technical deficienies In te AECL propoest, which took almost 15 years to prepare. Canadians 
are far fron achieving consensus on the best managemn strategy for nuclear fuel 
wates, and there has been no publc corn"uiation on the option of ascceping foreign 
wastes for burial hore. Thorafoe, the asaumptlon hn the DoE PEIS, that 'Spent fuel 
generated by a CANDU reactor would be aconmmodated within the Canadian spent 
fuel program' Is unwamranted end. premature. Nuder Awareness Project certainly 
does not support the storage or burial of foreign radloacive wastes In Canada.  

Canada's Non-Prollferatlon Policy 

The uie of plutonIum fuel would violate the spirit of Canada's non-prolffratelon stance, 
w~idh Ia Intended to Isolate the Canadian nucleaw industry from the mlitary nuclear 
weapons programr of oMr counlrl This plutonium fuel scheme would integrets 
Canada into the nuclear weapons program of the United States through: f) making 
Ontaro Hydno a commercial recipient of rnlttsy fisslle materiel; 2) undertaking security 
measures wihit Canada for ftase plutonium of foreign origin; and 3) providing 
r"adoactive wafte diepoea for foreign decommlssioned nuclear weapons. Nuclear 
Awereness Project supports the maintenance of a clea eparat ion between Canadian 
nudear programs and the mlitary nuclear programs of foreign powers.

3/01.03.00 
cont.

1/08.03.01 
cont.  

4/01.03.00

F-053

Once the Pu is converted to MOX fuel, it is no longer considered weapons
usable without extensive chemical processing and, therefore, would not 
involve the Canadian nuclear programs in the military nuclear programs of 
foreign powers.
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Environment and Public Health Hazards 

The operation of CANOU reactors in Ontario causes negative environmantal &no 
pttic health impacts due to routine eminaons of radioactive poluton especialay 
tritium, which Is found at levels far exceeding 'background' in the vicinity of all CANDU 
reactors. See the attached excerpt from Nuclear Awareness Projects Sprig 1OGS 
newslette 'Tritium Hits Port Elgin' for deftils of a recent incidernt o Bruce -A* 
(Attachment A).  

The po0Ulbluly of severe accidente at the Bruce "A" reactors cannot be ruled out, etnd 
the risk become greater as the reactors age. Such en accident would likely impact 
the ernla Great Lakes bean. The encosead excerpt trom the MNusa' Hal• Re poa 
1991 - fIfl sddreses some of these mactor elety oconcerns in detall (Attachment 
B). A njor concemn Is the risk that trade-offs am being made between safety and 
maintenanoe end capital coats. as ouined In section 3.1 of the NM .w Pzard 

"The AECL propoel Is Inoomplete In a key area that oonoorrn publc safety. Plutoru 
fuel can become toitica? under certain conditions. Treneporiteion and handling 
accidents could be disastrous for those exposed to radiation. The AECL proposal falls 
to Provide detils oi the iuistances under which thi may happen end how each 
situation might be prn or mitgated. AECL samply no*& that: 

Acoident scenarios with MOX fuel may be postulated which oould lead to 
crt concerns. These range from accidental rmmersion In light utr d'ing 

tartportation... The complete range of suich aidante would be analyzad as 
pert of the licensing basis for MOX operaln hIdwver. based upon a reiew of 
some scenaroe no difflljltlee are foreseaen.  

To lave a full assessment of criticality rliks to the Ullcnsing tags Is unacceptable.  
The AECL proposal tails to address any accident oondeirjon, only outlining some 
possible storage configurations to show how the fuel would behave under normal 
conditions.  

Then Is no guarantse that the plutonium fuel scheme wit undergo an environmental 
assessment at elither the prowcl or federal level. An exemption was granted to the 
Bruce A Station In 17M under the Ontario EniornanAa Assesement Act, and the 
use of MOX fuel may come under this exemption. The undertaking would be reguld 
by the Atomic Energy Control Board, which may not require a pubio heartng under 
Conada's Environmental Asseement Act. Nuclear Awareness Project i concerned 
that every e~or wll be made by our governmenti at Ote provincal and federal level to 
avoid en environmental aesosament on this proposal. We believe that it is 
unacceptable for the DoE to he considering the MOX -CANDU reactor schema in the 
absence of a firm comnmitment from the g6vernment of Canada to conduct a 
oomprehensive Environmental Assessment with full public hesrings wider the 
Canadian Envronmental Assessment Act-

3/01.03.00 
cont.  

5/01.03.00

F-053

01 03 00 Comment Number 5 

Should the CANDU Reactor Alternative be selected at the ROD, agreement 
with the Canadian Federal and Provincial Governments would be reached on 
the Pu disposition process, including appropriate environmental analysis with 
public involvement.
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Public Notification and Access to Information 

Nuclear Awaronoss Project was pleased to receive the U.S. Department of Energy's 
Storage and DLspos$ion of Weapon#U4.abbe Fissie Materals Draft Programimatic 
Enviiorwental kimat Sratemnt, and have the opponunity to comment. However. it 
was only through a conversation with coleagues in the U.S. that we knew about this 
Enwronmental Assessrnent at all. To the beat of our knowledge the DoE did not 
provide notification to the Canadian pubic about tis review process. Certainly Ontario 
Hydro and AECL made no effort that we know of to inform the Canadian public of this 
opportunity to comment on their propoaal. We hope you will give due consideration to 
our comments, even though the DoE is not accountable to Canadians.  

Nuclear Awareness Prolect has been aware of the propoesl to use mixed-oxide fuel 
contalning weapronr-griIs plutonium in CANDU reactors since 1994. and began 
requesting a copy of the proposial tha year. After over a year of run-around and 
unfuklned promises by Ontarlo Hydo to provide the document, It wae requested 
foially under Freedom of information legleltion. Ontario Hydro refused to relsese 
the report and Instead. dected us to obtain a copy from the U.S. Department of 
Energy. The DoE eventualy directed us to AECL TechnologiesInc. In the US., and a 
"Controllad Copy* of Phdonkim Coisurniocb P"rogam - CANDU Reactor Pro/et was 
received in April 199M. Ontario Hydro and AECL have dliberst••ly withheld vital 
informatlon on the MaX fuel proposal as long as possible in order to stifie public 
debate. This In unacceptable behaviour from any corporation, let alone provincial and 
fedea crown corporations.  

Ontario Hydro has also been uncooperative in releasing Informatlon on other aspects 
of the proposal, such as public opinion polls. Nuclear Awareness Project requested a 
copy of the results of a public opinion pol conducted for Ontario Hydro on the 
plutoriurni fuel issue in 1995. The sciKpt of the poll was released, however, Hydro 
refused to reveal the results and analysis, under the Freedom of Information Act, 
noting: "The survey will be used in Federal Cabinet policy discusaioni. Release of the 
survey would interfere with a fair and unbiased Cabinet review of the issues*. Hydro's 
reply also noted that: *.. release of the survey could generate negative news coverage 
that would affect the economic intarests of Ontario Hydro.-' 

Concluslon 

Nuclear Awareness Project does not support the Importation of plutonlum fuel for use 
in the Bruce "A" Nuclear Generating Station for the following reasons: 

in order to use MOX fuel at two reactors, the Bruce 'A" Nuclear Generating 
Station will require in the order of $1 Bllion In repairs and asourity upgrades 
which would have to be paid by the electricity rate-payers of Ontario; 

* the Bruce reactors are otherwise likely to be shut down early, saving capital 
repair coats, as wall as operating, maintenance and administrstion costs 
electricity can be supplied, or den'qnd managed more cost effectively;

6/01.03.00

3/01.03.00 

cont.  

F-053

010300 Comment Number 6

The Department of Energy is committed to the NEPA process which includes 
consideration of all public comments. All comments are given equal 
consideration in the decisionmaking process.
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Rox 104. Uxbridgc, Oltark), L9P 1M6 
lcMll'AX 905-X52-M571 nuawure(.wch.uipc.org 

FAX RECORD Date: Thursday, June 6, 1996 

202-586-2710 To: U.S. Deptint of Enemy From: Irene Kock 
Office of Fissi.e Materalas Disposition Nuclear Awareness Project 

Total pages (Including cover): B pages + cover sheet 

Comments: Coments re: Storage and Disposition of weapons-Usable Fissili Materials 

Draft Programematic Enviromental Impact Statement 

Please note that attachments and original submission are being sent 
express post -- attachements are not included with this fax 

if this fax is. incomplete pleaselcall 905-852-0571 or 905-852-3044 
for re-transmission
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Comment Number 1

Box 104, Uxbridge, Ontario L9P 1M6 
Tel/Fax 905-852-0571 nucaware@web.apc.org 

April 22, 1996 

Mr. Greg Rudy, Acting Director 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
U.S. Department of Energy 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washington, D.C. 20026-3786 U.S.A.  

BY FAX -- > 202-586-2710 

Dear Mr. Rudy, 

I as writing to request that you extend the deadline for comasnto 
on the U.S. Department of Energy'a "Storage and Diepoeltion of 
Weapons-Usable Fisile Materials Draft Programmatic Environtental 
Impact Station" (PHIS) by at least 30 days. I understand the 
current deadline is may 7, 1996.  

Nuclear Awareness Project is working to prepare coments on the 
option for plutonium disposition which involves the use of mixed
oxide (MOX) fuel in CANDU reactors. I originally contacted you 
for details of the review on February 27, and later requested a 
copy of the PEI from you on March 16, which I received on March 
22. This efficiency for document distribution is in stark 
contrast to my experience in trying to obtain a supporting 
document to the PEIS, specifically reference AECL 1994a.  

After receiving the P1I2, I proceeded to look for details of the 
MOX-CANDU option, only to find that the details aren't in that 
documentation. Our organization has been well aware of the MOX
CANDU proposal since 1994, but have been unable to obtain 
technical details from either Ontario Hydro or Atomic Ener of 
Canada Limited (the Canadian offices). In fact, after a ful year 
of run-around from Ontario Hydra, we filed a formal request under 
our Freedom of Information legislation, asking Ontario Hydro for 
a copy of the technical proposal. Hydro told us to get it from 
the U.S. Department of Energy (see attached copy of letter), 
which was a surprise to us.  

I then requested a copy form Mr. Cantor with the DoE, in a letter 
dated December 8, 1995. In late February, I followed this letter 
with a phone call, since I hadn't received anything. Mr. Cantor's 
staff referred me to Mr. Phil Campbell at AECL Technologies in 
Maryland. I phoned Mr. Campbell on February 23, and he agreed to 
send me the MOX-CAMDU proposal. Meanwhile, I became familiar with 
the Dot P19s review process and wee in touch with you. I had 
expected to find the technical details of the MOX-CANDO option in 
the PEIS, as I mentioned above, however, I did finally receive 
the AECL Technologies document "Plutonium Consumption Program: 
CANDU reactor Project" in early April.  

... 2/

1/08.01.00 

2/08.02.00

M-058

At the request of several organizations and individuals, the public comment 
period was extended to a total of 92 days.

080200 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy uses a wide variety of methods to communicate 
with the public on these important issues. These methods include public 
meetings, as part of the NEPA process, and meetings outside of the process, 
such as the Plutonium Round Table. Numerous fact sheets and displays are 
made available at the meetings as well as by mail. All of this information is 
available on the Program's electronic bulletin board. All information was and 
will continue to be provided upon request as well as in the DOE Public 
Reading Rooms.

080100
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-2

All this background is just to point out to you the serious 208.02.00 
difficulty we have had in obtaining a document which forms the 

basis for the sections in the DOE PZIS on the MOX-CAMDU option. I cont.  
believe an extension of at least 30 days should be provided to 1/08.01.00 
sake up the time lost due to complete documentation being 
unavailable. I look forward to your reply. cont.  

Irene Kock 

- 2 page letter attached (included with original in the mail) 

M-058
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Telephone (416) 592 2736 Fax: (416) 592-5514 

December 7. 1995 

Nuclear Awareness Project 
ATTN: Ms. Irene Kock 
Box 2331 
Oshawa, Ontario 
LIH 7V6 

Dear Ms. Kock: 

Request for Access to Information 
- Reference Number: 9 0062 

I ur responding in your access request received under the Freedom of Information 

and Protection of Privacy Act on November 10, 1995.  

Access is denied to the following document: 

. Plutonium Consumption Program - CANDU Reactor Projects 

Access is denied to this record in accordance with section 22(a) of the Act, as this 
recird has recently been published and is currently available to the public. You can 
request a copy from: 

US Department of Energy 
Fissile Materials Management 
ATTN: Howard Cantor 

Technical Director 
Forrestal Hall 
Washington, D.C.  
USA 

No other studies or reports exist that have been prepared by Ontano Hydro on the 
possible use of mixed-oxide fuel containing plutonium from dismantled nuclear 
warheads.  

The person responsible for making the decision regarding access is L.E Leonolf 
Senior Vice-President, General Counsel and Secretary. You may request a review 
of this decision by contacting the Information and Privacy Commissioner within 30 
day% of receiving this response 

M-058
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Ms. Irene Kock -2- December 7, 1995 

In the event that you wish to launch an appeal to the Information and Privacy 
Commissioner, please provide the Commissioner's Office with I) the request F" 

reference number which Ontario Hydro assigned to your request; 2) a copy of the 
decision letter, and 3) a copy of the original request for information which you sent 
to us.  

Sincerely, 

S.M. Leng 
Cporate Records and Fiecdm 
of Information Officer 
Corporate Records and Freedom 
of Information Department 
H18 A17 

M. Gamble:MD

M-058
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COMMENTS ON THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY'S 
STORAGE AND DISPOSITION OF WEAPONS-USABLE FISSILE MATERIALS 

DRAFT PROGRAMMATIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

Nuclear Control Institute 

June 7, 196 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Non-Proliferation Issues 

- The nonproliferation analysis is an integral element of the screening criteria and 
decisions made in prepanog the DPEIS, and should therefore be made a formal part of the 
PEIS, rather than the subject of a separate process.  

- The Secretary of Energy should extend the public comment period until 45 days 
after all relevant support documents, including the cost and non-proliferation analyses, are 
made publicly available.  

- The 1994 NAS study on the disposition of excess weapon plutonium proposed 
three proliferation risk factors for use in comparing plutonium-disposition optiom: risk of 
deft. risnk of reversal; and impact on arms reduction. These criteria should be incorporated 
into the PEIS's non-proliferation analysis.  

- Judged by each of these criteria, the option of irradiating weapons plutonium in 
nuclear reactors (tbe MOX option) poses far greater proliferation risks than the option of 
vitrifying plutonium with highly radioactive waste (the VHLW option), 

- The MOX option presents a greater risk of diversion primarily because of the 
fuel-fabrication stage, a process that is difficult to safeguard effectively. Such uncertain 
verification could severely limit the trust nations place in an international nuclear 
arrms-reluctions and non-proliferation regime predicated upon recycling watised plutorium 
as fuel for ractors.  

- The DPEIS fails to consider the "can-in-a-canmster" vitrification option, now being 
developed at Savannah River and Livermore, despite the great promise it has shown. It 
must receive specific analysis and consideration in the PEIS.  

- The proliferation resistance of the final waste forms largely determines the 
potential reversibility of plutonium disposition, but the OPEIS fails to examine these issues.  
A detailed comparative analysis of plutonium retrievability from spent MOX fuel and 
immobilized glass and ceramic waste forms must be included.

1/01.06.00 

12/08.01.00 

3/01.06.00 

4/01.06.00 

5/01.02.00 

6/01.06.00

010600 Comment Number I

Both the PEIS and the nonproliferation analysis document will be used, along 
with cost, schedule, and technical analyses in the decisionmaking process, to 
support the ROD,

080100 Comment Number 2

At the request of several organizations and individuals, the public comment 
period was extended to a total of 92 days. The documents related to technical, 
cost, and schedule analyses were made available to the public beginning in 
July 1996. The nonproliferation analysis was made available to the public 
beginning in October 1996. These analyses will be considered along with the 
PEIS by the decisionmaker in reaching the ROD. The public had the 
opportunity to provide input on the studies before the ROD.

010600 Comment Number 3

The purpose of the Proposed Action is, in part, to establish the technical and 
program infrastructure that will enable the United States to take unilateral 
action or negotiate reciprocal actions with other nations for the disposition of 
surplus weapons-usable Pu. This PEIS addresses the environmental impacts 
of the reasonable alternatives for DOE's Proposed Action. Analyses of the 
cost, schedule, technical, and nonproliferation policy impacts are described in 
separate documents and will be considered in, DOE's decision. These 
documents were made available for public review beginning in late July and 
October 1996. DOE also conducted a series of public meetings, prior to the 
issuance of the Final PEIS, to discuss the nonproliferation analysis, 
Nonproliferation and Arms Control Assessment of Weapons-Usable Fissile 
Materials Storage and Plutonium Disposition Alternatives, as it relates to the 
Proposed Action and alternatives.  

The analysis of the nonproliferation impacts examines, among other things, 
the risk of theft, risk of reversal, and arms reduction impacts for the various 
Reactor Alternatives using MOX fuel and for the Immobilization 
Alternatives.

it.
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• Isotopic composition of the residual plutonium in the final waste forms is an 
inafippropat criterion by which to asw proliferation risks because it perpetuates a 
dangerotu myth that reactor-grade plutonium cannot be used to make workable weapons.  
The ability to construct a weapon from reactor-grade plutonium was demonstrated decades 

ago. It is dangerous even to consider it u open question. Isotopic degradation does not 

pose a substantial barrier to re-militarization of wauhead phatoimn. and therefore does not 
constitute a compelling arguent in favor of the MOX option.--a conclusion shared by the 
1995 NAS study.  

.The MOX option would clearly encourage the civil use of plutoniumn. The U.S.  
Oovernment would be engaging in MOX activities for the first time on a commercial scale, 
legitimizing the ue of MOX in civil nuclear power programs. Such a sea change in U.S.  
policy would confuse and complicate U.S. non-proliferation diplomacy. It would send the 
wrong signal to Western Europe. Japan, and other non-nuclear-weapon states.  

- The MOX option sends the wrong fuel cycle policy signal in three ways. Fir• the 
MOX option effectively declares that plutonium has an asset value, and that the energy 

contained within it should be viewed as a national asset. Second, the MOX option suggests 

that a plutonium fuel cycle can be effectively safeguarded, and the use of MOX for 

weapons plutonium disposition would sorely be cited by plutonium advocates as a 
government "seal of approval' on the proces. Third, the MOX option would be portrayed 

as giving credibility to the claim that plutonium recycle in light-water reactor (LWRs) is 

essential to nuclear waste management.  

- While we strongly favor the immobilization options generally over the reactor 

options, we do not support all the immobilization options. We strongly oppose the 

electrometalluagical reamonent alternative ("py processing'). This opposition is supported 

by the conclusions of studies by the National Academy of Sciences, and even DOE's own 
internal memo.  

Transportation Security Issues 

- The selection of any reactor disposition option will increase transportation risks by 

adding two ertra transportation steps to the disposition process. Weapons-grade plutonium 

will have to be transported from a plutonium conversion facility to a MOX fuel fabrication 

plant. MOX fuel would be sent from the fuel fabrication plant to a reactor site or sites.  

STransport risks would increase even more ifa decision were made to fabricate 
MOX fuel in Europe, pending construction of a domestic fuel fabrication plant. This 
scenario would reluire trans-Atlantic sea shipments of weapons-grade plutonium and 
unirradiated MOX reactor fuel.  

- Any of the imtmobilization options would require less transportation of weapons
usable materials and thereby reduce safety and security risks. a conclusion shared by the

7/01.06.00 

8/01.06.00 

9/01.06.00 

10/08.03.01

11/10.00.00 

12/10.02.00 

13/08.03.01 

M-281

010600 Comment Number 4

Appropriate safeguards and security considerations will be given to the MOX 
facility during the development of the design, or selection of an existing 
facility, and during the operation of the facility. These considerations will 
include the capability for material accountability and appropriate protection 
of the various forms of the material throughout the fuel fabrication process.  
As noted in the nonproliferation analysis, MOX fuel fabrication poses a 
potential security and diversion risk, which must be addressed with enhanced 
security.

010200 Comment Number 5

The can-in-canister concept is included as a variant under the Vitrification 
Alternative for surplus Pu disposition. A more detailed discussion of this 
process appears in Section 2.4.4 and Appendix 0 of the Final PEIS as a result 
of comments received.

010600 Comment Number 6

One of the goals of materials disposition is to make the Pu as inaccessible and 
unattractive for weapons use as the residual Pu contained in commercial 
nuclear spent fuel (that is, the Spent Fuel Standard). The Pu contained in spent 
MOX fuel or in an immobilized glass or ceramic form meets the Spent Fuel 
Standard. The proliferation resistance of the final MOX spent fuel and 
immobilized forms are compared for the various alternatives and variations 
in DOE's nonproliferation study, Draft Nonproliferation and Arms Control 
Assessment of Weapons-Usable Fissile Material Storage and Plutonium 
Disposition Alternatives, which was made available for public review 
beginning in October 1996. DOE also conducted a series of public meetings, 
prior to the issuance of the Final PEIS, to discuss the analysis of the 
Nonproliferation Policy as it relates to the disposition and storage and 
alternatives. The proliferation analyses, along with the PEIS, public 
comments, and cost, schedule, and technical analyses will be part of the 
decisionmaking process to support the ROD.
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Comment Number 7

1995 NAS study.  

* There should be an explicit requirement for an armed military escort for U.S. sea 
shipments of weapons-grade plutonium and mixed-oxide reactor fuel fabricated from it.  
ThDPEIS needs to state publicly what level of security will be required for shipments of 
plutonium and MOX. Anything less than an armed military escort should be unacceptable.  

- The MPEIS does not discuss the security armagements for sea shipments of 
plutonium or MOX reactor fuel. Some aspects of these arrangements can and should be 
made a part of the public record and subject to independent evaluation.  

Transportatkitt Safer Issue 

* No air shipments of plutonium or MOX should he allowed, given that a 
crashworthy air-shipment cask has not beer developed for these materials.  

. The DPEIS understates the environmental hazards of transporting radioactive 
ma by embracing the current intemational ("Type B1) transport standards and 
assigning a low probability to an accident that could result in a breach of the cask. The 
DPE!S disegards recent exert reports that challenge the adequacy of the current 
international standards, as well as ongoing initiatives within the IAEA and the Imsemaiiosal 
Maritime Organization (IMO) to re-evasuate thee standards in the context of historcal data 
about accident conditions. The DPEIS's analysis is cursory aid outdated, and must be 
revised to take into account the most recent studies and the ongoing IAEA and IMO re
evaluaions of thes casks.  

- Given the amounts of plutonium and MOX that could be transported for 
dis;position, it would be prudent to test the shipping casks to failure and to evaluate the 
findings in the PEIS.  

Economic Issues 

- Like the non-proliferation analysis, the cost analysis of plutonium disposition 
options now being prepared by Oak Ridge National Laboratory must be integrated into the 
NEPA decision-making process.  

* The cost analysis must include all costs of the various disposition options, 
including subsidies being demanded by nuclear electrical utilities that have expressed 
interst in using weapons-plutonium MOX fuel.

13/08.03.01 
cont.  

14/13.00.00 

15/10.00.00 

16/10.02.00 

17/10.00.00 

18/08.00.00

- Cost compansons for the different plutonium disposition options should also reflect 119/07.02.00 
the cost of security requirements for sea shipments.  

M-281

Although it may be possible to make a nuclear weapon from spent 
commercial reactor fuel, it can only be done with a great deal of difficulty by 
individuals with extensive experience in handling and processing nuclear 
materials. The disposition of weapons-usable Pu through the use of MOX fuel 
in LWRs creates a radiological barrier that makes the Pu as difficult to retrieve 
and reuse in weapons as Pu in spent commercial reactor fuel. The use of this 
technology approach would allow for the Pu to be disposed of in a geologic 
repository the same as commercial reactor fuel.

010600 Comment Number 8

The President's Nonproliferation Policy says the United States will not 
recycle Pu. Burning weapons-usable Pu in reactors does not utilize the 
recycling process because the Pu in the spent fuel from this process will not 

be extracted for reuse in new fuel. This is consistent with U.S. policy since no 
Pu is being recycled. After a once-through fuel cycle, the Pu would be 
converted to a nonproliferation form as spent reactor fuel.

010600 Comment Number 9

Convening surplus Pu into MOX fuel is not the end state. The end state is to 
use the MOX fuel in a reactor, so that after irradiation it meets the Spent Fuel 
Standard for proliferation resistance. While the Pu is in the MOX fuel form, 
it would be subject to high standards of safeguard and security.  

While the PEIS discusses the generation of spent fuel as an indirect result of 
potential disposition actions, any subsequent reprocessing and extraction of 
Pu from that spent fuel is not being proposed by DOE and is beyond the 
fundamental nonproliferation purpose of the disposition effort. The PEIS 
evaluates disposition of surplus weapons Pu through use in MOX fuel, but 
does not further propose or evaluate reprocessing of the spent fuel, and does 
not suggest or propose reprocessing for the management or disposition of the 
spent fuel.  

Plutonium forms that are suitable for conversion to MOX fuel would have an 
energy value. However, the alternatives utilizing surplus weapons-usable Pu

010600
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L lItroductlon

The Nuclear Control Institute ('NCI") is a non-profit policy resarch group that 
seeks to increase understanding in the U.S. and other counres of proliferation and 
terrorism risks snciated with civilian tuss of nuclear'-eapon nahialas--plutonium and 
highly enriched nmaium. NCI is concerned that certain plutonium-dispoeition options 
considered in the Storage and Dsnositii, of WeaorM-Usable Fissile Materials Draft 
ProuRa tic Environmental Impact Statement ("DPEIS")' contribute to those risks.  

The Department of Energy (DOE) proposes that a disposition strategy be 
implemented for the 3g.2 metric too of U.S. weapon-usable plutonium that has been 
declared surplus, as well as any additional material designated as surphir in the future. This 
smregy will entail rendering such weapon.uable plutonium as inaccessible and unataractive 
for weapons use as the plutonium contained in spent nuclear fuel from commercial power 
reactors a criterion known as the 'spent fuel standard.* The objectives of this approach are 
to strengthei the irreversibility of nuclear arms reductions and to reduce the risks of 
diversion or theft of the material.  

NCI is concerned, however, that arms-reduction and ton-proliferation objectives will 
be undercut if surplus plutooium is used as fuel in nuclear power reactors (the MOX 
option) rather tan directly disposed of in waste (the vitrification option). We are also 
concerned with issues associated with environsental safety and health, trusportation safety 
and security, economics, legal and regulatory marter, and fulfillment of DOE obligations 
under the National Enviromnental Policy Act (NEPA). All these concems wre elaborated in 
this set of coments. with the exception of environmental safety and health issues, which 
ar addressed in a parate set of comments prepared by Dr. Edwin Lymian, scientific 
director of the Nuclear Control Institute.' 

1L Non-ProlIferation and Cost Analyses Must Be Included in DPEIS

Two key DOE analyses for use in consideration of plutonium disposition alternatives 
ae not yet completed. DOE is still preparing a cost analysis and a non-preliferation 
analysis of disposition options. At the April IS public hearing on the DPEIS. Greg Rudy, 
head of the Office of Fissile Material Disposition. stated that those analyses would 
eventually be made available to the public when completed, but not prior to the end of the 
comment period, then scheduled to end on May 7. At the request of NCI and several other 

SOilie of Fikle Maimriah n .S. DDn *or & . Storage aid f-isiti, o" 
We,=on 1:Usable Ftnile Mi. eniS Do Pnersenmin Envxironmental Impact Suenn,,r. DOEJEIS-02"9-D.  
February 1996. Volue1. I. II. III.d •aneinvay (htnnster referrin to m'DPEIS').  

' Dr. Edwin Lyman. "Pblie ad Oemptoonal Healih and Safety tirpcu or Phtteknr Dispositioe 
Alter"Wirves.' Nat-ear Control 1 witrae. June 7, 1996.

18/08.00.00 
cont.

M-281

for fabrication of MOX fuel and burning in reactors are considered 
reasonable since converting the material to spent fuel meets the Spent Fuel 
Standard.  

The Department of Energy is confident that the utilization of MOX fuel can 
be effectively safeguarded. Appropriate measures will be taken to provide this 
assurance. Further, the U.S. fuel cycle policy is unchanged. The Pu would be 
consumed in a reactor using a once-through fuel cycle, then disposed of as 
spent nuclear fuel. No reprocessing would be involved in surplus Pu 
disposition, consistent with the President's Nonproliferation Policy.

080301 Comment Number 10

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Electrometallurgical Treatment Alternative. Decisions on disposition of 
weapons-usable fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, 
technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 
input.

100000 Comment Number 11

The human health risks of material transportations associated with the 
proposed Pu storage and disposition alternatives are evaluated and presented 
in Section 4.4 of this PEIS. The more detailed description of the methodology 
and supporting data for the analysis is presented in the Appendix G.  
Transportation of radioactive materials between sites includes health risks for 
both normal operations and accident conditions to the public and workers.

100200 Comment Number 12

According to results calculated by the RADTRAN code, the highest number 
of total potential fatalities from the transportation of materials from lag 
storage to fuel fabrication and then to a reactor site is 4.16 for MOX fuel 
fabrication in the United States. For MOX fuel fabrication in Europe, the 
number of potential fatalities for transportation would be 4.62. Risk 
differences between the two MOX fuel fabrication options (that is, the United 
States vs. Europe) are very small for transportation of all stages involved. The

0t 
.00
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public-interest groups and stakeholders,' the comment period was extended until June 7, 

but DOE said that "while [DOE] does not intend to incorporate such [non-proliferation and 

cost] reports within the PEIS, they will be made available for public review this summer." 

Mr. Rudy asserted that these analyses are not required for inclusion in the PEIS process 

which focuses on environmental issues.  

This is an inappropriately narrow view of the scope of programmatic environmental 

impact statements. Previous EIS's. such as the spent fuel take-back PEIS, have included 

detailed nonproliferation analysis, even making non-proliferation a primary decision 

criterion). Cost analysis has been included as a decision factor in some EIS s as well.6 

Indeed, even the draft plutonium disposition DPEIS explicitly cites 'non-proliferation,' 

"security," and "cost-effectiveness" as among the screening criteria used in the disposition 

' Letter fram Nuckie Conto•l Institute, Gronope International. Nalcar Waste Citijan Coalition, 

Physicians for Secal Responsibility. Taitem for Science aid Intatrnotlon Security, and Nuclear hnfon'nauioi 

Rmoren Stine, s Enaeg Secretay HanI O'Leay, April 29. 1996.

18/08.00.00 
cont.

. Lote from 43M. Rudy, Offlic of Fisslle Mmta'l. D*lspoiiioel. to Mackue Contrl hbtio Nudial 

W.i Cki Cowllitim Naclkr laifmMnot A o Greempet bomatienl, lntiwne for 

Siooe e & tl So•oity. ai Phtysin for Seoiall ftpnep ibilityr. May 6. 1996.  

' •l E.. *- , -- •.•:.= . - H,,...,W~ Nsboncarlf~atitmMITC QML 

Poeino Rd•h Roasor Samo Nuclin FooL 05DOE,-021IF, F.Mvnty 1996. Suano-y. pp. 51-59 loon

pra ot~iom bnpg of anteagimi anslydai eapaad1 Drf F-Cn tioahn Solatio 
DOVI S-0219D. Aagwt 1994. P. 2-13 ("MaMly nod oWopraif.e...Ii 

dodalo o aitel•, ratm toho ,wll ni aS-ndve po r, ni aty obje!ivt tno 

DOFJEIS-O2200. Morch 1995. p. 2-46 (decion c riterion bigoolo idnoutice to F-CaOnyo draft FS). Ej 
po-o-, nonlo Ioenant.•..,al i,,----i stat-ri, for Thoou, Sanely aid Reevtllr. DOFEIS0161. Volume L.  

Octoboe 1995. p. S- (e•oo•,ioal irradialiom e alternative ruled out of draft PEIS bans on 

"a•rforeien tn;laer orr into final PFMS based in pat na "ftih" cOMldetliO of 

nooopetfinitlnft hor'.Dooia fSrtaMstl niid Urom DatFvtonoti la 

sual DomE/Ets4240-DS Otoe 1995. stououry. p. S-7 (crinaria agaoaildi M OdP potenial 
altorS-eba" hood no Prasidoi Clintos 199M onpraiftelna. policy end 1994 HAS trepn on pbitoiiMO 

d ; "otp- citera inleoded (im dii nooprolletiaio.; seurity ..  

S Spen Fool Take-Babk FIS. OL1 PP. 62-63 (noms of aidn sm ayrd -nd C Wd Ss a 
River Sine Worn Moone------i-nr,,tr Draft En~ijrao al Itut St -"'. DOIEIS-0217D. Volume I. J)anm/ 

1995. p. 2-71 (*A tocinology hWd to -n the foallowiOela8 to be ' a podMaptia lolog (3) Its 

cost wont MVe mff to other possiblea io iksohebe. DotnO o ors Patoni on Mr 
Foo Monst ..d det Idormloo E--n-" o xloe-"o La--erS"-v ole-- nnota P•aooo nod Waite 

ban....noont Proor", ne Final Envi.-'rne'tdn as I lelton DOEt IS0-0203-1F, Vobas 1. S...ury. April 

1995. p. 37 ý('nod of ýiempkw-nitm a ýdoe/no nakitonn. a orid oottpu cool ensaiaysia integrated lon) 
PF5S). DflI Poe.'.r.-.--t. Enro;oua ..... t..ne "---.p si -- for Sloekisil Stva, dahit ad Monnunmi 

DOFJEIS-0236, Vo.ne I. .Ferary M996, p 3-1 ('ptaoiing napiOnS nod basis for otolysi in PETS 

include "m~snio efficiency aid minmion crt aNd was consistent with pfoltni-sem aeeds'); Surpli 

HEtJ Dispohition Draft EIS. eoo p. 5- ('ost-7 ff'trri-S' roonii ecriteria apingt whi to judsr 

poeontialltonva
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values given in Table 4.4.3.3-4 of the PEIS represent the "Total Potential 
Fatalities" associated with the transportation of Pu oxide, uranium oxide, and 

MOX fuel, for the Reactor Alternative category. The quantities presented are 

a result of direct risk calculations which yield results in "numbers of human 

fatalities." In regard to accumulating the risks associated with a given 

transportation process, the maximum risk impacts from the transport of Pu 

oxide, uranium oxide, and MOX fuel under the Reactor Alternatives may be 

summed directly from Table 4.4.3.3-4. Section G. 1.2.5 provides a description 

of the transportation effects on the global commons.

080301 Comment Number 13

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Vitrification Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable fissile 

materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 

studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

130000 Comment Number 14

The safeguards and security of storage of the weapons-usable fissile materials 
will continue to follow existing applicable regulations and requirements.  

Furthermore, the facilities would be inspectable by IAEA, as appropriate.  

Transportation impacts are discussed in Section 4.4 and Appendix G of the 

PEIS. Armed nuclear material couriers carefully selected and highly trained 

to operate tractor-trailers and communication systems would be used. These 

couriers would also be authorized by the AEA to carry firearms and make 

arrests in the performance of their duties. No military personnel are 

anticipated to be used in DOE's management of weapons-usable fissile 

materials in the United States. However, the same level of security, or higher 

as deemed necessary, would be provided for sea shipments as that of U.S.  

over-land shipments. During transport on the ship and while in temporary 

storage at the seaports, appropriate security escort measures would be 

implemented. Any sea transport would also meet applicable IAEA 

requirements and the International Maritime Organization code.
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PEIS process to rule out certain disposition alternatives.' Certainly the analyses used to 

support these cost and non-proliferation decisions should be incorporated into the PEIS 

itself.  

DOE's Office of Non-Proliferation and Arms Control, tasked with preparing the 
non-proliferation analyses, is developing a process whereby the public can comment on and 

participate in the development of that analysis.' The process will be modeled on the 
approach used in preparing the National Ignition Facility (NIF) non-prolideslion analysis 

In year. While the opportunity for public input this approach will offer is beneficial and 

welcome, we also believe the nonproliferation analysis is an integral element of the 

screening criteria and decisions made in preparing the DPEIS, and should therefore be made 
a formal part of the PEIS.  

Moreover, we are not aware of any comparable public-input process for the 

economic analysis of disposition options being prepared by Oak Ridge National Laboratory.  

NEPA specifically requires that cost aralyses, if prepared, be made a formal part of the EIS 

process. CEQ regulations, adopted by DOE for its implementation of NEPA,' provide that 

"[i]f a cost-benefit analysis relevant to the choice among environmentally different 

alternatives is being considered for the proposed action, it & by 

reference or qapended to the statement as an aid in evaluating the environmental 
consequences. ... '* [emphasis supplied] Courts have upheld this requirement, holding 

thia "[t]he cost-bencfit analysis of alternatives must be contained within the environmental 

impact statement standing alone, and not as complemented by the administrative record."" 

It is NCI's position, therefore, that the Secretary of Energy should extend the public 

comment period until 45 days after all relevant support documents, including the cost and 
non-proliferation analyses, are made publicly available.

18/08.00.00 
cont.  

20/08.00.00 

18/08.00.00 
cont.  

18/08.00.00 
cont.

IE. Non-Proliferation Issues 

The absence of a non-proliferation analysis from the DPEIS is particularly egregious.  

First, the DPES itself states that "[tihe purpose of the proposed action is to implement the 21/01.06.00 
President's Nonproliferation and Export Control Policy in a safe, reliable, con-effective, 

DrEIS. Stuspy, p. S-5 

* Rudy lena. Jal. Dave Airown. 'DOE Keepi Nonpnillferatiom, Cost Analyses Out or PNrDispositio 
PEIS., Hyleatl. May 20. 1996. p 12.  

* 10 C.F.R. 1021. 101 10 C FR. 1021.103.  

o40 CIFR 1502.23 (emphsts, added).  

" NnWntl Wildlie Fgderaro,o Maoh. 563 F Spp. 985. 997 (DD.C. 1983).
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Air transport is not proposed as an option under the alternatives discussed 
within this PEIS. Transport of nuclear materials is limited to either land or 
sea. Furthermore, there is no intent or strategy for air transport to ultimately 
become a viable option under any of the alternatives presented in the 
document, even if the "Safety Series 6" regulations, referenced to on page 20 
of 47 of your comments (page 564 of this CRD), are subsequently approved.

100200 Comment Number 16

Type B packagings are currently certified safe by DOE and NRC for 
transporting radioactive materials. The comments were given consideration 
for the PEIS, but the analysis used is for currently certified packagings. If the 
safety certification for the packaging is withdrawn, then new analyses would 
be required through the DOT, NRC, and IAEA as appropriate.

100000 Comment Number 17

The testing of shipping casks is beyond the scope of the PEIS. The risk 
analysis performed for the PEIS used data from currently approved DOT, 
NRC, and DOE-certified shipping casks to determine impacts. When a 
specific alternative for disposition of Pu has been selected, any additional data 
with respect to the risks associated with shipping casks containing Pu and/or 
MOX fuel would be incorporated into the analysis.

080000 Comment Number 18

In the interest of openness and more informed decisionmaking, DOE released 
Technical Summary Reports to the public as soon as they became available.  
Cost data, along with technical and schedule data, was provided for public 
comment in Technical Summary Reports of both storage and disposition in 
the summer of 1996. Results of the nonproliferation analysis were made 
available to the public in the fall of 1996. Each of these analyses, which are 
separate from the NEPA process, will be integrated along with the 
environmental analysis and public input into DOE's decisionmaking process.

-7 - z~ t.*,4 f" ,,.A*ý

0

100000 Comment Number 15
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technically feasible, and timely manner."" Second, as mentioned above, among the 2 .  
screening criteria used to select and exclude alternatives from the DPEIS were President 21/01.0600 
Clinton's 1993 non-proliferation policy, as well as such factors as "non-proliferation' and cont.  
"security..Ic

NCI is also concerned about the failure to coordinate decisions regarding•-disposition 

of military plutonium with U.S. policy toward civilian plutonium. A study by the U.S.  

National Academy of Sciences (NAS) on the disposition of plutonium from dismantled 

nuclear weapons emphasized that "further steps should be taken to reduce the proliferation 

risks posed by all of the world's plutonium stocks, military and civilian, separated and 

unseparated.... A similar point was made in a Rand Corporation report which said: "It 

is critical that countries pay attention to the proliferation threat from the civilian side if they 

want to matisiize the non-proliferation value of dismaantling U.S. nuclear weapons and 

those of the FSRs (former Soviet republics). If countries ignore the civilian threat, they can 

compound the problem by making wrong choices in how to deal with military 
materials.".

1 

To date, the U.S. Government has not drawn both elements of the plutonium 

problem, military and civilian, into a unified, coherent national plutonium policy. The 

strong interconnection between military and civilian aspects of U.S. HIEU policy has been 

missing in the case of plutonium. The principal reasons for this include the reluctance of 

the United Stares to challenge Western Europe, Japan and Russia on their civilian 

plutonium programs, as well as resistance from ntuclear industry represenunves and 

government policymnakers who insist that plutonium is a resource to be utilized, not a wastc 

to be disposed of. These are largely political judgesments that give short s to or ignore 

altogether the underlying security risks of encouraging civilian use of separated plutonium.  

If current plans proceed, the world will have far more separated plutonium in 

civilian than in military programts.--a trend that can only work against effective 

disposition of military plutonium by the present nuclear-weapon states if civilian stockpiles 

, DPEM Sumamary. p. S-;.  

• DPEIS. Siamoiy. p. S-S 

Commoi•ee M nleniwoiooal Seoarity aid Arm Contrls. Ntion6al Academy of S¢iesKl, M-Mnt 

aind Disaotiiio of Escess Wear0 PIhatoomium. 1994 INAS 19941, p 34.  

.. Brian Chow srd iKennieth Solomoo. Ltmitina the .Wread of Weoon-OUsabIe Fhaie Materias Rand 

Corporation Repoa November 993. p. wi.

22/01.04.00

" Dvitd Albright. Frans Berkhouo aid William Walker, world Inv-stort of Plutomiiio, aid Hiobly 

EnrlsdishLd r nVium 2. 1993. p 00 & p. 206. Albright nl e'irolut that 257 metric tons of plotwlwum 

weore i militay nettorics at ihi end of 1990 By 2010, they project tha up to S46 mer iceIM of plooium 

will hove beew, sedp" from srlio spnit foel, ad thit up to 266 metric itos will reomain n voplust
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070200 Comment Number 19

The costs associated with transporting the materials by sea, including related 
security, would be considered if the selected alternative(s) requires sea 

shipment. Cost data, along with technical and schedule data, was provided in 

a Technical Summary Report for disposition in the summer of 1996.

080000 Comment Number 20

As noted by the commentor, DOE has prepared a nonproliferation analysis for 
the decisionmaker so that an informed decision can be made. Decisions on 

storage and disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based upon 

environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 

considerations and public input. The nonproliferation study is part of national 

policy considerations.

010600 Comment Number 21

In addition to the environmental analysis of the storage and disposition 
alternatives identified in this PEIS, DOE conducted technical, schedule, cost 

and nonproliferation analyses to assure an adequate basis for a ROD. These 

analyses were published as separate documents and were made available to 

the public for review and comment.  

The United States has placed some of its weapons-usable materials under 

IAEA safeguards and is continuing efforts to make more available to IAEA.  

DOE is also assisting Russia with efforts to build new storage facilities and to 

establish new control and accountability capabilities for existing storage 

facilities. Through these efforts, there is hope to encourage greater 

international commitment to IAEA inspections and, thereby, further ensure 

meeting nonproliferation goals.

010400 Comment Number 22

European, Japanese, and Russian civilian nuclear policies are beyond the 
scope of this PEIS and DOE's Proposed Action; coordination of U.S. policy 

and related nonproliferation impacts concerning U.S. origin civilian and
Lit 
LA

Cl
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The NAS study proposed three proliferation risk factors for use in comparing 
plutonium-disposition options: risk of thieft risk of reversal; and impact on arms 
reduction." Judged by each of these criteria, the option of irradiating weapons plutonium 
in nuclear reactors (the MOX option) poses far greater proliferation risks than the option of 
vitrifying plutonium with highly radioactive waste (the VHLW option).  

The MOX Option Poses a Greater Risk of Diversion and Theft 

The MOX option presents a greater risk of diversion primarily because of the 
fuel-fabrication stage, a process that is difficult to safeguard effectively in view of 
plutonium's characteristic of sticking to the surfaces of processing equipment, and of the 
large, unavoidable uncertainties in the measurements of this "held-up" material. Fuel 
fabrication is susceptible to systematic diversion schemes by state operators of the plants, or 
by individual plant workers in collaboration with outside states or groups. This stage is 
avoided with the VHLW option, making it a proliferation risk unique to the MOX option.  
This issue is not considered in the DPEIS' analysis of MOX fuel fabrication." 

Recent experience suggests that the proliferation risk at this stage of disposition 
could be substantial. Difficulties at the Plutonium Fuel Processing Facility (PFPF) in Japan 
suggest that purportedly state-of-the-art MOX fabrication plants are difficult if not 
impossible to safeguard effectively. In May 1994, the Nuclear Control Institute disclosed 
that a major plutonium inventory discrepancy was been building up at the PFPF since the 
plant began operating in 198g. " The Japanese government and International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA) claim that this plutonium, amounting to about 70 kilograms, or 
more than eight significant quantities (SQs), is not missing because it has been measured as 
being held up-that is, stuck to surfaces in the remote-handling equipmentL Such 
measurements are taken by means of neutron coincidence counting and are subject to a 
wide range of uncertainty, perhaps as much as 30 percent in some instfnces.I To end the 
uncertainty, the IAEA recently requested that Japan cut open the glove boxes to remove and 
physically produce the held-up plutonium for the purpose of establishing the plant's 
inventory. This request was strongly resisted by the Japanese and will not be met promptly, 

"NAS 1994, pp. 23-27.  

"DPEIS. Se,aci 4.3.5. 1.  

"."Astunding' Discrepwcr of 70 Kiltgrais or Plianium warrats Shutdows of Traubblid Nuvlear 
FNil Plant in Japani N-i..r Ctcrol mrstona May 9, 1994.  

. . Paul Leveithal, 1AEA Safoegiards Shtinnincgi-A Critique," Nuclear Control uituoe, September 
12. 1994 For further diicussiao of ihe lifioitw of IAEA safeguards on plutoriui, sw Masrin Miller, "Ar 
IAEA Sar•-•rirds oin Plutonum lulk-Hwalting Fdilities Effective?,- Nuckar Control Institute, August 1990.

23/08.03.01
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of plutonium eclipse military stockpiles as projected. It is therefore imperative that U.S. 22/01.04.00 
warhead-plutonium disposal policy and non-proliferation objectives be closely coordinated.  cont.

080301 Comment Number 23

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel. Decisions on disposition will be made 
based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national 
policy considerations (including nonproliferation analyses), and public input.  
The nonproliferation analysis, Draft Nonproliferation and Arms Control 
Assessment of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials Storage and Plutonium 
Disposition Alternatives, examines the potential diversion risk using the 
MOX fuel fabrication, safeguards, "hold-up" material, and accountability to 
the IAEA and international community, among other things. This 
nonproliferation analysis has been made available for public comment and 
will be considered in the decisionmaking process.

surplus "military" (weapons-usable) Pu is considered in the nonproliferation 
analysis that will be part of the decisionmaking process. As an example of this 
consistency and coordination, DOE is not proposing reprocessing of spent 
fuel generated by the use of MOX fuel consistent with U.S. policy against 
reprocessing of commercially generated spent fuel.
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as the IAEA had originally asked.21

23/08.03.01 
cont.

It will reportedly cost more than $100 million to clean out all the held-up plutonitua 

and rebuild the PFPF, and even then PNC offers no guaantee that all the plitonium can 

ever be recveed or accounted for. As of October 1995, the clewr-out was not scheduled 

to be completed until the end of the year." and it is not clear that the work has been 

completed even now. MOX fabrication plants in Europe, which might be used to produce 

warhead-phitoniumt MOX fuelY, have not made sufficient disclosure of the design and 

operating history of their material control and accounting systems to permit any conclusion 

about the effectivnes of safeguards at these facilities. Becausse safeguards at these 

facilities am fully implemented by EURATOM, neither the United States nor the IAEA is 

in a position to verify independently material balances.  

This controversy over the plutonium hold-up problem at MOX fWel fabrication plants 

holds valuable lessons for the warhead-plutoniurn disposition proces. MOX disposal 

schemes have unacceptable uncertainties and rsks built into them that will make it 

impossible to determine whether all wuxhead plutonium has been accounted for.  

Such uncertainty could severely limit the trust nations could place in an international 

nuclear arms-reductions and non-proliferation regime predicated upon recycling warhead 

plutonium as fuel for reactors. Thus, the existing uncertainty over effectiveneas of 

safeguards at MOX fabrication plants undercuts a primary goal of the disposition process.  

to provide visible evidence of irreversible disarmamnesi" 

Ther ae also risks of theft with the MOX option that arise during transportaton 

and storage of plutonium and MOX fuel, which are discussed below (see 'Transportation 
Issues").I 

In a vitrification disposition scheme, separated plutonium is vuinerable to diversion 

only prior to its placement in the melter. After that, it is mixed with molten glass and, in 

most proposals, either mixed with or emplaced in highly radioactive fission products, 

making it inaccessible for all practical purposes. Safeguards efforts for vitrification must 

concentrate on preparation of plutonium for the melter (e.g., conversion from metallic to 

oxide form). At least one vitrification technology, the GMODS system under development 

" Mark Hibbe.:IAEA Gi- J" Till 1995 to Account for Holdup Inventory at PP Planta.  

Nucimfri. October 10. 1994, pp. 12-13.  

n Malk Hibbs. *Rtebild vl PNC', PFPF Plant Will Cost lap.i S100-nillion. Nl, Fwei Oduober 9, 

1995. pp. 11-12; "Pu Hold-Up as P"W? Still Comro-,ial." Ntleinfo Tokyo•. NoenborD-mbn 199"5 p 

DPEIS. Seto. 2.-5. IP. 2.119.  

DPEIS, Snnnr. p S-
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050108 Comment Number 24

The Glass Material Oxidation/Dissolution System Alternative was eliminated 
from further consideration upon determining that the research and 

development required precluded it from being used for disposition within a 

decade from the ROD. Should this alternative become technologically viable, 

it may be considered by DOE in subsequent tiered NEPA documents. Other 

technologically viable vitrification alternatives and vitrification variants are 

considered and analyzed in this PEIS.

1,I

24/05.01.08

P
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05 00 06 Comment Number 25 

Comment noted.  

at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, is intended to allow plutonium to be added in unaltered 24/05.01.08 
metallic form, avoiding this stage entirely and eliminating this diversion Vulnerability." cont.  

One promising vitrification option that should be assessed in detail in the DPEIS.  

but is noti is now being developed. In January, scientists at the Savannah River Site in 
S, 

South Carolina successfully demonstrated the "can-in-a-canister" approach. which mixes 

weapons plutonium and molten glass in small metal cans. After cooling, these cans me to 

be placed in larger steel canisters, which would then be filled with a mixnae of molten 5/01.02.00 

glass and highly radioactive waste, thus immobilizing the plutonium and meeting the NAS' 

spent fuel standard for final disposal. The operation would take place at the Defense Waste cont.  

SFacility at Savannah River which recently began filling these larger canisters to 

dipe of thousands of gallons of high-level waste remaining from plutonium production 

diving the Cold War.  

Both Westinghouse. the contrctor operating the Savannah Rive Site, and the DOE 

Office of Fissile Material Disposition ae very encouraged by the promising results thus far.  

According to Nicholas Kuehn, coordinator of the can-in-a-canister project at Savannah 

River. a "cold test" in January to demonstrate vitrification in cans with non-radioactive 

material, "exceeded our best expectation." As a result. Kuehn stated, can-in-a-canister is 

"certainly at the top of the list for immobilization options." A "hot test," in which actual 

plutonium will be vitrified in a can, will take place at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory later 

this ye.2' 25/05.00.06 

The safeguards advantages of immobilization are noted in the WAS study. It concluded that 

fabrication of HLW waste logs would 

S. . be easier to safeguard than fabrication of MOX fuel bundles. Monitors 

would have to confirm only the single step of mixing the plutonium with the 

HLW. Once that step had taken place, the plutonium would be in an intensely 

radioactive mix and very difficult to divert. There would be no capability 

within the vitrification facility for re-separating the plutonium from the HLW.  

"C.W. Forsberg ea. Oak Ridge National Laboratory. "Disn Convetsion of Spent Ftel to 

High-Level-Waste (HLW) Gins." Paper Preonted to Amercns Nuclear Society Confretens, Salt Lake City.  

Utah. Septosber 29, 1994 

"= The DPMIS does oet osess 'he ca-i-ist approaciant detail because it only amily'ts the 

enviroe-tnial ooeqten•es of a new, or "greolrtd. i vitrieftatio plait. DPEIS, Senio 43.4. 1. Such an 

approach is inapptopriate, beria a it slmws the dectision process toward MOX options by overstimating the 

eviro•rnmental inipans of vitrifialeo option that would usn existing racilities (sh as "rai-in-a-oa•kivrer a 

DWPiF) relative to MOX opitaes This point is elaborated in the einvimental t saety and hiti secnion of 

these eitseii.  

" George Lb "•C- In . Cani•e? DOE Coisiders Noenr Putniusit Dipeoion Proc iems., 

wiz. May 31. 1996. p I
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MOX fabrication, by contrast, requires many steps involving ilage-scale bulk 

handling of plutonium, with inherent accounting uncertainties, and at each

step of the process the plutonium remain ~n m a nr i- •, ,,- it ...l b 
readily texparated.

3 

The MOX Option Poses a Ceter Risk of Reversal 

The proliferation resistne of the final waste forms largely determines the potential 

revrsibility of plutoniumr disposition. Appendix H of the DPEIS, "High-Level Waste 

Forms Comparative Analyvsis, fails to exmnine these issues. A detailed comparative 

analysis of plutonium retrievability fiom spent MOX fuel and immobilized gSi and 

ceramic wast forms must be includIed alofg witl the factors already addressed, such as 

regulatory isues, criticality, thermal load. radiation, mad releases.  

Reversibility is a function of thre fW trs. T first is the amoumt of residual 

plutonium remaining in the final waste forms. The MOX option would leave modestly less 

plutonium in final waste than the VHLW option. However, it is misleading to speak of 

MOX burning of weapons plutonumias mif all or evn most of the plhutoium is consumed 

dutng irdiation. In fact irradiated eapons-phitonium MOX fuel would eanain only 

about 30 percent less total plutonium than fresh MOX."

26/06.01.08

The second factor is ret•ievalility of the residuel plutonium. Separation of plutonim 

from fresh MOX fuel is a straightforward chemical po Repr-cexang irradiated MOX 

fuel by men of PUREX employs proven technolog that could recor submntial 

amomts of plutonium. chemical seprtion of plutonium from VHLW is a similar chemical 

po m roughly comparable in difficulty." 

The third factor is the isotopic composition of the residual plutonium in the final 

waste forms. Plutonium disposed of in VHLW remains weapons-grade. except for normal 

radioactive decay. Weapons plutonium in irradiated MOX Wue contains a considerably 

nmaller peopoeion of fissile isotopes after irradiation than before. This factor, however, is 

not nearly as important from a non-proliferstion perspective as some have argued. Many 

MOX proponents emphasize the degree to which the isotopics of the weapons plutonium 

would be altered by irradiation in a particular reactor technology--that is, the degree to 

- NAS 1994. p. 192.  

z Panel on Reiacr-Reeled Options for the Disposition of Excess Weapons Pluttnoisi Counitiiec oas 

Iniensational Secety• and Arms CmoiLN Ntdulol AWmy of•Sinmcs. Masmea t aid Dimitioa nof 

Ecis Weuumis Plogniv- R Relatedl Option. 1995 [AS 19951. Table 6-5. p- 270, indictes thaia 

inmsh weapons-plioium MOX Nat element wasd cuntai 25 kilograin of phitiaiem. The smi element.  

after inaldiation linin-op of 40 mqswan-days per kilograa heavy meut, woild coetain I kilogrses of 

pl*Aoiur.s" 

SNAS 1995. p. 243

M-281

060108 Comment Number 26

Proliferation resistance is the primary objective of the Fissile Materials 
Disposition Program. To ensure each disposition alternative provides 

sufficient proliferation resistance, an independent team of safeguards and 

security experts is assessing the proliferation vulnerability of the various 

disposition alternatives. The purpose of this assessment is to identify potential 

weaknesses in the proliferation resistance and, thus, the effectiveness of the 

disposition alternatives to threats of material theft and/or retrieval and reuse.

LA 
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Comment Number 27

which the Pu-239 proportion can be reduced--= if this factor should be decisive in 

choosing amnong disposition technologies.  

This ts an inappropria•e criterion by which to assess proliferation risks because it 

perpetuates a dangerous myth that reator-grade plutonium cannot be used to make 

workable weapons. The ability to contruct a weapon from reactor-grade plutonium was 

demonstrated decades ago. It is dangerous even to consider it an open quest•on. Hans Blix.  

director-general of the IAEA, informed out Institute that there is 'no debate on this point 

in the Safeguads Department of the IAEA, and that the agency considers virntully all 

iotope of ptoni including high bum-up reactor-grade plutonium, to be usable in 

nuclear wespons." In June 1994, U.S. Energy Secretary Hael O'Leay declassified 

furthdr details of a 1962 test of a nuclear device using reactor-grade plutonium, which 

successfully produced a nuclear yieWL' 

In a future breakout scenario, the United States (or Russia) could prestunably draw 

on its nuclear test data and predictive capabilities to recoligure weapons designs and 

reconstitute a large arsenal, even from plutonium isoropically degraded to reactor-grade by 

irradiation in MOX. Also, development of laser isotope separation, such as AVLIS. is 

likely eventually to permit the "mining" of the Pu-239 isotope from reactor-grade 

plutoniuam If isotopic degradation were determined to have som utility from a 

non-proliferanton pe•rspewive (for example, to establish parity with non-nuclear-weapon 

states storing high burn-up plutonium in the form of spent fuel)a weapons plutonium could 

be mixed with reactor-grsde plutoniumn, possibly from surplus stockpiles of seIparted civil 

plutonium in Great Britain or Russia, to dilute it isotopicaily prior to vitrification with 

HLW.  

Our main point is, however, that isotopic degradation does not pose a substantial 

barrier to re-militarization of warhead plutonium, and therefore does not constitute a 

compelling argument in favor of the MOX option. It is important to note that the 1995 

NAS study agreed with this conclusion. In its comparison of the MOX and VHLW options 

it found that "Itlhe plutonium in the spent fael assembly would be of lower isotopic quality 

for weapons purposes than the still weaponts-rade plutonium in the glass log, but since 

nuclear wapon could be made even with the spent fuel plutonium this difference is not 

"1 Lumner ums Hani BOiL& Drtor-Goneew ofathe IAEA. to P.1 LoenthaL NCI. Nosenber I. 1990'.  
"Btix Ss IAEA Doh Koe Dinpou Utility of Reactor- Gnmde Pi for WoqponO. NlUff" Ft No-nboe 12, 

1990, p. 9. Howe.ver. Blix meru this usafma only *ar the Nuclear Cotrodl Institute dntsipd aMsonl 

by IAEA offtiiah earlier dugew thai wt--wide pltooniua wss useosable fore us in w.apes.  

"1U.s. Department at Energy,' Ofrice of ithe Pm.. Secretary. Addmtioaat lntmeaotion Concernig Nuoto 

Weepon Tes of Reaotor-Grad Plvtohnnvý DOE Fat Sheot releaed as pan of dthe Opotes; Initiatien, he 

27. 1994 ,The tea da dic la occnured anid p - I n earto yited was d.rlaifleod in 1977. Robe 

Gtltono. I ngtiur MPutonown U•t•d in 62 A-TesOt. Lm tlts T1 Sopeab 16. 1977. pan I. p. 3

7/01.06.00

7/01.06.00 
cont.  

27/01.06.00 

28/08.03.00

M-281

Comment noted.

080300 Comment Number 28

The proliferation resistance of each alternative is the subject of a separate 
study conducted by DOE's Office of Non-Proliferation and National Security.  

The results of this study will, along with the PEIS and other information, be 

presented to the decisionmaker so that good sustainable decisions can be 

made.

rrr
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Comment Number 29

declve." [emphasis supplied) This point should be explicitly made explicitly in the 28/08.03.00 

final PEIS and record of decision. cont.  

The MOX Option Pones a Threat to Arms Control amd Non-Proliferatioi Effois

In its neon-poliferation policy stement, the Clintos administration declarpd that h1e 

United States does not encourage the civil ue of plutonims and, accordingly, does not 

itself engage in plutonium reprocessing for either nuclear power or uclear expletive 

purpo•o -a. Though it does not necessaily involve further Teproc•u•ln. the MOX option 

would clearly encourage the civil ue of plutonium, which in a nunber of couatries 

inclades plait for reprocessing irradiated MOX fuel. The U.S. Governent (or its duly 

or edagt) would be engaging in MOX activities for the rit time on a comnercial 

scale, legitimiing the ue of MOX in civil nuclear power progrm.  

Such a sea change in U.S. policy would confuse and complicate U.S.  

non-proliferation diplomacy. It would send the wrong signal to Western Europe, Japan. and 

other non-nuclea-weapon state membert of the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NT). The NAS 

study conceptualized this issue as the *Fuel Cycle Policy Signal': 

(Pjolficyomake will have to take into account the fact that Choousig to use 

weapons plutonium in mactors would be perceived by some as represnting 

generalized U.S. approval of separated plutoninu fuel cycles. thereby 
compromising the ability of the U.S. government to oppose such fuel cycles 

elsewhere, Conversely, choosing to dispose of weapons plutonium without 

extracting may energy from it could be interpreted as reflecting a generalized 

U.S. government opposition to plutonium recycle. Either choice could have 

an i p on fuel cycle debte now underway in Japan. Europe, and 

Russia.'t 

The DPEIS implicitly acknowledges the importance of the fuel cycle policy signal when it 

posits tha one of the goals of the disposition process is 'to Nergthen national and 

international armse conol Iefforts by providing a sorage and disposition model for the 

eona community.-' But the DPEIS does not cite the NAS finding or expliildy 

coensider the fuel cycle policy signtal that the MOX option would send relative to alternative 

ianebtiliton Opton 

" NAS 199", p, 413.  

"tWhtoe Holo Fac stu .Nwolif•ltin -d Etpon Control Poliy," SIber 27, 1993, p,. 2.  

• NAS 1994. p. W49.  

DPEIS. Sumny. p S-4

29/06.01.08

30/01.06.00

M-281

Converting surplus MOX fuel is not the end state. The end state is to use the 
MOX fuel in a reactor, so that after irradiation, it meets the Spent Fuel 

Standard for proliferation resistance. While the Pu is in the MOX fuel form, 

it would be subject to high standards of safeguards and security.  

While the PEIS discusses the generation of spent fuel as an indirect result of 

potential disposition actions, any subsequent reprocessing and extraction of 

Pu from that spent fuel is not being proposed by DOE and is contrary to the 

fundamental nonproliferation purpose of the disposition effort. The PEIS 

evaluates disposition of surplus weapons Pu through use in MOX fuel, but 

does not further propose or evaluate reprocessing of the spent fuel and does 

not suggest reprocessing for the management or disposition of the spent fuel.

010600 Comment Number 30

The U.S. fuel cycle policy is unchanged. The Pu would be consumed in a 
reactor using a once-through fuel cycle, then disposed of as spent nuclear 

fuel. No reprocessing would be involved in surplus Pu disposition, consistent 

with the President's Nonproliferation Policy. The Nonproliferation Policy 

impact analysis for the alternatives described in the PEIS is presented in a 

separate document made available for public review in the October 1996.

060108
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Comment Number 31

The MOX option sends the wrong fuel cycle policy signal in three ways. First, the 
MOX option effectively declares that plutonium has an asset value, and that the energy 
contained within it should be viewed as a "national asset" (as the U.S. DOE puts it)' or 
even "national heritage' (as the Russians put it)." 

Second, the MOX option stuggests that a plutonium fuel cycle cao be effe•tively 
safeguarded, and the use of MOX for weapons plutonium disposition would sorely be cited 
by plutonium advocates as a government "seal of approval" on the process.  

Third, the MOX option would be portrayed as giving credibility to the claim that 
plutonium recycle in light-water reactors (LWRs) is essential to nuclear waste management 
Despite the fact that both unaltered spent fuel and high-level waste derived fiom 
reprocesing produce comparable amounts of penetrating radiation and short-lern thermal 
output," reprocessing advocates have seized upon the separation and re-we of plutonium 
as the =go M n of effective waste managemnent.  

Reprocessing proponents would seize upon the use of MOX in the disposition 
proces a a U.S. government policy tatemnnt that plutonium an be affectively disposed 
of by means of fissioning it in MOX-fueled reamors. The MOX ftul ean to irradiae 
weapons plutonium could be reprocsmed, mad the plutonium industry, particularly in Japma 
and Grermay, would continue to press for this option as a mto "eliminae completely 
plutonium over hundreds of yews. If total plutonium elimination becomes the goal of a 
plutonium-recycling pignm.. fist reators--with all their poor economics. tafety hazards.  
and proliferation riss-- would become invintale, because for techical reson plutonium 
cano e recycled moe than two or three times in thermal seacuto Even then the goal 
of total elimination would be futile, because most fast reactors we breeders that produce 
more plutonium thitn they coasie. The U.S. warhead-phltonium disposition program 
should not in any way lend credence to such misguided efforts.

22/01.04.00 
cont.

Thus, a general category of danger from the MOX option would be the perpetuation 
of overseas plutonium and breeder reactor programs. Russia's ceurent poastion is to keep 31/01.06.00 
weapons plutnium in long-term storage pending its eventual use as fuel for LWRs and fast 

"Motpon Calls Plutosi- National Aaun'" Denver July 29. 1993.  

Frank von Hippet, Feder•ion of Amerkicn Sclklists' Fuod. Cooeratlive Reserct Proieci on Arms 
Redueion: Sxth Annual Raiii. Auust 22, 1993, p. 3.  

" US. Offmce of Telcioley Asesamne. Mantiang the Naion's Comerscial Hith-Lc.!l Radioativw 
YW. Marih M9SS. pp. 68.73.  

" Rpert by the Workmi Parly on Physics of Plutonim Recycling- NEA Nuelse Scence Comminoe, 
plihvcs of Plutonium Rt'e l•rt. Volume Is ues and Pmrsectirsm . OECD Nuelar EnerLy Agency, 1995.  
pp 115-116 

M-281

The U.S. fuel cycle policy is unchanged. The Pu would be consumed in a 
reactor using a once-through fuel cycle, then disposed of as spent nuclear 
fuel. No reprocessing would be involved in surplus Pu disposition, consistent 
with the President's Nonproliferation Policy. The Nonproliferation Policy 
impact analysis for the alternatives described in the PEIS is presented in a 
separate document made available for public review in the fall of 1996. DOE 
feels that this will not provide any signal or support foreign reprocessing.

I
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Comment Number 32

Comment noted.

breeder reactors." The U.S. would have little credible basis upon which to oppose 
Russia's plutonium fuel cycle plans if the U.S. were to select the MOX option and would 

also provide tacit support to European and Japanese plutonium programs.  

A fualher danger is that the MOX option would undercut U.S. non-proliferation 

diplomacy directed at so-called 'rogue states.* With the U.S. actively pursuing the MOX 

option, it becomes far more difficult to deny nations of proliferation conern their *right" to 

civil use of plutonium as members of the NPT. North Korea claimed, albeit with little 

credibility, that its reprocessing plant at Yongbyon was intended to separate plutonium for 

use in MOX fWtl for civilian nuclear power reactors. Though it agreed in October 1994 to 

abandon plans for indigenous reprocessing facilities, the ultimate disposition of plutonium 

contained in the remaining MAGNOX spent fuel and in future LWR spent fuel has yet to 

be determined. Overseas reprocessing has not been ruled out; nor has recycling of 

plutonium as MOX fuel in North Korea been specifically preclude-d.  

At the third NPT PrepComm meeting, Iran threatened to withdraw from the NPT 

because, it charged, Iran and other NPT non-nuclear-weapon states were being denied 

nuclear technology that was their due under the terms of Article IV. India and Pakistan, 

though not NPT members. pursue plutonium programs that they justify as a legitimate part 

of their civil nuclear programs, and China anticipates reprocessing the spent fuel from its 

nuclear-power plants.  

The only credible way to oppose the separation and use of plutonium as well as 

acquisition and use of HEU in nations of proliferation concern is to oppose it 

comprehensively-that is, to oppose such use in any nation for any purpose. This approach 
is effectively precluded if the U.S. insists upon retaining the right to me MOX fuel in 

civilian reactors, even if only for the purpose of weapons plutonium disposition.  

Pyro Oessing Immobilization Alternative Must be Reictad" 

The DPEIS (Section 2.4.3.3) posits "lectrometallurgical treatmoent' as one of the 

Immobilization options. In this option, pyroptocessing technology developed by Argonne 

National Laboratory as part of the Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) Program, now cancelled, 

would be used to produce a zeolite waste form. Cesium-137 or high-level waste would be 

incorporated into the waste form to create a radiation baerier.' 

While we strongly favor the immobilization options generally over the reactor 

SMar Hibis. "G-7 Conemstons Mart Tranphi fue Miteon's Strategic Aims,' Nwlleons Wek ApnI 

ZJ. 996. p. 9.  

"Thi s2ection a prpamd by Dwie Homer. deputy director or the Nuclear Cemetrol Instiu.  

DPEIS. p. 2-114.

31/01.06.00 
cont.  

32/01.04.00

33/08.03.01

1 34/01.04.00

M-281

080301 Comment Number 33

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel. Decisions on disposition of weapons

usable fissile materials will be made based upon environmental analyses, 
technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 
input.

010400 Comment Number 34

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Electrometallurgical Treatment Alternative. Information and assessments on 

electrometallurgical treatment will be taken into account in the 
decisionmaking process. Separate technical, schedule, and costs analyses on 

the disposition options, including electrometallurgical treatment, were issued 
by DOE beginning in late July 1996; the nonproliferation analysis of the 

disposition options, including electrometallurgical treatment, was issued for 
public comment in October 1996. The Electrometallurgical Treatment 
Alternative is analyzed in the PEIS because it is a "reasonable" alternative, 
and as such, must be analyzed under NEPA. Section 2.4.4.3 of the PEIS has 
been revised to note the NAS concerns regarding the use of 

electrometallurgical treatment for Pu disposition.

010400
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optionS, we do not support all the immobilization options. We strongly oppose the 
electromnetallurgical treatment alternative ("pyroprocessing"). A recent NAS study noted the 34/01.04.00 
proliferation risks of proceeding with pyroprocessing: cont.  

Developing technology that effectively extracts the plutonium from 
mixtures could facilitate decommissioning of foemer weapons manufacturing 
facilities and mitigate some of the problems found at these facilities, such as 
corroding fuel. However, such efficient technology also rais concerns 
about proliferation; what the United States might use to assist in the cleanup 
of a contaminated facility such as Rocky Flats could be used by another 
country to obtain plutonium for a weapons program." 

We cannot undenusd why this option wan even included among the altrntives 34/01.04.00 
The 1995 NAS study summarized its views on pyrprocessing as follows: cont.  

The pyroprocceing approach, which would use technology developed as 
part of the U.S. Integral Fast Reactor program, would require substantial 
additional engineering development and construction of major new facilities 
(including what would amount to a sizable LWR fuel reprocessing plant to 
provide feed material), and it would provide a waste form that has not been 
characterized at all for long-term disposition and would probably be 
unsuitable for emplacement in Yucca Mountain. All this strikes our panel as 
a prescription for long delays and big investments in pursuit of highly 
uncertain prospects for solving a problem for which satisfactory approaches 
the currnt-reactor/spent fuel and borosilicate-gla&ss'vtuification options - are 
much closer at hand." 

These problems were not even addressed, let alone rebutted, in the DPEIS.  

This inmmany analysis alone indicates that pyroprocessing should have been ruled 
out on the grounds of timeliness, technical maturity, ES&H, policy (because, like options 34/01.0400 
RIO, RI 1, and R13, it involves reprocessing), and cost-effectivenes, Indeed, one wonders cont.  
what the purpose of the screening criteria is if an option can fail to meet so many of them 
and still be included among the options considered in the DPEIS.  

Among the other critiques of pyroprocessing was an internal DOE memo. which 
analyzes and rejects each of the rationales for continuation of the pyroprocessing program, 
concluding that *[tpe promise of simplicity and being inexpensive just does not seem to be 

" Gregory R. Chappin. gj An Evnltion of the Elctdiuallutarlkal Agnwach for Trcatani ot 
EXCss Weana Plutoanum, NxWaul magdmh Counail, 1996 lCtoppinb, p. 27.  

"NAS 1995. p. 412. A aw deailetd waysis appes on pp. 219-22).  

M-281
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born [sic] out in practice.- As indicated in this memorandum, the recest report by the 

National Academy of Sciences did highlight the serious potential problems from plutonium 

loading in the pyroprocessing waste form: 

Criticality concern related to the long-term post-closure repository 

performance of the GBZ [glass-bonded zeolite] waste form caMn be 

addressed readily, because the exact composition of the waste forms is still 

unsdetermined. The resulting technical concern are exacerbated by the 

expected concentration of plutonium at the front of the loading columns 

during processirng.i" 

The report also raised important questions about the waste fbrm with regard to 

radioactive decay effect, chemical stability, thermal stability, and long-term waste-from 

performance." 

With regard.to the assessment of pyroprocessing in the 1994 and 1995 NAS 

plutonium-disposition studies, the report said: 

Given the great concern about the fate of weapons plutonium, the CISAC 

reports recommended against approaches that would require significantly 

more time to develop. or would entail significantly greater uncertainty, than 

alternatives that could be available in a shorter time with less uncertainty.  

That conclusion was based on an earlier version of the elecronetalltigical 

approach. Although this cotnnime has not examined costs, the committee 

believes that the uncertainty and timeliness for the present proposed 

¢lectrotetallurgical technique wouMld not alter the conclusion of the earlier 

report.  

DOE clearly was aware of this recent study as it prepared the DPEIS, as the study is 

cited on page 2-114 of Volume 1. But the footnote is rather remarkable. It says. MTbe 

National Academy of Sciences recently completed an evaluation and draft report on this 34/01.04.00 
subject The results of this evaluation will be considered in the prepaatilon of the Final 

Storage and Disposition PEIS.* The study was completed and DOE was aware of it, but cont.  

obviously choae not to incorporate into the analyses it conducted in prepaurg the DPEIS.  

It in difficult to avoid the conclusion that DOE ignored this study (as well as the other 

- hCm itmbo th SinM kfes -l Pree " t ma Inner to Bill Duske. MD-I. fret 

Leonad Gray., Tuk LAwder. Finid Masennh Imisnnitsliunia Tuas. Fissite Miawiah Disp-fuif Pres. 30 

Aaw 1"995.  

Choppin, p. 24.  

"Chopmn. pp. 6 wid 22-26.  

C, ppin p 27-29.  
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critiques cited above) so that it could include pyropeocesing as one the disposition options. 34/01.04.00 
notwithstanding the overwhelmingly negative asessments of it by independent experts. cont.  
IV. Transportation Issues* 

Tranasoort Security Issues 

This section addresses securty and safety concns related to the trasport of 
plutonium and mixed-oxide fuels, as described in the DPEIS's evaluation of plutonium 
disposition options.  

First, it must be noted that the selection of any reactor disposition option will 
increase transportation risks by adding two exar steps to the disposition precest Wcapons
grade plutonium will have to be tiansported from a phlonium conversion facility to a MOX 
ftuel fabrication plant. Mixed-oxide (MOX) reactor fuel would be sent from the fuel 
fabrication plant to a reactor site or sites. The DPEIS recognizes the sectuity risks involved 
and states an SST will be used "to misimize potential for diversion."' The NAS study 
pointed out the single-site location of weapon-plutonium vitrification as a factor that would 
reduce the risk of theft relative to MOX options.'

Transport risks would incemse even moe if a decision were made to fabricate MOX 
fuel in Europe, pending construction of a domestic fuel fabrication plant. This scenario 
would require trans-Atiantic sea shipment of weapons-grade plutonium and unicradiated 
MOX mactt fuel. Although the DPEIS usumes coosmrction of a U.S. MOX plant within 
six yeas, regulaory obstacles and public resistance could delay constmcion beyond the 
time a MOX plant would be needed. In that case, more frequent shipments to and from 
Europe would be necessary. Furthermore, if MOX wee to be used to fuel a CANDU 
reactor. and were to come to a U.S. military or other port of entry, an additional 
transportation step would be required to send fresh MOX fuel to Canada. This last 
variation is not addressed in the DPEIS.  

Transportation risks could be minimized, however, by opting for direct disposal of 
surplus plutoniumr as waste. Any of the immobilization options would require less 
transportation of weapons-usable materials and thereby reduce safety and securtty risks. If 
conveion and vitrification were done at the Pastex site, it would eliminate the need to 
transport plutonium from the storage facility to an immobilization plant 

At issue ae shipments of large quantities of weapons-usable material& If fuel 

Th"is sefio wm prpard by Sha, Tý,s. vi. president of the Nuki C-fW l=ii , 

"M PEIS. p. 2-123.  

'NAS 195. p. 243.

35/10.00.00 

36/10.00.00 

135/10.00.00 
cont.

M-281

100000 Comment Number 35

The PEIS analysis assumes that transport of Pu by ship would be done by 
dedicated British Nuclear Fuel, Limited, or COGEMA ships from military 
seaports in the United States to seaports in Great Britain or France. The 
transport would meet applicable IAEA requirements and the IMO code.  
While in temporary storage at the seaports and during transport on the ship, 
appropriate escort security measures would be implemented.  

Section G. 1.2.5 provides a description of the transportation effects on the 
global commons and includes the results of an environmental assessment of 
the sea shipment of Pu, Environmental Assessment of the Import of Russian 
Plutonium-238, referenced in the PEIS as DOE 1993x. Technical and 
licensing issues related to the MOX fuel fabrication have been considered by 
DOE in the technical evaluations of the storage and disposition alternatives, 
which were issued in late July 1996. It is anticipated that MOX fuel fabricated 
in Europe would not be used in a reactor in Canada.

100000 Comment Number 36

The PEIS transportation analysis includes the movement of material required 
for disposition at more than one location. If the common activity facilities (for 
example, pit disassembly facility) are located at the same site as the 
disposition activity facilities (for example, ceramic immobilization facility) 
there would be a reduction in the transportation risk. The current analysis is 
bounding for activities at multiple sites.

Us 
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fabrication were done in the United Slates, the DPEIS estimates the fabrication plant would 

receive 20 shipments of plutoesurm annually and send 174 shipments of reector fuel bundles 
to a reactor site or sites" If a European fuel-fabrication facility were used. them would 

be two sea shipments to Europe each yer of two to four tons of weapons-grade plutonium 

and four sea shipments annually to the United States of fresh MOX fuel." 

Use of an existing Europeam fucl-fabrication facility is described as an inte'nis 
s-ort-term option because construction of a U.S. plant is projected to take six yms" But 
during this ume, there could be a dozna sea shipments of plutonium to Europe and twice 

that number of shipments of MOX fuel to the United Staes. The U.S. has advised Japan 
repeatedly that Japan must provide an armed escort for Japanese shipmeats of reactor-grade 
plutonium in oxide or mixed-oxide form &oos France to Japsn." Them needs to be an 
explicit requirement for a •omoparble tared escort for U.S. sea shipments of weapons
grade plutonium and mixed-oxide reactor fuel fabricated from it.  

The transport of many 'significant quantities of weapons-iattoris• raises security 
concerns that are directly relevant to selection of a disposition option. With respect to 
plutonium. the DPEIS commits to the ue of Safe Secure Transport vehicles SST] in the 
United States. However, the DPEIS is not clear on the arrangements for domestic transport 
of unslrrdiated MOX fuel.  

On this point, the text is inconsistent and contradictory. Table 4.42-2.-I indicate 

MOX fiel will be tro orted by "'mk. with no mention of an SST. Elsewhere. use of an 
SST, an SST "ontainer," o a cetified commerca mtck carier' is described" The 
report notes that "sandasl commereial practice" will be fotlowed' evea though there is 

no commercial MOX industry in the U.S. And there is no discussion of securirty 
arrangements with the government of Canada-which presumably has no SSTs--if 
CANIDJ rctors were used, Tbese mattetrs require clarification.  

"DMttS. p. 4-M.2 

"DMI.S, p. 03.  

"MDEIS, p. 2-123.  

~'Lawe lien Fred MeGoetiteek Dimute. Offiee of Nclue Non.Pratilenuitio and E~port Policy. U.S.  
D erae of Sale, Oceab 23. 1"93. 0 TiM C)eMM. Grurpesee tacaaN ale]At PMtwne Camni 

"1DPE S. pp. 4-771-4772. "'d ad HEU weld be weesperted ia truetiled dapris by ate su 
der vil. TI e eai -te aw aals weld be a wpe by ceasineli orue. .. ' DPESS Appedsix G, 
ltetsie TraiteaisWo•e p. G-. "Poe lbn stooaeat of PU oxide fPoe lag stmp Io at owa tts MOX ful 

fbricatio site wd dte mt.'tt iptnee of rteor faet asneoblies. (O) talnial musm be eaiont by safe 
stre ailer (SST) to or frm the •elected U.S. pan .. DPEIS. Appmdix G. p. C-3.  

'DPIStp. P 4-72.

35/10.00.00 
cont.  

37/10.00.00

100000 Comment Number 37

Transportation from the MOX fuel fabrication site to a reactor site would be 
in accordance with DOE's SST system, to ensure the safe transport of this 
material. If the CANDU Reactor Alternative were selected at the ROD, 
transportation requirements would be coordinated with Canadian authorities 
for the safe secure transport of the MOX fuel. Sections 4.4.2 and G. 1. 1 of the 
Final PEIS have been clarified to correct the confusion for the utilization of 
SST, for fresh MOX fuel shipment.  

The PEIS analysis assumes that transport of Pu by ship would be done by 
dedicated British Nuclear Fuel, Limited, or COGEMA ships from military 
seaports in the United States to seaports in Great Britain or France. The 
transport would meet applicable IAEA requirements and the IMO code.  
While in temporary storage at the seaports during transport on the ship, 
appropriate escort security measures would be implemented.

rI 
0O,
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The DPEIS does not discem the security arrangements for sea siiproef"t of 

plutonium or MOX reactor fuel. These arrangements awe likely included in the clasifed 37110.00.00 
appendix on traspomdon.' However. sout aspects of these arrangements should be ont.  
made a pant of the public record and • m b•ect to independent evaluaion.  

There is ample irecedent for public debate on these 4 ma1 The physical.pMtection 

192, angements for sca shipment of plutonium have been disc.ussed pmblicy at east siv= the 1994 sea shiment of 194 kilogram of piulouritbori n fm France to Japan. The neeid for & 
" 

military escort was debated in the American and Japanee p ri prior to the Ahsitrb-m,-ar 

shipment in 1993. The Department of State has stated on mome than one o mceon that the 

U.S. would require an amed escont vmcl for any futur sea shipment of mixed-oxide 

fuel.'s 

The DPEIS needs to state publicly what level of security will be required for 

shipments of plmutoi and MOX. This can be done without prv explcit details 

regarding armament. routing and scheduling that might pow u dNt to teta 14/13.00.00pM 

adversary. Anything less than an armed military escort should be unaceptahleO, given U.S.  

insiisence on an armed esco't for any shipmem of MOX fuel containing U.S.-origin reactor- cont.  
grade plutonium from France to Inpu. The United States should provide no less for 

shipments of U.S. weapons-grade plutonium.  

Cost comparisons for the different plutonium disposition optons should also reflect 

the cost of secu•ity requirements for us shipment& U.S. navel vessels have been wed in 19/07.02.00 
the past to protect plutonum shipments between France and Jlpu. This expense should be cant.  
reflected in any coat evaluations of the different disposition alternatives.  

The DPEIS rules out air transport of any nuclear materials." This reflects the U.S.  

Government's correct rejection of the arguments made at the LAEA that MOX furl is a 

-iow-dispess-ble- material and tberefore can be flown ina Type B cask. New Safety Series 15/10.00.00 

6 regulations are expected to permit air shipment of MOX in a Type B cask, but the IAEA-4 cont.  
Board of Governors has not yet approved the new code. NCI has urged the Board to reject 

the new standards.'
5 

"DPMS, p. 4-793.  

- Ki Elctr's Shilpment Will oqtuimr Armod fawnot Ship,' July 23. 1993, pes n from 

Pluonium Acdti Netorork - Kyoto. Also, loner from Frrd McGoldrick, State Depsnnt to Tom Ckr-atsu 

rmnnpee tnt..gos.jOct 25. 1"93.  

DPEIS. p. 4-7T2.  

Lte• to Dr. Hans Bix. Dirnctr GeCnsa. lnternationtal Atomic Enorgy Agency. from Patu Lenenthst, 

Prtsidsmtn med Dr. Edwin Lynmn. tceminti& Dkaor, Nuetar Control Ilistia Fmdxy 26, 1996; IAEA 

respnse from Mo-ris Rose. Deputy Dimnew Gernial, Moch 25, 1996. NCO npnne to Mr. Ronm is in 

pmpartion. NCI press nrleae -NCI Dernonces ac . Frd a Noo IAEA Safnty Snadted for Air Shnpmoints

M-281
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Air transport was the preferred option in the late 1980s for the return of plutonium 

fron Franrc to Japan. Air transport reduces many of the security concerns associated with 

sea shipment. However, there is no crashwoflhy cask available for air shipment of 

plutoniumf or MOX fuels. Air shipment was rejected in favor of sea shipment after the 

Nuclear Control Institute raised Congressional concerns over the environmental 

consequences of an air crash involving plutonium shipment casks that could not withstand a 

high velocity crash." No commercial cask is licensed for plutonium air transport in the 

United States.

Appendix G compares tranporion impacts for the different disposition 

alternatives. The analysis understates the environmental hazards of transporting radioactive 

material by embracing the Type B transport standards and assigning a low probability to an 

accident that could result in a bcac. of the cask. The appendix disreeprds recent expe 

reports hat challenge the adequacy of the Type B standardsz" as well as ongoing 

initiatives within the tAEA and the internationtl Maritime organization (IMO) to re

evaluate dtse standards in the context of historical data about accidet conditions. The 

DPEIS" analysis is cusory and outdated, and must be revised to take into account the most 

recent studies amd the ongoing IAEA and IMO re-evaluations of these Casks.  

The OPEIS suffers from the following defects: 

• The DPEIS finds no gsigificant accident risks aport from the temote potability 

of a major fiu" involved in the handling and short-term storage of plutohnia and MOX 

conttimers in port fiacilities. There is no ftuther analysis of the risk of a major fire." 

- The DPEIS dismisses the risk of a radioactive release were a cootainer to be 

dropped during loading or ofloding. The "yielding msre" of the port suface. it is 

claimed, would reduce the likelihood of a breach of the container.

16/10.02.00 
cont.  

38/10.02.00 

39/10.02.00

of phareoksf Mmdi I. 1996.  

The Matw.aWki Ansaidnmt. Sensoe M061 of the Cesubun Bdlet Reedttlariea At of 19t7 wa 

aw tonelins steme of MCI's Spacial Rapeut'Ak TruIKsP of platoaiOOa O by ft Sis 

hras NMak" Fo Caoatted by die Uautad Sitas" Morh 3. 1911.  

"tIllitois hleof Teduhoiog Rch rubstines (IntTlt) "eidfitim ef Bloadit Mysicl TIM 

atulp~ dv" ofTnaapoen Ac-ideata-Air and Maim: 1TR K06019. November 1911: ECO Eatiato•ams 

tn.. Ajp MO. 'A Ri•aaw of dr fPinpoi Ma--ne T rinite of Rapunamed Pluteema from 

Ew ie to Jape*, March 192: Edin &. Lyom. Pris htim UnlfersitY Seiiot Of Eaginý AgplPkd 

snaa -Safe, Ites i the Sea Trupan of Vitrifd HIgd.L-AsI R•diooaree Wades to Jspae, Dý'ab 

1994.  

" DPEnS. p. C-3.

M-281

100200 Comment Number 38

Section G. 1.2 of the PEIS describes port transit risk, which includes thermal 
(fire) conditions. Conservative port handling impacts based on the 

methodology described in Appendix G are presented in Table G. i-1. Pu and 

MOX fuel require the use of highly sophisticated Type B packagings that are 

specifically designed to prevent the release of contents under all credible 

transportation accident conditions (such as during handling in port).  

Appendix G has been modified to provide clarification for sea shipments and 

handling of Pu and MOX containers in port facilities.

100200 Comment Number 39

Safety is in the packaging, which is specifically designed to prevent a release 
of radioactive material under all credible accident circumstances such as 

loading and unloading operations. Packaging is designed to withstand a drop 

test onto a flat, essentially unyielding surface. A yielding port surface could 

further reduce potential risk. The sequence of tests for ensuring the reliability 

of the 6M, Type B packaging is described in Section G.5 of the PEIS.
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The DPEIS reaMfIms the ability of t type B package to sMive a majr shipboard 

fire. It repeats familiar arguments: the likelihood that a shipboard fire will o in t 

same location as the cargo is relatively mall; the duration of a shipboard flit does not 

necessarily mean ary single package will be threatened; unless a package is "engulfed by a 

fire, it does not matter whether the fi reah sustained temperatures above the regulatory 

fire temperanurt of 800 degres C., nor is the fire's duration likely to be a factor in 

maintaining the container's integrity-.  

At the - time, the appendix concedes that "(Hjowevc unlikely, there is always a 

potential for maritime accidents during the ocean shipment of Pu and MOX fuel.", It 

cites a enviraniam l uasesment of the import of Russian plutonium 238 which found that 

"fire alone is not a cedible mean of causing a release." "The probability of a severe Ship 

collision, followed by a fire. is on the order of 1.0 x 101 per port call.(DOE 1993x:A-3)" 

Probability statistics are not the best tool to establish the adequacy of a nuispor 

standard. In a paper presented to the Internatiosal Maritime Oganizatiois Special 

Consultative Meeting, Dr. Edwin Lyman. NCI scientific director, used the example of 

elastotner cask seals to illustrate the ealoses of the type B standards'. The lid seals 

prevent the escape of radimoctive gS from the cask following an accident. They will fail 

after exposure of a few hours to teimperattres of 250 - 300 degrees C. However. the Type 

B thermal est is low enough aso that the failure threshold is not reached. Therefor, 

"transport casks with elastomer seals ate able to be qualified as Type B packages . .- - th 

current regulatio do not require the cask designer to determine the conditions which 

woudd cause the seal to fail and ensure dud a large safety margin is pret."' 

A 1992 report by ECO Engineering" also challenges the adequacy of Type B 

standards. The ECO report tates "Marine accidents involve significant forces and 

outcomeM Ur appear to exceed the limits of the standards to which the Casks art 

designed."1 The report de-scribes fire, collision, inimersion and sabotage as events that 

could cause the casks to fail.  

- DPESS p. G.4.  

DPEIS. p. G-,5 

-, -Addrlusit Safety luts in the Sea Tnampot of Ral tiave Maneialk by E4win S, Lytea PkD, 

Sdienill Deimer. 54w0w Cetrel Ituiteut. P eid tQ the IMO Spoiel Cousltoei-v Mewnn. Mtd 4-6, 

199. London Eang•e& 

-Lynat. :-&. P. 5 

A Rkw of it Propwd Mairt T-qflttidn of tietewesd puttonewi etm Earope to Jqpa." 

ECO Engineering. Mah 30t 19S2. Ped fo ti.l" CoMntrl InStimt Ad G0 Inttmatite l.  

" ibiL p. 4.

40/10.00.00 

41/10.00.00

M-281

100000 Comment Number 40

The potential for a maritime accident was estimated based on several existing 
studies and data. The probability of a maritime accident would be small on 

the order of I.Ox I 08 /yr to 1.Ox I 0"7/yr, not per port call. DOE has considered 

the commentor's comments, but DOE remains convinced that the probability 

numbers were correctly stated in the Draft PEIS and therefore are included in 

the Final PEIS.

100000 Comment Number 41

Both Pu and MOX fuel would be transported in Type B packages that have 
been fully tested and certified for these materials, as required by Federal law.  

DOE, as a responsible shipper of hazardous materials, will comply with 

stringent Federal packaging requirements. It is noted that there is some 

controversy concerning the adequacy of the Type B packaging. However, 

these packages are currently certified as safe for transporting radioactive 

materials. If the safety certification for the packaging is withdrawn, then new 

analyses will be required. Acknowledgment of this controversy has been 

included in Appendix G of the Final PEIS.
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The duration ind intensity of shipboard rites, teneormityo0 
the energy levels associated with ship collisions, and the extent 

of hydrostatic pressure of the ocean depths, to say nothing of 

the consequences of acto of terrorism, would appear to ctrec 

exposure environments beyond the limits of the casks designed 

in accordance with IAEA standard&s• 

Sandia National Laboratories complained, in a rebuttal to the ECO report, that the 

accident conditions described in the ECO report exceed IAEA regulations. 'Both U.S. and 

LAEA mrgulations make it clear that while the certification teats represent severe accident 

conditiotns, they do ot represent maximum credible accident conditions,"" Sandia wrote.  

In its response. ECO wrote it "did not intend to impute such claims to the regulations.  

Rate ECO's intent was to point out the potential for severe accidents occurring that might 

breach containment of a Type B packaging."' 

Given the amounts of plutonium and MOX that could be transported for disposition., 

it would be prudent to test the shipping casks to failure and to evaluate the findings in the 

PEIS.  

V. Economic Issues 

Like the non-prolifemation analysis, the cost analysis of plutonium disposition options 

now being prepared by Oak Ridge National Laboratory must be integrated into the NEPA 

decision-making process. That analysis must include all costs of the vanous disposition 

options, including subsidies being demanded by nuclear electrical utilities that have 

expressed interest in using ,veapons-plntonium MOX fuel.  

Given recent regulatory changes and the sver diseconomics of nuclear electricity 

generated at some facilities, these utilities face strong competition from non-nuclear 

electrical generators. Ans industry technical analysis fully anticipates that sonme utilities will 

insist upon not simply compenation for direct costs related to warhead plutonium 

disposition in their reactors, but subsidization of the electricity thes reactors produce to 

guatantee that it is economically competitive with electricity from alternative son-nuclear 

soures, a subsidy that could cost U.S. taxpayers billions of dollars over the fife. of the 

n ddý p. to.  

"n "Safery of Shipermot or Pltaonium By So&. U.S. Deplasost of Eoergy. SepuemW 1993, Appoedix B, 

"*Revoe, of the ECO Engineering. las. RIepom" by Smdla Natimoo Laboerutrim p. t.  

cjxjfkation for App•ed, a of lb. SldYr S•aSty of Shipmefse of Pltniua by sW" DOEM.
0103, SWpeniber 1993

41/10.00.00 
cont.  

42/07.00.00

M-281

070000 Comment Number 42

In the Technical Summary Report for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 
Disposition potential fees to reactor owners for existing LWRs to use MOX 

fuel were noted. The exact fees were not included in the report since there is 

no firm basis on which to estimate these fees that would result from a business 

negotiation between the Government and the reactor owner. The technical 

analysis, along with the cost and schedule analyses, will be part of the 

decisionmaking process to support the ROD.

F
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plutonium-disposition program." These costs must be carefully calculated in advance, so 

that they can be taken into account in te decision on disposition alternatives.  

Stewseu Doley 
Researcb Director 

Nuclear Control Institute 

"One stdy calcutun that suh. subsidy may nso hilh -s six sts per kalowu-bour. d,ýoding 

upon the aility wd plants. rqu-oeo( to billton of dollar. GE Nuckw ErsrD, Study of flutot 

Dupositon Usnt FE.isint GE Advoced Boiling Water Re-tom. NEDO-32361. Phpu foW• t US.  

Departnen of E-W. J..e t. 1994. p. 11-4.

0JJ 0I 

00o

42/07.00.00 
cont.  
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Edwin S. Lyman. PhD 
Scientific Director 
Nuclear Control Institute 
Aume 7, 1996 

Comments oa the Department of Energy's 
Storage and Disposition of Weapoda-Usable Flasile Materials 

Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement

Public and UCcutatiOnta Health and aetn v lmDy t ol 
Plutonium Disoosition Alternatives

Conversion of surplus weapons-iwable plutonium (WU-Pu) to the spent fuel standard 

can provide a great benefit to disarmament and non-proliferation, especially if there is 

reciprocal action on the par of Russia. However, this significant benefit comes at a price.  

All disposition options under consideration in the DPEIS involve multi-year campgns 

involving large-scale processing of WU-Pu and other extremely hazardous radionuclides.  

Furthermore, for the large fraction of surplus WU-Pu that is now in the form of weapons 

components, WU-Pu in relaively stable solid form must be converted to highly dispersible 

intermediate process suremas and subjected to a number of energetic processe such as 

oxidation and treatment at high temperature. Because of the possibility of a catastrophuc 

accident in a processing facility or during irradiation in a nuclear reactor, the 

implementation of dipition will be associated with a substantial increase in the risk of 

disperml of a large quantity of WU-Pu.  43/09.09.08 
For this reason, a major objective of the DPEIS should be the presentation of a 

thorough and consistent evaluation of the occupational and public health risks of different 

WU-Pu disposition options. Dispos•tion options should be ranked according to the risks 

that they pose, and this ranking should play an important role in the final selection.  

It has often been argued that environmental impacts need not be a decisive factor in 

choosing a WU-Pu disposition option because the risks of any option will be small 

compared to those incurred when the WU-Pu was iroduced. However, this argunmet in no 

way negates the desirability of strictly limiting further harm from the aftermath of the Cold 44/08.03.01 
War. If the opportunity now exists to carry out the disposttion program in a way that 

minimi health and safety impacts, common sense dictates that the lowest-impact option 

should be given the most serious consideration, assuming it is not disqualified by other 

factors such as deleterious non-proliferation impact or excessive cost or delay.  

The DPEIS. however, fails to accomplish this objective. The methodology it uses 

for evaluating and comparing the safety risks of different disposition options is logically 

inconsistent and confusing. Furthermore, possibly as a consequence of the large number of 45/09.09.08 
different groups involved in its preparation, it contains contradictory factual information.  

The errors and questionable assumptions in the documents referenced by the DPEIS cast 

M-281

090908 Comment Number 43

Potential human health impacts from Proposed Actions are analyzed and 
documented in this PEIS as required by NEPA. To inform the public and 

decisionmakers, all latent cancer risks associated with the alternatives are 
presented in the PEIS regardless of their risk magnitude. The ranking or 

decisionmaking analysis of the alternatives will be based on various factors 
including human health impacts. DOE's intent in the PEIS is to provide an 

unbiased environmental analysis of all alternatives. However, the Reactor 
Alternatives generally do have more available information than other 
disposition alternatives because of industry experience.

080301 Comment Number 44

Comment noted.

090908 Comment Number 45

Based on comments received from the public and other reviewers, revisions 
have been made to the PEIS to clarify information that was incorrect or 
unclear. These revisions appear in the Final PEIS.
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Comment Number 46

considerable doubt on its quantitative accuracy.  

The most problematic consequence of the inconsistencies plaguing the DPEIS 
analysis is an exaggeration of the risks of the immobilization options relative to the reactor
based options. This must be corrected in the final version in order to provide a fair 
presentation of the evaluation and ranking of the safety risks of the various options.  

Such a presentation would show that the health and safety impacts of the 
immobilization options will be substartially lower alun those of the reactor options.  
However, as shown below, the DPEIS is structured to minimize the significance of this fact.  
Whether deliberate or not, this has the effect of biasing the whole document toward the 
reactor options.  

L Inconsistencies in the DPEIS health and safety methodoloty 

a) Incompleteness of accident evaluation criteria 

In Section M.5.1.1., it is stated that "the potential for facility accidents and the 
magnitudes of their consequences are important factors in the evahtwioa of... storage and 
disposition alternatives," and that "the health risk issues are twofold." These two isaues are 
identified as 1) whether accidents at any of the facilities pose unacceptable health risks to 
workers or the public, and 2) whether alternative locations for facilities can provide lesser 
public or worker health risks.  

This list of issues to be considered in evaluating accident impacts of disposition is 
clearly incomplete. In particular, the question of whether alternative disposition options or 
a given focaimon, rather than alternative locatlons, can provide "lesser public or worker 
health risks" does not seem to be regarded in the DPEIS as a worthy criterion for 
consideration. This is confirmed by the absence of a graph in the Summary comparing 
accident impacts of different options. But such a comparison is clearly legitimtae and 
meaningful, and therefore essential.  

Discounting the relevance of the compacabfive accident impacts of different 
disposition options biases the DPEIS analysis toward the reactor optioas. This is not 
completely clear from the data provided by the DPEIS itself. According to the DPEIS, the 
maximum risks of cancer fatalities to workers and the public resulting from accidents at a 
plutonium vitrification facility are two to three orders of magnitude below those resulting 
from accidents involving evolutionary LWRs (Ev-LWRS).' On the other hand, data in the 
DPEIS implies that the expecred risks, computed by weighting the consequences of 
individual accident sequences with their expected probabilities, are comparable for the two

i45/09.09.08 
cont.  

43109.09.08 
cont.

46/09.09.08 

47/09.09.08

SSorage wd Dispouti DPMIS. Ataet.MMt 8, Pk. S-10.

M-281

The health impacts from accidents are very difficult to compare using bar 
graphs. The bar graphs distort the relative health impacts among the 
alternatives (for example, a normally small number appears large when 
compared with a very small number). Therefore, to avoid confusion, the 
comparison bar graphs were not used in the Final PEIS.

090908 Comment Number 47

The health risk assessment from the potential accidents in this PEIS is 
analyzed to "envelope" the potential accident impacts ranging from high 
probability-low consequence to low probability-high consequence. Although 
it is believed that the health risk from all potential accidents would fall within 
this "envelope," it is difficult to identify all of potential individual accidents 
for all of the proposed facilities since most of the proposed alternative 
facilities are still in early development stages. The risks for the accidents are 
calculated based on the health effects from the set of the accidents analyzed 
for each alternative in the PEIS. Whether the set of accidents selected covers 
all potential accidents for the facility depends on the complexity of the facility 
and the maturity of the design. Therefore, it is not appropriate to compare the 
risks for the accidents between the alternatives. However, it can be used for 
comparing the facility accident impacts among different sites within an 
alternative since they use the same set of the accidents. The expected risk was 
not used for the summary comparison of the alternatives. The PEIS provides 
the consequences, probabilities, and risk of the utilization of MOX fuel for Pu 
disposition.

/
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options. However, when the many problems with the DPEIS accident analysis are 

corre•ted, as detailed below, we expect that the immobilization options will prove to have 

significantly lower impacts than the reactor options with respect to all meare of accident 

severity, including "expected' risks.  

The DPEIS downplays the significance of "discernible differenc (in health and 

safety implctsi among lterauive" by stressing that although in some cases the potential 

accident risks of the immobilization options are indeed much lower than those of the 

reactor options. "the risks associated with implementing any of the alternatives is small", a 

statement provided without adequate justification- Particularly problematic is the e of 

generic probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) results to provide values for the absolute 

accident risks of different options. It is widely accepted that while PRAs ae useful in 

understanding comparative risks, e.g. how modifications to a particular plant can improve 

safety, they am far less useful (and credible) in generating values of abmolute risk.  

The credibility of the absolute risk values cited in the MPEIS is further damaged by 

the numerous errors, omissions and inconsistencies contained in the analysis of reactor 

accidents (especially in existing LWRs). which could lead to an uaderestimaion of the 

actual risks of using MOX by several orders of magnitude. Some of these are described in 

more detail below.  

The DPEIS does not explain its risk methodology clearly. A section on "risk" 

purports to argut that the risks from accidents during plutonium disposition should be 

considered in the context of other, more common risks such as death from accidental 

poisoning. However, even this discussion is misleading since it uses as an example a 

cotparison of the annua risk from a plutonium storage accident (itself one of the smallest 

accident riss tabulated in the DPEIS) over the lifetime risks from these mome common 

haards, thereby overstating them by a factor of 70?. If, for instance, one considers the 

annual risk as a result of an accident at an Ev-LWR. the diffe between the risks of the 

reactor disposition option and the "common risks" cited in the DPEIS am not as striking.  

The (lifetime) risk from accidental poisoning, according to the DPEIS, is 1/1000, so the 

annud risk is 1 .4xl0
"; the expected risk from an Ev-LWR accident at the Oak Ridge plant 

is given as 12x40" (pg. M-366). If this value were adjusted to comet foer the 

underestimation by several orders of magnitude of volatile and semi-volatile releases in a 

beyond-desgn-bmsis accident (see below), it becomes apparent that some of the activities 

listed in the DPEIS can have risks approaching the so-called "common" risks.  

Although it can be useful to pus the absolute risks of disposition activities into 

Perspective, this should not be used to obscure the fact that the unmobilization options 

provide minimum-risk alternatives for WU-Pu disposition.  

Storage and Di•eaeison DPEIS, Sectin M.S 1.1.I., p. M-226.  

Stonw&e and Dspoit•ii DPEIS. Sectior M p.t..I.p M-225.

47/09.09.08 
cont.  

48/09.09.08 

49/09.09.08 

50/09.09.08 

43/09.09.08 
cont.
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090908 Comment Number 48

Both the human health consequences (potential cancer risk for the MEI of 
public and worker and latent cancer fatalities to the general public) from the 

postulated accidents and the frequency of the accident occurrence are 

evaluated and reported in the PEIS. The health effects from potential 

accidents in this PEIS are not based on the facility probabilistic risk 

assessment (PRA). At this programmatic level of NEPA review for 

disposition, specific disposition facilities are not being proposed so as to 

support a facility-specific PRA. Additional facility-specific analyses would 

be provided in subsequent tiered NEPA review.

090908 Comment Number 49

In response to public comment, the accident analyses for existing LWRs has 
been modified in the Final PEIS.

090908 Comment Number 50

Section M.5 of the PEIS contains evaluation methodologies and assumptions 
used in analyzing facility accidents. The discussion presents the risks in terms 

of the commonly used units ascribed to each risk. The information provided 

is not meant to imply that risks of a latent cancer fatality caused by DOE 

operations are trivial, but rather to show how they compare with other more 

familiar risks. Based on comments received from the public and other 

reviewers, revisions have been made to the PEIS to clarify information that 

was unclear. These revisions appear in the Final PEIS.
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b) Absence of explicit evaluation of can-in-canister immobilization options 

Some of the WU-Pu disposition options under consideration in the DPEIS can be 
implemented in a variety of ways. In Volume I, Section 2.4, p. 2-76, the methodology that 
was used for determining which variant of a particular disposition option should be chosen 
for full evaluation in the DPEIS is discussed. In particular, it is stated that *bounding" 
variants were selected, e g. those which were likely to have environmental impacts equal to 

or greater than all the other variants under consideration. This approach was used to 

explain why only the "greenfield" immobilization options that require a new, shielded 
immobilization plant were explicitly analyzed, rather than the options that piggyback" on 

operations at existing facilities, such as the can-in-canister (CIC) approach at the Defense 

Waste Processing Facility (DWPF) at the Savannah.River Site (SRS). The CIC approach 
will have lower environmental impacts than greenfield approaches because in the latter 

approach, only the incremental risks associated with WU-Pu immobilization would be 
charged to the disposition program.  

This could be a legitimate approach, provided that it were consistently applied, 

which is not the case in the DPEIS. The DPEIS evaluates reactor options that require 
construction of new, evolutionary LWRs (Ev-LWRs) and those involving irradiation of 

MOX fuel in existing LWRs (Ex-LWRs) (except in the important category of accident 
impacts). This is apparently not judged in the DPEIS to be inconsistent with the approach 
used for immobilization options because it treats the reactor proposals as different 

"options,* rather than variants of the sane option. However, this is merely a semantic 
distinction.  

Because only incremental impacts are considered in the Ex-LWR case. but not in 

any of the immobilization options, the reader can get the misleading imprleon that the Ex

LWR reactor option could have compirable or even lower normal radiological impacts than 

any of the immobilization options (e.g. Summary, Figs. S-17 and S-IS; Attaclment B, pgs.  

S-142 to S-145) and can even provide a net benefit (although this benefit disappear when 

the impacts of MOX fabrication ae considered). The DPEIS even goes as far as to include 

a section on the incrmental benefits of using MOX fuel in reducing the health impacts of 

the aclear fuel cycle, a section which is completely irrelevant to the particular mission of 
WU-Pu disposition and is completely wrong as well (see below).  

For consistent treatment of "incremnental" radiological impacts, ther should be a 

comparison of the Ex.LWR options with the CIC options. In these options, plutonium first 

would be immobilized in glass or ceramic, without the addition of cesium-13
7 for spiking 

purposes, and packed in small cans. These cans would then be placed in the DWPF 

canisters prior to filling with HLW glass. The incremental environmental impacts of this 

approach would be those associated with operation of the plutonium immobilization line 

only (assuming that the introduction of the small cans would not have a detrimental effect 

on DWPF operations. as results from cold testing of CIC at DWPF clearly indicate).

51/05.00.08 

52/05.00.08 

53/09.09.08 

54/09.09.08 
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050008 Comment Number 51

Comment noted. Appendix 0, Can-In-Canister Variants, was added to 
describe the variant of the Vitrification Alternative.

050008 Comment Number 52

Comment noted.

090908 Comment Number 53

The human health impacts are presented for both the existing condition (No 
Action) and the action alternatives in the PEIS, including the Existing LWR 

Alternative. (The health impacts from potential accidents for all three Reactor 

Alternatives using MOX fuels are presented in the Final PEIS.) Incremental 

impacts are those impacts from each alternative over the existing conditions.  

In response to public comment, Section 4.3.5.2.9 of the Final PEIS has been 

revised to show incremental and total impact. For normal operations and' 

accidents, both incremental impacts and total impacts are presented in the 

PEIS for each reactor disposition alternative. Also, an inclusion of potential 

avoided environmental impacts is appropriate to the NEPA process; however, 

in response to public comments, this section has been revised.

090908 Comment Number 54

The can-in-canister variant is one of a number of potential applications of the 
Vitrification Alternative. The environmental impacts of the can-in-canister 

variant, which uses the same facilities as the Vitrification Alternative, are 

bounded by the impacts of the vitrification analysis shown in the PEIS.  

Appendix 0, Can-In-Canister Variants, was added to describe this variant of 

the Vitrification Alternative.

L4.
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54/09.09.08 
cont.  

5/01.02.00 
cont.  

49/09.09.08 
cont.

one can show, using figures given in the DPEIS, that the incremental normal 

radiological impacts of CIC options would be about two orders of magnitude smaller than 

those from a grceifteld immobilization facility. This can be seen most easily by companng 

the doses received by the public from normal operation of the ceramic immobilization 

facility in the deep borehole option, in which case no cesium-137 is used, and those from a 

greenfield cesunic inmmobilization facility, in which case cesium-1
3
7 is added directly to 

the coeaine during processing. From Tables M.2.9-3 and M.2.9-
4 

of the DPEIS. one sees 

that rmutine nmissions of plutonium from ceramic immobilization facilities located at SRS 

account for about 4% and 2% of the total dose to the maxismally exposed individual (MEl) 

and the committed effective population dose equivalent, respectively, the rest being due to 

Cs-137 emissions.  

Simular reasoning can be applied to the accident analysis of greenfield 

immolimiofa facilities given in the DPEIS to extract the incremental risks associated with 

c~c. Foe example, the annual risk to the MIl from accidents at a greewtield vitrfication 

facility at SRS l.ll0", acording to Table A5t3.5.2-.6 To obtain the incremental 

impacts of the CIC approach, one should only consider accidents resulting in releases of 

plutonium and subtract the doses due to Cs-13
7 

releases.  
[-isk from CIC to the MEl at SRtS of I.6e10"n. about a factor of none hundred •asaller than 

Became the CIC approach has significantlY smaller radiological impacts than the 

greenfield immobilization. and because it is analogous to the Ex-LWR option, it should be 

treated as a distinct option and fully evaluated in the PEIS.  

c) Absence of evaluation of incremental accident impacts of the existing LWR option 

The DPEIS assumes that there ar no incremental accident risks associated with the 

substitution of MOX for low-eoiched uranium (LEU) in Ex-LWRs, which makes this 

option appear to be essentially zero-risk. This statement is simply not justifiable for a 

number of re n which we discussed in detail below. In fact, the incremental accident 

risk of this option may well exceed the absolute risk of the Ev-LWR option.  

d) lncoect analysis of "avoided humars health impacts" due to substitution of MOX for 

LEU 

Volume 11, Section 4.9 of the DPEIS is entirely wrong end should be corrected or 

deleted from the final version. In attempting to compare the risks of the MOX and LEU 

fuel cycles, the authors of the aection sem to have forgotten that MOX fuel is about 95% 

uranium. Thus it is completely wrong to claim, as they do, that them are no health impacts 

associated with the uranium mining, milling and conversion stages in the MOX cycle. The 

stage of the cycle which is bypassed is uranium enrichment, which is well-known to have 

very low health impacts anyway.

090908 Comment Number 55

Depleted uranium (independent of the HEU disposition), which is currently 
in the DOE stockpile, is assumed to be used to blend Pu into MOX fuel. Since 

no new uranium mining, milling, conversion, or enrichment would be needed 

to produce MOX fuel, the impacts of these uranium fuel cycle steps would be 

avoided.

55/09.09.08 

M-281
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Comment Number 56

Although not explicitly stated, the authors may be assuming that depleted uranium 
stockpiles will be used to fabricate MOX fWel, in which case the associated mining and 
milling swtps (but not conversion) will be avoided. This is a legitimate point, but by the 
same reasoning, one can also give credit to stockpiles of uranium that can be used in the 
LEU route, such as LEU obtained from the blend-down of surplus HEU. The relatively 
small asnotmt of electricity that would be generated from MOX fuel fabricated from surplus 
warhead plutonium could easily be displaced by the LEU equivalent of about 30 tonnes of 
lIEU. Thus one cannot consistently assign an incremental health benefit to the US MOX 
program.  

e) Inappropriateness of 80-kin limit for consideration of public health impact 

The restriction of evaluation of public health impacts to within an 80-km radius of 
the facility in question leads to some peculiar inconsistencies in the comparison of 
inimobilization and MOX options. For instance, according to the MPEIS the CANDU 
option appears to have no public health impacts on the U.S. population, other than those 
resulting from the small risk associated with the production and transport of MOX fuel 
within the U.S. Yet a quick look at a map reveals that a release of radiation from the 
Bruce A station in Ontario -ould most likely affect a large portion of the northeastern 
United States, although mostly at distances greater than 80 km.  

Furthermore, the 80-kmn truncation conceals the fact that a large-scale reactor 
accident can have national and even global impact. whereas an accident at an 
immobilization facility would in all likelihood be much more limited in geographical range.  
This is because both the source term and the energy available for dispersion would be much 
smaller in the case of (he immobilization facility. Thius truncating consideration of public 
health imnacts at 80 km zmr-tlv ovmstimates the risks associated with immobilization 
como dW with MOX 

2. Serious flaws; in the safety analysis of reactor oytions 

The health and safety analysis of the MOX options in the DPEIS contains such 
serious flaws that DOE should discard the analysis as written and start over, proceeding in 
a clear and logical manner. The ion of MOX in LWRs or CANDUs - in arsicular, full
core MOX utilizint weanons-yrade plutonium as proosed in the DPEIS - is a novel 

.acrice a.sociated with numerous unsolved and notentially very serious Wafet risks.  
Experience with LWR MOX use in other coiuntres, which is often cited by promoters of 
the MOX options, is of limited applicability to the planned US program because the foreign 
progranms utilize plutonium with different isotopic contents, lower MOX core fractions, and 
fuel without integral burnable absorbers. In addition, experience to date with the use of 
MOX has revealed a number of significant safety iaues which remain umiesolved. The 
existing LWR (Ex-LWR) option, which is probably the MOX option most likely to be 
chosen, must be singled out for special concern. Yet the DPEIS contains no accident 
analysis specific to this option.

56/09.09.08 

57/09.09.08 

49/09.09.08 
cont.  

M-281

The depleted uranium for the MOX fuels is already in DOE's stockpile and is 
independent of the DOE's HEU disposition program.

090908 Comment Number 57

Like any other EIS, a realistic impact area has to be defined to conduct a 
radiological impact assessment. Federal guidance defines two major impact 
regions. NUREG-0654 defines 16 km (10 mi) as the plume exposure region 
and 80 km (50 mi) as the ingestion exposure region for the nuclear facility 
accident emergency planning zone. While populations at greater distances 
may receive some exposure from an accidental release of radioactive material 
into the environment, this exposure would be considerably less than the 
exposure to the population within the 80-km (50-mi) region. Also, extending 
the assessment to further distances would introduce greater analytical 
uncertainties to the calculated impacts.  

It is acknowledged that, if the source term was very large, the boundaries 
chosen could be extended. Nevertheless, NUREG guidance is an appropriate 
and reasonable choice for NEPA analysis.

Vi 
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The DPEIS dispenses with fundamental issues of MOX safety in one paragraph. in 

which it alludes to "separate studies- (which were mistakenly left uwsreferenced) thai 

"indicate that the use of MOX fuel in a ... LWR does not increase the risk and 

consequences of accidents.- Most of these source documents turn out to be studies based 

entirely on reaco vendor analyses which purport to confirm the safety of using MOX in 

t4r reacto. However. at least one of the reactor vendors freely admitted to to that its in

house analyses were biased and unreliable.' Closer examination of thes studies reveals 

that they in no way provide adequate justification for the above statement in the DPEIS. In 

fact, at least one of the references, the National Academy of Sciences study "Management 

and Disposition of Excess Weapons Plutonium: Reactor-Related Options," actually 

constradicts the statetnent. by estimating that the consequences of a severe accident could 

increase by l0-20% as a result of the slbtitition of MOX for LEU. Such an increase, far 

ftims being insignificant, could overwhelm the radiological impacts of any of the other 

disposition options. Funhermore, the discussion below indicates that the NAS may have 

underestimated the incremental consequences.  

DOE may have judged that this shoddy and incomple•t accident analysis was 

Sufficient for the purposes of the DPEIS because, if the MOX option were chosen, safety 

issues would be dealt with later in the context of NRC review of the procedure. However.  

this defeats the purpose of the whole exercise, which is to inform decision-making with an 

accurate comparative assessment of risks. To conform to the spirit of NEPA, a deeper 

understanding of the potential risks involved with the use of MOX in LWRs in this country 

muat be acquired prior to the public comment period and should not be deferred until after 

decisions we made. The NRC and independent experts should be brought in at the DPEIS 

stage to provide alternauve perspectives on the outstanding safety issues. This would be a 

prudent course of action, since unanticipated safety questions that arise later in the process 

could serve to cause unacceptable delays in disposition.  

The only DPEIS reactor alternative for which any information concerning accident 

impacts is provided is the Evolutionary LWR (Ev-LWR) option. In the Summary, the 

reader is infoenmed that 'comparable data are not available' for the existing (Ex-LWR) 

option. DOE may be assuming here that the accident impacts of the Ev-LWR option bound 

those of the Ex-LWR. since the full impact of an accident would have to be charged to 

plutonium disposition in the former case, whereas in the latter case. me only need consider 

incremental impacts, e.g. the differtece in risk between an existing reactor fueled with 

MOX and the same reactor fueled with LEU. Since the DPEIS claims without justification 

that there is no difference in risk, it implies that the Ex-LW'R is a ero-risk option.  

However, this logic is faulty and rtenders the accident analysis in the DPEIS unusable for 

decision-making purposes.

58/09.09.08 

59/08.03.00 

49/09.09.08 
cont.

MIPES, Voluie II. pi 4-J0-6 

Ptrso-nl _ommaiicaon ,ih General Eketri. exeutive. S..emnber 1995.
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090908 Comment Number 58

The impacts and risks associated with the use of MOX fuel in existing 
commercial LWRs and in evolutionary LWRs have been reanalyzed. The 

results, which have a quantitative basis, are presented in Sections 4.3.5.2.9, 

4.3.5.4.9, and M.5.3.10 of the Final PEIS.

080300 Comment Number 59

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's concern about the 
accident analysis used in the PEIS for the Reactor Alternatives. The accident 

analysis is at a level of detail and specificity needed for a programmatic 

decision on the disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials. Additional 

analysis for three cases of accident release scenarios was added to Section 

4.3.5.2.9 of the Final PEIS. Impacts for one case are shown in Table 4.3.5.2.9 

of the Final PEIS. Further detailed, technology-specific accident analysis will 

be included in the subsequent tiered NEPA review.
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a) Inadequacy of the Ev-LWR accident analysis in general 

Before addressing whether the risk values resulting from the LEU-fueled Ev-LWR 
accident analysis contained in the DPEIS are also valid for a MOX-fueled Ex-LWA, it 
should be pointed out that these values are inaccurate even for the case to which they are 
supposed to explicitly pertain. The Ev-LWR analysis included in the DPEIS greatly 
underssates the potential risks of an accident involving a LEU-fueled LWR, even one of 
"evolutionary" design. The "evolutionary" designs, such as the GE ABWR, do not contain 
the advanced safety measures, such as those proposed for the Europen Power Reactor, 
which would nearly eliminate the risk of a catastrophic off-site release of radiation (e.g. a 
double containment structure), and thus are still vulnerable to such events However, Ev
LWR vendoms claim that the risk of such events will be greatly reduced relative to the 
current generation of Ex-LWRs.  

The most severe Ev-LWR beyond design-basis accident included in the DPEIS is an 
anticipated transient without scram (ATWS), followed by loss of core cooling, core 
meltdown, and late containment failure. The frequency of this accident is listed as 1.7x10' 
per reactor-year. However, the associated radionuclide source term, which references the 
General Electric Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR) Safety Analysis Report and 
ssudies prepared by a consultant for another purpose, is much smaller than that which could 
conceivably renult from a loss-of-containment accident' 

For instance, the postulated release of Cs-137 to the environment is 230 cdues (ci), 
which is seen to correspond to a release fraction of .Sxl0'" when compared to the end-of.  
cycle Cs-137 Ev-LWR core inventory of 1.3x10•' Ci given in a source document (which 
itself reference ABWR safety analysis).' This release is substantially below the maximum 
possible releas of cesiumt. which is semi-volatile and can he almost completely evolved 
from the core during a meltdown. It is now accepted that 20-40% of the cesium core 
inventory was released to the cnvironment during the Chernobyl accident.  

In fact, if one looks at the entire ABWR severe accident spectsan., which does not 
appear in the DPEIS but is included in one of the source documents,' one am that the Cs 
release fraction can be as great as 3.5x10" in a certain class of accidents known as Release 
Class (RC) 5, whereas a relense of 2x10' in the DPEIS accident appears to corresponds to 

DPEIS. Voltno Mtt. Aprode'nd M. Table M-5.3.-11-2. p. M-361 

LLNL 1996g. up cvi. Table 4-. p. -40. Although the Ca-137 valte ck atioe is rnaianabl one 
should 7o'e itat this tabie is othi-ise unmtlbt with seome entres clearly wrong (.g.& a €no invntory of 
5.4a10" Cs or 1.7 MT. of N-239. is gien fte LEU-fueted E.-LWRL W inid cshen ioaieeist with -alue 
given m die DPEIS (for tinasce. a terne of 4.4x 10' Cl of Kr-35 is pnsmsmaed ia 4the DPMS. whonmn the 
m invot'ony in Table 9- I a ly 1.2x 106 Ci). Ilcomtisteiny i, ong the vaious moure donaeint is a 
giSeral fnlin of ie DPEIS 

' LLNL 19961L Table 3 ! p 8-14

49/09.09.08

49/09.09.08 

cont.  

60/09.09.08
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090908 Comment Number 60

The impacts and risks associated with the use of MOX fuel in existing LWRs 
has been reanalyzed. The analysis is in accordance with DOE, Office of 
NEPA Oversight guidelines for the preparation of EISs (Recommendations 
for the Preparation of Environmental Assessments and Environmental 
Impact Statements U.S. Department of Energy, Office of NEPA Oversight, 
May 1993). The guidelines require an assessment of impacts due to potential 
severe accidents which have frequencies of occurrence in the range of 
l.0x 10-7/yr to 1.0x 10-6/yr. The guidelines state that, as a practical matter, 
events with probabilities less than 1.0xl0-7 /yr will rarely need to be 
examined. The analysis was based on the best available information at the 
time the Final PEIS was prepared. The results of the analysis, which have a 
quantitative basis and utilize the Melcor Accident Consequence Code 
System (MACCS) code, are presented in applicable sections of the Final 
PEIS. The analysis includes a determination of the sensitivity of americium, 
curium and Pu to the risk dominant accident doses for a commercial MOX 
fueled reactor and the results are described in the Final PEIS.  

While cesium-137 (Cs-137) source terms from extraordinary reactor 
accidents (Reactor Class 5 accidents) may exceed release fractions analyzed 
in the PEIS, the beyond design basis accident selected for analysis (Reactor 
Class 2 accident) has a frequency of occurrence of 1.3x 10-7, which is 
consistent with NEPA guidelines. While Chernobyl accident releases of 
Cs- 137 may have exceeded 20 to 40 percent of the cesium core inventory, 
such release fractions are not applicable to U.S. LWRs. The analysis of 
severe accidents (Reactor Class 5 accidents) is appropriate for PRAs or 
Safety Analysis Reports (SAR). Should the Reactor Alternative using MOX 
fuel be selected as the Preferred Alternative, subsequent tiered-NEPA 
documents or SARs will be prepared on site-specific bases.  

The PEIS was modified in Section 5.3.11 to include a review of the 
radioisotopes discussed in the Sandia report. This report discussed using the 
MACCS code for curium and other transuranic radioisotopes. The 
contribution of americium (Am-241), curium (Cm-242 and Cm-244), and 
plutonium (Pu-238, Pu-239, Pu-240, and Pu-241) was added to the accident 
section of this PEIS.
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a Release Class 2 event, which is said to occur with a frequency of 1.3xl1Y'. There is a 

similma disparity in iodine release fractions between RC5 and RC2. RC2 is also 

chaacterizd by zero release of other setni-volatiles (e.g. Te, Ru) and low-volailes (e.g. Sr 

and Ba). While the RC5 release fraction is a factor of 20,000 greater than the one assumed 

in the DPEIS, the associated accident frequency is listed as 2.2xlO"'. which is only a factor 

of ten smaller. Thus the risk of the RC5 accident (e.g. probability times consequnces) due 

to cesium emission is on the order of one thousand times wreter than that of the DPEIS 

accident. Of the eight release classes listed, four have larger risks asciated with them 

than RC7, the one included in the DPEIS. There is no legitimate bats for ecaludis these 

other accidentt from consideration. However. their exclusion artificially underestimates the 

potential environmental impacts of reactor disposition relative to the immobilintion 

options, leading to erroneous conclusions.  

b) Inadequacy of the Ev-LWR accident as an upper bound for Ex-LWR accident impacts 

There are two interrelated rsn why the Ev-LWR accident analysis in the DPEIS 

cannot be considered to be bounding or conservative with regard to the potential accident 

impacts of the MOX options.  

First, it is based on analysis of an Ev-LWR fueled with LEU instead of MOX, and 

thus completely sidesteps the complex but crucial issue of whether and to what extent 

severe accident parameers, such as core damage frequencies (CDFs) and source terms. may 

differ for an Ev-LWR fueled with fl-core MOX rather than LEU.' 

Second. the Ev.LWR analysis Contain$ numerous assumpons with regard to safety 

features which are specific to advanced reactor designs and simply do not apply to the 

MOX options based on use of existing LWIRs (Ex-LWR) or CANDUs. For instance.  

advanced LWRs ar assumed to have CDFs at least an order of magnitude smaller tham 

those associated with LWRs operating today. Also, the source serm employed it the 

beyond design-basis accident analyses are based on assumptions about the likelihoods of 

variote accident seani• which we indisputably invalid for currently operating reactors 

(and may not even be valid for Ev-LWRI. which to date exist largely on paper).  

To asseas whether the Ev-LWR ease is bounding or not with .mpec to accident 

impacts, one must determine. in light of these two factors listed above, whether the 

incrmental risks of substituting MOX for LEU in Ex-LWRs may actually exceed the 

absolute risk values for (LEU-fucled) Ev-LWR operation provided in the DPEIS. The best 

way to do this consistently would be to derive complementary cumulative distibution 

I Although of dwe main ef,.nea foe r DPEIS sectimo o Ev-LW•R safety is a dooment 

(E-olurkolrfyAdianCed Lighi Waea Rector D= Repot UCRLtID- 123411. Febrary 199%). whtih does 

'ma'a sa s disoaseeo f .h, dtfTeenca beat MOX and UO), sem trer. this icrctatuion i.  

ppwarntly not used tie DPMIS leor tih dltopmeni Of tacident risk oateu. tnocad. di. h two otter 

documcnttntd, thih me, -1-oonl t,ntJ,-lisrtr LWRs mar used.

60/09.09.08 cont.  

61/09.09.08
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The PEIS recognizes that there are uncertainties in the methodology for 
accident analysis as described in Section 4.1.9. There are additional 

uncertainties in the difference in reactor-grade versus weapons-grade MOX 

fuel. Although there is no experience in the United States for a full MOX 

core, DOE will consider a full MOX core only after evaluating lead test 

assemblies and/or a partial MOX core with weapons-grade material. This 

evaluation will reduce technical uncertainties between reactor-grade and 

weapons-grade MOX fuel. In addition, before a partial or full core can be 

utilized in a reactor, a reactor-specific safety analysis will be performed 

analyzing the use of weapons-grade MOX fuel.

090908 Comment Number 61

The human health impacts for both the existing condition (No Action) and the 
action alternatives are evaluated and presented in the PEIS, including the 

Existing LWR Alternative (The health impacts from potential accidents for 

the three Reactor Alternatives using MOX fuel are also analyzed.) The 

incremental impacts are those impacts from Proposed Actions over existing 

conditions at same site. For example, the incremental impacts of using the 

partially completed LWR would be represented by the total impacts because 

the LWR was not operated before. The incremental impacts of using the 

existing LWRs would be represented by the differences between using the 

proposed MOX fuel and the current U0 2 fuel.
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functions (CCDFs) for all three options and compare them.  

Determination of the incremental risks of the Ex-LWR option is bound to be an 
extremely difficult and uncertain exercise. However, it is central to the whole disposition 
question. The oublic will want to know if there is sictificant risk involved in introducing 
MOX into Ex-LWRs and whether there are safer alternatives, The DPEIS sheds no light on 
this auestion and therefore fails to accomolish its mission• 

Rather than try to determine which alternatives are bounding and which are not, the 
PEIS should simply provide enough information to accurately carry out the following 
comparisons: the incremental risks of the CIC immobilization options vs. the incremental 
risks of the Ex-LWR option (evaluated in a technically justifiable manner), and the risks of 
the greenfield immobilization options vs. the risks of the grecneld reactor options. The 
absence of such comparisons in the DPEIS makes it extretnely difficult for the reader to 
obtain a clear understanding of the relative environmenta] impacts of the reactor and 
immobilization options.  

Below, we will discuss a number of ismue which support the notion that tbh 
substitution of MOX for LEU in Ex-LWRs ma increase both the conseauences and the 

enobabilities of severe accidents by significant factor.  

) Beyond design-basis accident consequences: the issue oflow-voladrle source teres 

The question of whether the consequences of a beyond design-basis accident in an 
Ex-LWR (e.g. core meltdown and containment failure) would change significantly if the 
reactor were fueled with MOX instead of LEU depends on the relative radionuclide 
inventories of the two cores and the radiologieal impact of the differences. The primary 
distinction is that the in-core inventories of the rmansuranic actinides Pu. Am od Cm are all 
greater by substantial factors in MOX cores. The magnitude of these factors, which 
depends on the initial plutonium loading in the fuel, is approximately on the order of 3 for 
plutonium isotopes, 5 for americium isotopes and 4 for curium isotopes at the end-of-cycle.  
(For MOX fabricated with reactor-grade plutonium, the curium inventory is greater by an 
additional factor of 10). Neptunium inventories actually are smaller in MOX cores, but the 
difference is only about of a factor of two. Since these radionuclides are alpha-emitters 
with very high inhalation and ingestion radiotoxicities, and many have long half-lives, they 
can contribute significantly to the committed doses incurred following a teiu:or accident, 
especially via the ingestion and resuspcnsion pathways, even if only a small fraction of the 
core inventory is released 

Using an argument dating at least as far back as GESMO, the Generic 
Environmental Impact Statement on the Use of Mixed-Oxide Fuel in Light-Water Reactors, 
DPEIS references claim that the increase in actinide inventories in a MOX core will not 
affect the consequences of an Ex-LWR accident because "plutonium and other insoluble

49/09.09.08 

cont.  

62/09.09.08

60/09,09.08 
cont.  

M-281

090908 Comment Number 62

The Department of Energy determined that the bounding analyses for each of 
the disposition alternatives is an appropriate level of detail to support a 
programmatic decision. Site-specific environmental analysis of disposition 
technologies will be performed, as appropriate, for the next tiered NEPA 
documents. In response to public comment, Appendix 0 has been added 
which discusses the can-in-canister variant.
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Comment Number 63

fuel isotopes are not included in the releases to the environment." Thus according to this 
logic, it does not matter wvhether the inventory of actiaides is greater in a MOX core 
because they are low-volatile species and will not be released to the environment even if 
the containment fails.  

This argument is, plainly speaking, incorrect. There are circumstances under which 
significant releases of lo.-volatile radionuclides can occur.  

First of all, the best possible laboratory for loss-of-containment accidents, the 
Chernobyl event, has demonstrated that significant and wide-ranging dispersal of non
volatile radionuclides is possible in beyond-design-basis accidents. The recently issued 
OECD review of the Chernobyl source term has concluded that the release fraction for low
volatile cote constituents, including the actinades, was approximately 3.5%. Moreover, non
volatile fuel fragments were discovered as far away as Greece, over one thousand 
kilometers away." 

The often-repeated argument that a Chernobyl-type accident cannot happen here 
does not mean that the dispersal behavior of the Chernobyl core does not have relevance 
for Welrn LWIf, should they be subject to beyond design-basis accidents with loss of 
containment (provided that the differences in core melt chemistry are taken into account).  
In fact. die NRC has acknowledged in the past that low-volatile releases as high as several 
percent of core inventory vere possible in such accidents and incoeporated this information 
into its state-of-the-art LWR probabilistic risk assessment (PRA), NUREG-IISO." 

The DPEIS relies on vendor documents to support its claim that the release of low
volatile radionuclides would be insignificant in a beyond deign-basis Ex-LWR accident.  
For exanple, the LWR PEIS Data Report quotes release fractions to the environment taken 
from a Westinghouse Hanford Company report. For low-volatile radionuclides, these 
values are all extremely small (the largest is 0.3%). The report then claims that these 
values are consistent with NRC's latest rulcmaking on the issue of core-to-containment 
release fctions, NUREG-1465, "Accident Source Terms for Light-Water Nuclear Power 
Plants."' 

Oa Ridge National Lutomiouy. FMDP LWRA P•S Data R~poet. Re. 3, ORNLtMM/LT--42, 
December 1995, p. B-22.  

" L Dnetll at. "Me Chero1by Reactor Accident Sonve Te-, D-velopeenu of a Cý Vie," 
OEMDNEA, OECD/iGD(96)12. Novembý M99 

US N-ctm Rqunn Commision., NUREG-I I0. 1987n 

"U.S. N•acer Rgulawor' Co ission. "Accidnti Soure Terms for Light-Water Nucker Powe- Plts.  
"NUREC,1-465. Febnary 19W'

60/09.09.08 
cont.

63/09.09.08 

64/09.09.08

M-281

The human health impacts from the potential LWR accidents were analyzed 
and presented in this PEIS. The health impacts will be evaluated for full MOX 
cores of the existing, partially completed, and evolutionary LWRs, and results 
are documented in the Final PEIS. The Chernobyl reactor is intrinsically 
different from the LWRs designed and operated in the United States. The 
design (including containment system design) and operation of the nuclear 
power plants in the United States prevent the Chernobyl-type accident 
consequences to happen in the United States with a probability greater than 
l.x10 7/yr. While a Chernobyl-type accident could result in higher 
radionuclide releases, the radioactive releases from the accidents analyzed in 
the PEIS reflect a be ond design basis accident within the probability of 
occurrence (1.0x10- ) that is acceptable for NEPA purposes. Also, any 
probabilistic risk assessment for the Proposed Action is beyond the scope of 
this PEIS.

090908 Comment Number 64

NUREG-1465, Accident Source Terms for Light-Water Nuclear Power 
Reactors, was used in the LWR PEIS Data Report to support core-to
containment release fraction. Although NUREG-1465 has been questioned 
by the public, it represents the most recent guidance for release fractions.  
Public comment on this report is beyond the scope of this PEIS.
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It is true that NUREG- 1465 tends to support the use of low-volatile release fractions t:) 
lower than those used in NUREG-l 150 and closer to the ones used by industry. This is not 
a coincidence, since the industry played a large role in revising NUREG-1465 to their 
Liking. As described below, a careful look at the history of NUREG-1465. its supporting 
documentation and its domain of applicability indicates that the low-volatile release 
fractions it recommends are not sufficiently conservative for use in accident analysis of Ex
LWRs. It is therefore not relevant to the use of MOX in Ex-LWRs and should not be 
referenced in the DPEIS in this context. (A separate question is whether it has any validity 
at all).  

The release behabior of the low-volatile radionuclides to containment from the Z 
molten reactor core during a severe accident is highly complex and dependent on details of 
accident progression that are not well understood, consequently, predictions of low-volatile 
release fractions are characterized by uncertainties spanning at least four orders of 
magnitude.4 This uncertainty has been exploited by the nuclear industry, which 
consistently chooses the lower bound of the range in its own assessments. 64/09.09.08 

cont.  
NRC originally issued a draft of NUREG-1465 in which the low-volatile release 

fractions were sinjlar to those used in NUREG-I ISO, e.g. on the order of 2-3%. These 
values were strongly disputed by industry, which preferred release fractions hundreds of 
tines lower, such as those proposed by EPRI (the Electric Power Research Institute) for use 
in assessments of Ev-LWRs.  

Rather than try to establish a rational and conservative basis for source term 
estimation. NRC submitted to industry presmure and lowered the NUREG-1463 low-volatile 
release fractions by a factor of approximately 50. Was this change warranted? Not 
according to the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS), which wrote that 
"these adjustments need to be better justified or not be made."" However, the ACRS' 
recommendation was ignored 

Ilndusry comments on the draft of NUREG-1465 consisted of two main arguments 
as to why they believed its low-volatile release fractions were'too high." First, they 
alluded to recent research that "demonstrated" that low-volatile release fractions from 
melted fuel were indeed much smaller than those assumed in NUREG-l t50. Second, they 
argued that the use of mean values of release fraction data was not appropriate for the low

" H Nourakslh. 'Etimawloo of Radionuclide Release Characteriscs Into Conuinment Under Severe 
A.ideot Conditio.," US Nuekar Regulatory CoiunisiMo, NSJREG/CR-5747. Nov 1993.  

"US NRC Advowry Comoitee on Reacor Safeguars,-t. eten to NRC Chainoan Ivan Selin, Septiniber 
20. 1994 

" U S Nuctes Retu-o Comission, "Proposed Isuarne of Final NUREG.1465," SECY-94-300, 
December 15, 1994 

M-281
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volatile radionuclides because the uncertainty distributions range over many orders of 

magnitude. In distributions of this type, the mean is unduly influenced by values at the 

extreme upper end of the range. The EPRI low-volatile release fractions were based on the 

median of the distribution. which was typically two to three orders of magnitude below the 

mean.  

The evidence supporting the industry position was summarized in a document 

prepared for DOE's Adsanced Light Water Reactor (ALWR) Program by a consulting firm, 

Los Alamos Technical Associates (LATA)." This report, which appears to have been 

accepted uncritically by NRC. is fundamentally flawed in at least one major respect and 

draws conclusions which are inconsistent with other NRC documents. The LATA report 

refers to a few experiments wshich observed small low-volatile release fractions, but notably 

omits discussion of one experiment in particular, the ST test series at the Annular Core 

Research Reactor (ACRR) at Sandia National Laboratories." The ST test series were 

noteworthy for their obser'ation of unexpectedly high release fractions for low-volatile 

elements, such as europnum s F = 6.4%).  

The LATA report referred to the ST series in passing, without describing their 

results, but dismisses them as irrelevant because they were conducted in a reducing 

atmosphere, which he contends "representa a special case that may exist only locally for 

brief periods of time in an accident" It neglected to mention that the ST series was 

conducted explicitly to t, aluate the impact of a reducing atmosphere on fission product 

release, an environment which was not adequately represented in the existing database.  

This information was necessary, according to the authors of the ST-I report, because "there 

are ... regions of actual reactor cores that are expected to be in atmospheres of nearly purc 

hydrogen during severe accidents.""' 

In fact, one of the mator sources of uncertainty in charting the progression of reactor 

accidents is the temporal and spatial variation in oxidation potential that may occur in a 

particular sequence. The ST series of experiments demonstrate that these uncertainties are 

closely related to uncertainties in low-volatile release fractions. This point, although 

undoubtedly known to NRC staff, does not seem to have been taken into account when 

uncritically revising dosnward the NUREG-1465 release fractions according to the 

erroneous industry contention that "all" recent data support such a revision.  

" D. Ostec¢, "Lown VoluIie Fission Product Release Dunng Severe Ractor Acidensti, Los Alansos 
Technica. Assciies. Inc. Albuqurqu¢. NM. prepared for the U.S DOE Idaho Openions Ofrice.DOEIID
i3177-2, October 992.  

" M. Allen ae al "FTisso, Product Release ad Fuel Behavior of Irradisted Light Water Reactor Fuel 
Under Severe Accident Coedtiso, ishe ACRR ST-I Enperinenrt," NtJREGCR-5345. Stndi. National 
L.aborstories. Noveetber 1905 
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The question of oxidation potential is especially inpottant with regard to americium 

The volatility of metallic americium is greater by several orders of magnitude than that of 

the oxide, whereas for the other actinides the difference between metal and oxide volatility 

is not as great.  

A major uncertainty in prediction of the release fraction of low-volatile radionuclides 

is associated with the vulnerability of Ex-LWRs to a class of accidents known as high

pressure melt expulsion (HPME) events. These are events in which the reactor vessel falls 

at high pressure leading to ejection of the molten core into the containment at high velocity 

and significant aerosol formadon. HPME provides a mechanism by which relatively large 

fractions of low-volatiles can be converted to aerosol form in the containment atmosphere 

and therefore be subject to release into the environment. They should be distinguished 

from events in which the bulk of the core remains essentially intact throughout the 

meltdown. r.

According to NRC, the mean values of low-volatile release fraction uncertainty 

distributions into containment associated with HPME events in PWRs can be as high as 

"70. One should note that the median values of these distributions are only about one order 

of magnitude less than the niean values, as opposed to the distributions of low-volatile in

vessel release fractions, in which the median is two to three orders of magnitude below the 

mean. Thus the industrn al"Unment that the mean values of low-volatile releasre fraction 

distributions do not accktrateh characterize the distributions does not apply to the PNME 

case.  

IPNME is of particular concern because of its relationship to another phenomenon 

known as Direct Containment Heating (DCHI), in which the high heat transfer rates from 

the fuel aerosol causes a rapid rise in containment temperature that could lead to 

containment overpressurizatiot and failure. -PME events, which are associated with both 

large low-volatile releases to containment and large probabilities of containment failure, can 

therefore result in large releases of low-volatiles to the environment as well.  

These effects underscore the point that realistic source terms can only be generated 

by thorough analysis of ipecilic accident sequences. NUREG-1465 provides representative 

release fractions for generic loss-of-containment accidents. As other NRC documents have 

pointed out. for radionuclides with release fractions spanning several orders of magnitude, 

such as the low-volatile species, neither the mean nor any other single measure contains 

enough information to accurticly characterize the distribution. Knowledge of the actual 

details of the distribution ;s required to assess the likelihood of significant low-volatile 

releases in a particular accident sequence for a particular plant. Generic conclusions, such 

as those which appear in the DPEIS, are completely meaningless.  

Given that large L1ceturintles in the prediction of low-volatile release fractions still 

exist, how significant is lhis issue on the actual consequences of a severe accident involving 60/09M.09 80 
a MOX-fueled Ex-LWR' \,cordwlg to the DPEIS, it is not significant at all, because cont.

M-281
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"other radioisotopes that are released in an accident have more serious impacts on human 

health than the Pu used in the MOX fuel-"" However, not only is this statement an 

oversimplification (e.g. the increase in transplutonium actinides is ignored). but it is also 

wrong. Because of the relative radiotoxicity and longevity of some of the actinides, they 

can have significant impacts on accident consequences. According to a study done at 

Sandia, which used the MACCS code to evaluate the relative ioporlance of different 60/09.09.08 

radionuclides to the public health consequences of a severe LWR accident, it was found cont.  
that the curium isotopes in particular were highly significant both for early and long-term 

exposures-. While the results obtained in that paper depend on the speific assumptions 

used in their model, they are useful to obtain a qualitative understanding of the importance 

of curium and the other actinides.  

For instanc according to the results of the Sandia study, the ratio of the 

contribution of curium to cesium with respect to the total number of latent cancers resulting 

from an accident would be about 0.1, assuming Chernobyl release fractions of 0.4 for Cs 

and 0.035 for Cm. and core inventories characteristic of a LEU-fueled LWR. For a MOX

fueled LWR. the Cs inventory remains essentially the same, while the Cm inventory 

increases by a factor of approximately 4. This implies that the number of latent cancers 

due to the Cm release from a W-Pu MOX-fueled LWR would be about 40% of those due 

to Cs release. For plutonium isotopes, a similar calculation shows that the approximately 

three-fold increase in Pu release from a MOX-fueled reactor would result in a number of 

latent cancers about l0/. of those due to Cs release. On the other hand, the decrease in Np 

would only translate into a few-percent decrease in the number of latent cancers. Because 

Cs release is the major contributor to latent cancers following an LEU-fueled LWR accident 

(typically 60% or greater), the Sandia result implies that the increased Cm aod Pu releases 

from a severe accident affecting a W-Pu MOX-fueled LWR could result in a 500 increase 

in the total number of latent cancers as compared to an LEtU-fueled LWR. (For R-Pu 

MOX, the increase would be significantly larger).  

ii) Beyond design-basis accident probabilities 

e P ass a h u i i of MOX for L i 

this nor does it even dimscus a s malt safety -elated iss e as t w 60/09.09.08 

lnstead, it again refers the reader to vendor stadies, which claim to demonstrate "substantial cont, 

margins against limiting conditions" for transients involving MOX cores.  

However, the situation is not nearly as straightforward as the DPEIS suggests.  

-DPEIS. Vol. 2. Stc. 4 3.5-2.9. pg. 4-690.  
1D. Alpmr. D. Ch-min and L. Raih.,. "R-eltve Impoinrtac of individual Elmmuat to Reactor Accident 

Consenquences Assuming Equal Relc s Frti-ons." NURLEG/CH-4
4
6

7 
(SANDIA$5-2575), zrdia Nzional 

Labor-t-1e,. Albuquerqe, Mfrch 196 
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There are significant outstanding safety issues associated with the utilization of MOX in 
LW4Rs, even with partial-core, reactor-grade MOX, which is the only case for which there 
is industrial-scale experience. In the case of full-core. weaoons-erade MOX. for which 
there is n ieq•duitriatl enere,,eoe n,,mer.,o,,,ddirinnet tpehkoiea ,mpt, enm@e, ,.tA •*il,

imprlications for safety would arise.  

GESMO. the Generic Environmental Impact Statement on the Use of Mixed-Oxide 
Fuel in Light-Water Reactors, contained a brief discussion of some of the safety issues 
associated with partial-core, reactor-grade MOX. However, the document is completely 
out-of-date and many of the reassuring predictions it made concerning the viability of MOX 
have not been borne out in practice. For instance GESMO claimed that the issues of 
plutonium segregation and greater fission gas release in MOX fuel would not be significant; 
however, today they are major stumbling blocks for the qualification of MOX fuel for high 
burnups. The increased fission gas release from MOX fuel elements has led the French 
safety authority, DSIN, to limit bumups of MOX fuel in PWRs to 33 MWd/kgHM, well 
below that now achieved with LEU fuel, which imposes an economic penalty on the use of 
MOX in France." 

The DPEIS must include, at a bare minimum, a discussion of these issues at the 
same level of detail as GESMO, fully updated and with a candid discussion of the 
remaining uncertainties associated with MOX use in LWRs in the context of W-Pu 
disposition.  

Relative to an LEU core. a MOX core is characterized by the followint features 
more nefative moderator temperature and void coefficients. smaller delayed neutron 
fraction and oeomlt neutmon lifetime, reduced control rod worth and greater
UnonomZo EsM in r&IM inSaunCruciur. &Mn one or•n One enMaEes 3eMrrCiV QM nave an

sin ,acnu, eusif Lion one can asian roussanos in wiiicn irrese cnanaes
interact svnergisticallv to ,reatlv amolify their individual effects, 

The overall deleterious interaction between these elements can be understood in the 
following way. The decrease in reactor period associated with the sraller delayed neutron 
fraction and prompt neutron lifetime is perhaps the most serious issue, since this can result 
in a significant reduction in the time available for an operator to respond to transients.  
Because of the relatively small percentage of Pu-241 it contains (which has a larger delayed 
neutron fraction than Pu.239 and Pu-240), this problem is more severe for weapons-grade 
plutonium than for reactor-grade, especially at the beginning of cycle, when there is a 
nearly three-fold reduction in delayed neutron fraction.  

For transients associated with an increase in coolant temperature (undercooling 
transients), such as those initiated by the loss-of-heatsink accident (LOHA) in PWRs, this 

A, MucLadhl. "New French RIA Tess Suggest Berer Resisiance of High-Bumup Fuel," Nclear 
Fuel, Septemb-r 11,1995 p i

60/09.09.08

60/09.09.08 

cont.  

65/06.01.08

M-281

0601 08 Comment Number 65

Fabrication and use of MOX fuel using reactor-grade Pu is a mature, 
industrial scale technology in Europe with at least three vendors actively 
fabricating MOX fuel. There are some differences introduced by the use of 
weapons-grade Pu, which DOE is addressing as part of an ongoing weapons
grade MOX fuel development program and fuel qualification program. As a 
part of this, DOE is consulting with the European fuel vendors to benefit from 
their experience. The fuel qualification program would include in-reactor 
irradiation of fuel pellets and assemblies. A commercial reactor used to 
disposition Pu would have to be licensed by the NRC. Part of this licensing 
process would include an extensive, independent review of safety and 
performance issues associated with the use of MOX fuel.  

In addition to issues associated with using MOX fuel versus LEU fuel, there 
are uncertainties in the different reactor types (BWR versui pressurized water 
reactor [PWR]), reactor vendors (Westinghouse versus Combustion 
Engineering), and reactor sites. In addition to reactor type, reactor vendor, 
and reactor sites, there are reactor-specific variations in the number of cooling 
loops, the emergency core cooling system, the type of control rods, reactor 
vessel neutron and thermal history, and the type of fuel loading pattern (for 
example, low leakage). A reactor-specific safety analysis will be done to 
determine the effects on the neutronic and mechanical characteristics of the 
reactor system, as well as the effects of reactor-specific characteristics on the 
accident analysis including pressurized thermal shock, loss of heat sink, and 
other accidents. The effects of extended burnup of the fuel will also be 
evaluated to determine the safety margin including the departure of nucleate 
boiling (DNB) ratio and other parameters over the life of the fuel assemblies.

Q_ ... - u11cC . C. se Ous 'h- ;. ;M .' i 1 '1'14; 1 1 -- ; 1; with ri
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Comment Number 66

decrease in stability may be compensated for by the greater negative temperanire feedback 
associated with the greater magnitude of the moderator temisperature coefficient 

However, because of the greater magnitude of the moderator termperanire coefficient.  
the increase in core reactivity associated with a decrease in coolant temperatre or increase 
in coolant density (overcoolinm or overpressure transients) will be more rapid for a MOX 
core than for an LEU core. In these events, the change in feedback behavior of a MOX 
core will aggavate, rather than compensate for- the reduced reactor period, so that the 
severty of overeoolinaloveemssurt transients will increase. The reduced worth of control 
rods and soluble poisons also increases the risk that the transient will wroceed without 
cram.  

The third coupled safety issue is the inrinsic inhomogeneity of MOX fuel compared 
to LEU. Current methods of MrOX fabrication, such as the MIMAS process in use at the 
MELOX plant in France, produce inhomogeneities in the fuel that lead to macroscopic 
clumping of plutonium at the periphery of the fuel rod during irradiation.' 

This clumping phenomenon, which is very difficult to model accurately, can lead to 
formation of "hot spots" which can after predictions concerning the local cladding 
temperature increase during reactivity insertions, such as overpressure transients in BWRs, 
and calculation of the departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) ratio. Additional 
uncertainties result from the lack of fabrication and irradiation experience with MOX fuel 
containing integral burnable absorbers (such as gadolinium), which would be required in 
MOX fuel for U.S. Ex-LWRs. The effect of gadolinium addition on the microssrucsure of 
MOX fuel both before and during irradiation is not known.  

At least one of the vendor documents (the only one we have reviewed) cited 
indirectly by the DPEIS does not appear to address the issue of determining MOX-secific 
DNB ratios." This renders its conclusions regarding the acceptability of MOX core 
response during transients untrustworthy. This point is underscored by the fact that the 
DPEIS, as well as the vendor references, assume that MOX fuel burnups will be 
significantly higher (e.g. 43 NlWd/kgHM for PWRs) than those currntdy allowed in France.

66/06.01.08

65/06.01.08 
cont.

The magnitude of the increase of overall risk of core damage and catastrophic 
release if MOX is substituted for LEU in an Ex-LWR is highly plant-specific, as is the 
relative contribution of various initiating events to core damage in LWRs. In order to get a 
sense of the issues involved is instructive to look at a few specific cases.  

" A. MacL.chim, "French Woring to improve MOX Performance and Econoiutcu, Nucmr Ful.  
Novebeir 6, 1995. p 8 

" GE Nuclear Energy. 'Study o Plutonium Disposition Using Existing GE Advanced Boiling Water 
Reactors," NEDO-32361, fure I. 'i"4

M-281I 
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Comment noted. Extensive irradiation experience, including both test and 
commercial irradiation, has shown that the process described by the 
commentor produces adequate homogeneity.  

The commentor's reference #23 from the November 6, 1995, Nuclear Fuel 
more accurately refers to microscopic Pu-rich regions present throughout the 
fuel matrix. The inhomogeneities are microscopic, and are much smaller than 
those that have been shown acceptable through Reactivity Insertion Accident 
(RIA) testing.  

The accepted values for Pu particle size based on RIA testing are supported 
by M.D. Freshley, E.A. Aitken, D.C. Wadekamper, R.L. Johnson, and W.G.  
Lussie in Nuclear Technology 15(1972) 239 and by T. Abe, N. Nakae, K.  
Kodato, M. Matsumoto, and T. Inabe in J. Nuclear Materials 188(1992) 154.
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PWRs Perhans the most troublin n cotenuece of the use of MOX in PWYs is the fact 

that one of the classes of events which are more severe for MOX cores thn LEU cores- the 

overeoolintraients is also the same class which has the potential to came one of the 

most dana.-ous and eoorlv uwderstood safet ohenomena assoc'at.d with PWR o,,rtipo 
iore-s,.a-ied themal shock (PTSI failure of the re•actor oressure vessel fR•PV•. 

•, : 

PTS is a phenomenon in which the reactor vessel can undergo catastphic failure if 

the vessel remains pressurized during (or repressurizes immediately following) a sudden and 

significant drop in reactor temperature. In the worst cas, this event, can result in a 

simultaneous failure of all the barriers (the fuel cladding, the RPV itself, and the 

containment building) to release of radionuclides into the environment." Early 

containment failure can occur as a result of missile attack from fragments of the exploding 

RPV or from direct containment heating (DCH) in accident ae-quences in which partial 

melting of the fuel occurs prior to RPV failure, Such events are also associaled with 

significant relea.e of low-volatile radionuclides to the environment, as discussed in the 65/06.01.08 
previous section; thus the sbstituten of MOX for LEU in Ex-LWRs ctan result in an 

increase in both the oroailit' and the eonsences of this class of accdents cont.  

PTS transients can result directly from a large variety of initiating cvetss including 

main steam line breaks, small-break LOCAs (e.g. Three Mile Island) and steam generator 

tube ruptures (SGTRs)." Other events, such as instrumentation malfaictions or turbine 

trip due to loss of offsate power (LOOP), can initiate sequences resulting in PTS as well." 

In many of these sequences, the time available for initiation of operator action is an 

important parameter ' Since the reduced resoonse time to overmoohne transients 

associated with the substitution of MOX for LEU n the risk of inadeouate of 

incorrect operator action, the risk that one of these initietine events will ororess to PTS 

The susceptibility of a reactor vessel to PTS increases with irradiation time as a 

result of fast neutron embrittlement of the reactor vessel; the PTS risk increases sharply 

with reactor age- The approach used by the NRC for limiting the risk of PTS in the aging 

fleet of U.S. PWRs has been to restrict the extent of RPV embtittlement permissible in 

operating reactors before plant-specific evaluation is required. This is done by comparing 

U U.S. Nucla Regultaor Coimissian. 'Reactor Prmsie Vessel Statis Repot" NUREG-15tI, 

Deceslbr 1994.  

:" J. Collier and L Davies. "Scond Marshall Repor Gives Grounds for Coefidenre, Naie

£Eg-v /mee•,..ioo,, Ma" 1982. p. 30.  

NRC. NUREG.- IS11, u 61.. pý 4-2.  

U.S. Nw~lt Raegulttory Cucmissimoe "Presaeized Tnenmal Shoek," SECY-12-465, November 1982.  

Ibud. p. 6-5.
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PTS "reference temperatures" tor base metal and welds, which provide a rough measure of 

the PTS susceptibility of the RPV with respect to the spectrum of identified overcooling 

transients, to "screening criteria" defined by NRC. Because of the large uncertainties 

characterizing initiation and progression of the PTS phenomenon, however, the actual level 

of risk of core damage and radionuclide release corresponding to the screening criteria.  

which were set in 1992 and have remained unchanged, is unclear." 

The NRC concluded in 1994 that only two U.S. PWRs would exceed the PTS 

screening criteria before the end of operating life. However, since that time NRC has 

apparently lost confidence in the adequacy and completeness of data it has received from 

operators in support of their compliance with the PTS rule. Reasons for this include new 

indications of greater uncertainties in the chemical composition of welds than was 

previously assumed and greater sensitivity of PTS reference temperature to variability of 

weld composition. Also, accurate analysis of PTS risk is seriously impaired by gaps in the 

data supplied by operators that result from withholding of information based on proprietary 

considerations" 

Because of the large uncertainties associated with the P1TS phenomenon, the baseline 

PTS risk of Ex.PWRis is very difficult to assess accurately. The spectrum of initiators 

includes events of relatively high probability, such as SGTRs (approximately 0.005 per 

reactor-year) and small steam line breaks (0.02 per reactor-year), which have consequences 60/09.09.08 
that depend strongly on operator intervention and therefore would be more likely to cont.  
progress to PTS in MOX cores than in LEU cores. This suggests that om alriskof 
PTS may be substantially greater in MOX cores. Therefore- the PTS screening criteria now 

in use are not aporonriate for MOX cores and will have so be reevaluated.  

RWRs! In BWR., the P1'S risk is believed to be considerably smaller than that in PWRs.  

However, there are BWR-specific safety issues associated with MOX use as well.  

Probabilistic risk assessments such as NUREG-I150 have shown that core damage in 

typical BWRs is dominated b% station.blackout events. In this category is the turbine trip 64/09.09.08 
without bypass event, a loss-of-heatsink accident (LOHA) associated with overpressure cont.  
transients and void collapse. This is one of the most limiting transients that can affect a 

BWR, and it is also one which is more severe for a MOX core, as discussed above. Thu 

the overall risk of core damare in BWRs will increase if MOX is substituted for LEU.  

' Convnerots of David Oktren ., SFCY-n2-465, eonber of NRC Advisory Conunirnlee on RIerw 
Safegmards. Octob 14, 1912.  

" U.S. Nutei' Regulmtory Co-itnssims . Of1em of Nude.r Reactor Keltation. NRC Geerric Lertor 92
0i, Revision I. Soppl-ers I: Rtoior Vessi Stinonrl] Integrity. Mry 19,1 995.  
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Comment Number 67

iii) The role of economics in -i/ety assessment 

An accurate assessment of the PTS risk associated with MOX use in Ex-PWRs is 

also closely related to reactor-ipecific economic issues, which am not addressed in the 

DPEIS. For instance, the risk may be reduced by annealing the reactor vessel, a procedure 

that is not anticipated to be very costly (about $20 million) but which nonetheless has been 

resisted to date by the PWRs identified as being of greatest PTS risk, such as the Palisades 

plant in Michigan. If DOE decides that the PTS risk should be mitigated by annealing the 

RPVs of Ex-PWRs chosen for Pu disposition, both the cost and the asciated worker 

radiation exposure will probably have to be borne by the disposition program.  

The degradation of steam generators (SG) in PWRs raises a similar issue. Some of 

the utilities which have responded to DOE's solicitation of Expr ions of Interest have 

offered the use of PWRs which are known to be operating with severely degraded steam 

generators (Kewaunee). The operator of Kewaunee has opposed steam generator 

replacement (at a cost of approximately $100 million) on economic grounds. However, 

given the large contribution ot SGTR events to overcooling and PTS transients, it would be 

unwise to pursue MOX disposition in these reactorn without SG replteemeals Again, the 

cost would probably have to he charged to disposition, since plmao like Kewaunee am 

determined not to replace their steam generators. Charging the occupational exposure of 

So replacement, typically about 150 person-rem, would increase the total incremental 

occupational exposure associated with the Ex-LWR MOX option of 27.2 person-rem per 

reactor listed in the DPEIS (Vol. II, Table 4.3.5.2.9-2, p. 4-690) by a factor of greater than 

five.  

Another area in which safety and economics interact concern the allowable MOX 

fuel burnup. Utilities am loing to exanct to be corngniated for MOX-related issues that 
u, reactor - erformance. Restriction of MOX burnuns to well below LEU burnuns,

as is the es now in Frma-n till have economic consecsicese and affect the cost of the 

MOX otion. The Calculus that will be used to balance the safety issues associated with 

his MOX burnuos and the economic Roenalr, is not addressed in the DPEIS

67/07.01.00 

68/01.04.00

The DPEIS does not contain sufficient information to consistently compare the 

occupational and public health and safety impacts of the immobilization and MOX options.  

To correct this problem, the final version should include: 

* A full evaluation of the incremental health and safety impacts of the can-in-canister (CIC) 

immobilization options, both isr routine operation and for accident conditions.  

* A full evaluation of the incremental health and safety accident impacts of the existing 

LWR and CANDU MOX option, taking into account the specific properties of full-core,

M-281

Comment noted. DOE is not proposing this mitigation at this stage. Should 
the Existing Reactor Alternative be selected in the ROD, and this mitigation 

be determined to be necessary, such costs and exposures will be evaluated in 

subsequent tiered NEPA analyses, and cost studies as appropriate.  

The costs for operating life extensions (for example, steam generator 

replacements) would be borne by the reactor owner. Such actions would 

likely require their license review and related environmental analysis.  

Contract negotiations for the utilization of the MOX fuel for Pu disposition 
would be competitive between reactor owners, and DOE and would consider 

related technical, cost, and environmental issues.

010400 Comment Number 68

Comment noted.
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weapons-grade MOX fuel and potential differeccs in the probabilities and consequences of 

accidents relative to LEU fuel as well as specific issues (e.g. pressure vessel embrittlenient) 
pertaining to the physical condition and operating history of existing reactors which are 

candidates for the program.  

- A revision of the accident impact analysis of the evolutionary LWR option, taking into 

account the specifics of MOX tuel as described above, and using a more realistii source 
term for loss-of-containment accidents.  

In all parts of the anal sis, outstanding uncertainties should be clearly identified and 

their magnitudes estimated.  

M-281
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May 7, 1996 

U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
do SAIC-PEIS 
PO. Box 23786 
Washington, D.C. 20026-3786 

SUBJECT: Storage and Disposition of'Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials 
Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement 
(DOEIEIS-0229-D) 

The Nuclear Energy Institute, (NEI) appreciates the opportunity to comment on the 
Department of Energy's (DOE) Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact 
Statement (PEIS) for the Storage and Disposition of Weapons-Usable Fissile 
Materials (DOE/EIS-0229-D). NEI supports the efforts of DOE in identifying 
appropriate actions for the storage of all weapons-usable fissile materials and for 
the disposition of weapons-usable fissile material declared surplus to national 
defense needs. NEI encourages DOE to pursue those actions necessary to ensure 
that these weapons-usable materials are in a safe, controlled, and inspectable 
storage condition as soon as poassible. Given the importance ofimplementing safe, 
efficient, and economical actions to dispose expeditiously of surplus weapons-usable 
fissile materials, we encourage DOE to rely to the greatest extent possible on the 
technical analysis and recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences as 
outlined in its 1994 publication, Mnansment and Disposition of Excess Weanons 

Plutoniuom. By taking appropriate actions in a timely manner, the United States 

I nT Nuclear Energy Institute is the organization responsible for establishing unified nuclear 
induatry lp)lice on manners affecting the nuclear energy industry. NEI'n puruT- is to foster and 
encourage the continued safe utiliuatinm and develaeignent of nuclear energy to meet the nafi-n's 
energy, eneiroemental and eioiiii rlms Nl cepreaenta uone 250 ronptnie., and organstnitn, 
worldwide, including electric utilities that own and operate nuclear power plans., nuclear tlans 
teuipment suppliers. engvnaeringh/imntruciion firns nuclear fueI cycle compacns, and others i 
the nuclear energy industry.
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can lead by example in eliminating what NAS called "a dear and present danger to 

national and international security." 

In response to the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, 

as amended, this draft PEIS analyzes various long-term storage and disposition 

alternatives. For the disposition of surplus plutonium, nine action alternatives are 

identified and categorized as either deep borehole burial, immobilization of 

plutonium for disposal, or burn in reactors as mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel. NEI agrees 

with DOE in pursuing the "spent fuel standard" as the most appropriate standard 

for managing the risks associated with surplus weapons-grade plutonium. As NAS 

states "...none of the options for long-term disposition of excess weapons plutonium 

can be expected to substantially reduce the inventories of excess plutonium from 

nuclear weapons for a least a decade." Therefore, we urge you to concentrate your 

resources on alternatives that will bring results in the shortest timeframe possible 

at reasonable cost.  

NEI cautions against the utilization of ICRP and NCRP models to attempt to 

estimate actual impacts of low levels of radiation exposure to the public and 

workers. These models were developed to be conservative and to accommodate 

uncertainties in knowledge of the health impacts at low radiation exposures. The 

proper use of these models is to assess potential risks associated with one policy 

option relative to other options. and as a result, to make informed risk management 
decisions.  

NEI recognizes that more than one option for the disposition of excess-weapons 

plutonium will be needed to adequately address all surplus weapons-usable 

material. As DOE acknowledges, existing surplus plutonium comes in various 

forms, and some of these forms may not be suitable for conversion to MOX fuel 

Therefore, the strategy for disposition of surplus weapons-usable plutonium may 

involve a combination of disposition alternatives. NEI supports the findings of NAS 

indicating that the two most promising alternatives for the purpose of meeting the 

spent fuel standard are the use of surplus plutonium as MOX fuel and the 

vitrification option.  

NEI supports the disposition of surplus plutonium as MOX fuel in commercial 

reactors as the most viable method of attaining the spent fuel standard and 

therefore, significantly reducing the security risks of this weapons-usable material 

Disposal of plutonium using the "MOX option" can be accomplished in a timely 

manner and lies within the bounds of existing technology DOE must be aware, 

however, that the final decision to burn surplus weapons plutonium in commercial 

reactors rests with individual electric utility companies and as such, a predictable 

and reliable schedule for fuel supply will be critical to their decision-making 
process.

1/01.05.00 

2/09.09.08 

3/08.03.01 

M-152

010500 Comment Number I

Comment noted.

090908 Comment Number 2

The human health effects response to low-level radiation exposure is still 
disputed in the scientific community. The International Commission of 

Radiological Protection (ICRP) and NCRP, two widely respected and 

accepted scientific organizations, support using the linear-non-threshold 

approach for estimating human health risks for low-level radiation exposure.  

Some suggest that this estimation is too conservative while others believe that 

radiation effects would be greater at low-level radiation exposures. However, 

the ICRP and NCRP approach is the most widely used rnethod to estimate the 

radiation health risk and has long been employed by regulatory agencies in 

the United States. It was appropriate to use this method in the PEIS.

080301 Comment Number 3

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel. Decisions on disposition of weapons

usable fissile materials will be based on environmental analyses, technical 

and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.
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DOE must resolve a number of institutional issues, including the fact that the 
United States does not have a facility to fabricate MOX fuel, before it can expect 
reasonable participation from these companies. If MOX fuel is to be manufactured 
in the United States. reactor burning of weapons-usable plutonium will not bcgtn 
for an additional five to ten years, which will be needed to build and license a MOX 
fabrication facility- The option of using excess European capacity to fabricate MOX 
fuel is not included in the draft PEIS, but may well be the most expeditious method 
of disposing of this material and should be evaluated as part of the PEIS.  

As stated previously, before any company will agree to burn weapons-usable 
plutonium in its reactors, it will require a firm commitment from the federal 
government that the material would be delivered as and when promised Security 
of fuel supply is of utmost importance to electric utilities and without it, DOE 
cannot expect long-term utility participation in obtaining these all important 
national security goals.  

In closing, we wish to reiterate that the United States has an opportunity to 
demonstrate leadership to the rest of the world by implementing actions that will 
result in the near term disposal of surplus weapons plutonium. The world has 

accepted the validity of the spent fuel standard as a fully adequate non
proliferation deterrent. Aggressive implementation by the United States of the 
MOX and vitrification options to achieve the spent fuel standard and to dispose of 
surplus weapons-usable plutonium should be pursued expeditiously and achieved 
as soon as possible. Since there will be significant licensing and regulatory issues 
associated with the successful implementation of the MOX fuel option, we 
encourage DOE to develop an approach that maximizes industry involvement.  

Thank you for the opportunity to comment and we look forward to our conlinued 
participation in this activity.  

Sincerely, 

Marvin S. Fertel

4/01.00.00 

5/13.00.00 

6/01.06.00 

7/06.06.08

M-152

010000 Comment Number 4

The use of European MOX fuel fabrication is an option analyzed under the 
Existing LWR Alternative (see Section 2.1.4, under the Reactor Category).

130000 Comment Number 5

Comment noted.

010600 Comment Number 6

Comment noted.

060608 Comment Number 7

Comment noted. If the Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel is selected, 
negotiations with the appropriate reactor owners would include commitments 
for MOX fuel supply.
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Comment Number 1

Comment noted.

Nuclear Information and Resource Service 
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June 6, 1996 

Ore Rudy. Acting Director 
Office ofFisile Materials Disposition 
U.S. Department of Energy 
1000 Independece Avenue NW 
Washington, DC 2058S 

Comment with regard to: Storage tnd Disposition ofWeLpons Usable Fissile Materials Draft 
Programmatic Enviromnestal Impact Statement 

Dear Mr. Rudy.  

We are writing to ruppleamnt two other sets of comments to which Nuclear Information and 
Resource Service is a signatoty. We would like to emphasize our support for the recall of the 
Draft Progranastaic Environmental Statement on the gounds that it does not fairly or adequately 
assess all the options or impacts of the options given, and thus does not fufill NEPA 
requirements. The purpose ofthese comments is to register areas that should be omitted and other 
areas that ahould be included in the revised Draft PEIS that considers the impact of mixed oxide 
fuel (MOX).  

We wish to assert here that the MOX fuel option should be excluded from any considelratton 
whatsoever. National nuclear policy should reflect the soals ofthe citizens of the Urnted States It 
is clear that the majority of American taxpayers do not support further nuclear development and 
do not support their tax dollars being used to sbsidize an economically non-competitive.  
pollutmg, dangerous industry that is in pan responsible for cretong the very problem that the 
PEIS is designed to try and resolve. MOX fuel is not a "solution' to anything.  

At a time when the national policy move towards deregulation and down-sizing should be 
allowing market forces for the first time to affect the profile ofelectric utility service, the creation 
oft MOX Fuel program would be a form ofprotectionisin that would shield some utilities from 
some ofthe forces of competition. We are not necessarily advocating utility deregulation, but 
pointing out that this would constitute federal intervention on behalf of nuclear waste generators.  

In addition, the policy signal" sent to utilities would be a federally-approved open door for 
progranm to extend MOX fuel use. including reprocessing, pyroprocessing., breeder type reactors 
and ultimately the need for t vastly expanded radioactive waste program to handle both so-called 
"low-level" and high-level wastes-not to mention the health consequences in increased medical

1/08.03.01 

2/08.03.01

3/01.04.00

M-282

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel. Decisions on disposition of weapons
usable fissile materials will be made based upon environmental analyses, 
technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 
input.

010400 Comment Number 3

The specific purpose of DOE's PEIS effort is to evaluate alternatives for the 
disposition of surplus weapons-usable Pu that would render the Pu as 
inaccessible and unattractive for reuse in nuclear weapons as the much larger 
and growing quantity of Pu that exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial 
power reactors. This condition is referred to as the Spent Fuel Standard. If an 
alternative using MOX fuel in reactors is selected, the surplus Pu would 
eventually be contained in spent fuel and, by definition, the Spent Fuel 
Standard would be achieved.  

While the PEIS discusses the generation of spent fuel as an indirect result of 
potential disposition actions, reprocessing and extraction of Pu from that 
spent fuel is not being proposed, and is beyond the fundamental 
nonproliferation purpose of the disposition effort. The PEIS evaluates 
disposition of surplus weapons Pu through use in MOX fuel, but does not 
propose reprocessing of the spent fuel, breeder reactors, or other potential 
programs involving MOX fuel. Nor does the PEIS prejudice future decisions 
regarding the management or disposition of the spent fuel.

080301
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coats due to continued dispersal of hazardous agents in areas of population, food production and 
water sources.  

We can upon the Departmmse to recognize that thi set of eventualities has been again and again 

rejected by affected communities, national environmental and public interest orgsmzations, and 
Congress. It is time that the Department invest its considerable expertise in figuring out how to 
devote more of its own budget to the development and deployment of non-nuclear energy options 
and the consideration of the non-reactor options for plutonium and other fssile materials 

Without dropping our above stated contentions, we also note a number of specific problems in the 
Draft PEIS that makes it unsuitable even on its own, misguided terms.  

The analysis mt include the impact of the use of MOX fiel on implementation of the 

"Low-Level' Radioactive Waste Policy Act. Very specific projections of probable waste streams 
have been made fIb the projected disposal facilities, which could be drastically altered with MOX 
fan use. The impact analysis mast include an assessment of impact on groundwater since very 
pei•itent rudlonrsclides am allowed in civilian shallow land burial and other relatively unconfined 
fAdilitles, To what extent will use of MOX fanl add long-lived radionuclides mnd/or highly 
radioactive materials to commercial "low-level" waste sites' This should include a discussion of 
all sources ofradiation affected by use of MOX fuel, including reprocessing, fiel fabrication.  
enrichment, and any other fincilities. There should also be an assessment of the impact on the 
Department itself sie the oivilian "low-level' sites are to be ceded over to the Department after 
dosure. Increases in the persistent radionuclide inventory could affect the liability issues 
associated with such sites, and issues such as the possibility of inadvertent criticality must be 
included.  

Similarly, it is imperative that the PEIS include a full analysis of the relative impacts of MOX fuel 
on an aspects of irradiated fuel management and disposition. This must include impacts of thermalt 
loading on the And pool, dry cask storage, dry cask transport, and repository emplacement. In 
addition, all accident scenarios associated with fiel pools, cask loading and unloading, storage, 
trassport and handling must be assessed for increased relative impacts, but also confounding 
factors that MOX fuel presents, particularly in the area of criticality and/or increased burn-up 
(E.g. raze ofhydrolysis ofwtter moisture in an unevacuted dry cask and potential for hydrogen 

get build-up and ignition.) 

The mtuve ofa Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement is intended to encompass 
complex interlocking factors A decision to supply existing utilities with a fuel source and subsidy 
has a msbser ofecononic and social conrsquences As noted above, such a move by the 
Department isa 'policy signal' to open the way for further nuclearization of the U S at a time 
when this is contrary to the will of the people. If this PEIS is going to include the option of MOX 

fuel, then there needs to be a full-blown, detailed assessment of the future impact on society from 

uncles power expansio, particularly technologies using MOX fuel 

Finally, with regard to the basis for assessing radiological impacts, the assessment given is 

inadeqiuate. We reference a growing body of literature and data that substantiates that there is

3/01.04.00 
cont.  

4/01.04.00 

5/09.11.08 

6/09.04.08 

5/09.11.08 
cont.  

7/06.01.08 

8/06.01.08 

9/09.09.08
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010400 

Comment noted.

091108

Comment Number 4

Comment Number 5

The design of the MOX fuel fabrication facility is conceptual at this time and, 
therefore, estimates of LLW by radionuclide content and concentration would 
be speculative. The conceptual designs for the disposition facilities have, as 
part of their design, waste management facilities that would treat and package 
all waste generated into forms that enable long-term storage and/or disposal 
in accordance with RCRA and other applicable Federal and State regulations 
and DOE Orders. As the designs mature, process waste assessments, which 
include individual waste streams characterization, will be completed. All 
waste streams generated would be treated and packaged into a form that 
enables long-term storage and/or disposal.

090408 Comment Number 6

The analyses presented in Chapter 4 include potential impacts to groundwater 
quality and groundwater availability.

060108 Comment Number 7

Depending on the fuel design and reactor irradiation campaign selected, there 
could be differences between the behavior of the individual MOX fuel 
assemblies and the LEU fuel assemblies. If modifications to reactor systems 
are required, the modifications would be implemented as necessary to ensure 
comparable system performance between MOX fuel and LEU fuel.  

Since issues such as accident scenarios associated with fuel pools, cask 
loading and unloading, and storage and transport are facility design-specific 
(for example, BWR or PWR, different capacity, different reactor suppliers), 
the discussions on such issues are beyond the scope of this PEIS. However, if 
this Reactor Alternative is selected, such issues will be analyzed in tiered 
NEPA documents, SARs, and other licensing documents.
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radiological hazard and impact from low doses of radiation (*). We challenge the assertion that 

hormesis effects cannot be ruled out Even if there is variability in human response to radiation 

exposure, it is completely inappropriate for a federal agency to support any policy that would 

selectively favor those individuals with a higher tolerance to radiation at the sacrifice of the rest of 

the population. It is absolutely required that radiological impact be assessed with regard to those 

who are most vulnerable in any population Evidence ofelevated effects of low-dose radiation 

lead us to challenge the assertion made in the draft PEIS that assuming a single point source at a 

specified number of feet is more conservative than doses from ongoing internal exposure 

We are calling upon you to be the leaders towards a sustainable future: avoid the long costly 

process of discovering too late that your 'solution" only made the problem worse 

Sincerely, 

Mary Olson 
Nuclear Infonstion & Resource Service 
Radioactive Waste Project 

I Partial list of references substantiating detrimental health effects from low doses of ionizing 

radiation. We submit these references and by association the text of these documents as part of 

our official comment of record 

BEIR V, Health Effects of Exposure to Low-Levels of Ionizing Radiation, National Academy 
Press, 1990 

Gardner, et al. 1990, 'Results of Case-Control Study of Leukemia and Lymphoma Among 

Young People Near Sellafield Nuclear Plant in West Cumbria . BMJ, Vol 300. 17 Februaiy, 
1990 

Gofman, John, 1990, "Radiation-induced Cancer from Low-Dose Exposure An Independent 
Analysis.' C.N.R Book Division, San Francisco 

Morris. M and R. Knorr. 1990, The Southeast Massachusetts Health Study 1978-- 1986" 

Report of the Massachusetts Dpartment of Public Health, October 1990.  

Wing. Stephen, et al, Mortality Among Workers at Oak Ridge National Laboratory" Journal of 

the American Medical Association, March 20, 1991-Vol. 265, No II pp 1397-1402

9/09.09.08 
cont.  

10/01.02.00
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060108 Comment Number 8

Comment noted.

090908 Comment Number 9

The human health effects response to low-level radiation exposure is still 
disputed in the scientific community. The ICRP and NCRP, two widely 

respected and accepted scientific organizations, support using the linear-non

threshold approach for estimating human health risks for low-level radiation 

exposure. Some suggest that this estimation is too conservative while others 

believe that radiation effects would be greater at low-level radiation 

exposures. However, the ICRP and NCRP approach is the most widely used 

method to estimate the radiation health risk and has long been employed by 

regulatory agencies in the United States. It is appropriate to use this method 

in the PEIS.

010200 Comment Number 10

Comment noted. The BEIR V and Journal of the American Medical 
Association references were used in preparing this PEIS. The commentors' 

other listed references were not considered because they were not specific to 

a particular site being considered for any alternative, nor generally 

recognized authoritative references like the BEIR V.
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Comment Number 1

10-29-95 

U.S. Dept. of Energy 
Office of Fiusle Materials Disposition 
P.O. Box 2378E 
Washington, D.C. 20026-3786 

REGARDIND: 

(a) Ltr. 10-19-95, Disposition of Surplus Highly Enriched 
Uranim EIS (lEU RIS) 

COM•L•NT: RIS (HEU EIS) Regardless of the alternatives for 
disposition, storage will be required. In view of the invi
ronmental opposition to locations, I wonder: Has former U.  
S. Army above ground storage areas been considered? Former 
Army Depot, Igloo S.Do had 801 above ground, isolated storage 
igloos with few people and large buffer zones.  

(b) Fact Sheet, 10-17-95, Reading Room Locations. Storage 
and Disposition of Weapons-Usable Fislal Materials Pro
gramsatic HIS (PrES) 

COIO(DT: HIS (PEIS) Same as above.---Has rormer U.S. Army 
above ground storage areas been considered? 

ic) Newsletter, Pall 1995, Vol 1, Management of Nuclear Wea
pons Materials, Management and Disposition of Excess 
Weapons Plutoniuma (a report) 

C021T: Newsletter (Excess Plutonium) Madison Indiana has 
a large electric power plant (Indiana Kentucky Electric (IKE) 
that is producing power for Plutonium manufacture at Portsmouth 
Ohio. Would you comment on the future need for the electric 
energy?

1/01.04.00 

2/15.00.00

Sincerely,

John R. O'Neill 
1713 Oak Hill Dr.  
Madison, IN 47250 

PH: 812-273-1600

M-002

The Manzano Mountain Site was considered in the Final PEIS for pit storage 
and Appendix P was added. Other non-DOE sites (for example, aboveground 
military sites) were considered in the Screening Report and were eliminated 
because of cost effectivenesss, ES&H, and public/institutional acceptance 
concerns, with no overriding advantages compared to existing DOE sites 
already safeguarding nuclear materials.

150000 Comment Number 2

This comment is beyond the scope of the PEIS. Planning for use of the 
electric energy is the responsibility of the generating utility company.

00

010400
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OAK RIDG A.. LLNCE 

7 JUne 1996 

DO_-Office of FLssie Materials Disposition 
P 0 Box 23796 
Washington, DC 20026-3786 

To whom it may concern: 

Enclosed please find the comments of the Oak Ridge Environmental Pcce Alliance 
regarding the Storage and Disposition PEIS. You will note that our comments are 
intended to identify arets of profound weakness in the current PEIS so that DOE can 

era more adequate PEIS when redrafting the document as has been called for 

ya nbroad tional coalition of groups concerned with fissile materials storage and 
disposition.  

Thank you for your attention to our concerns.  

Sincerely.  

Ralph Hutchison, coordinator 
Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance 

10 TLsa Rd, Suie 4A Oak Edge, TN 37830 

oae: 423 483 tax: 4234839725 

M-277 
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Comments on the 
Storage and Disposition of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials 

Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement 

Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance 
May 7, 1996

M-277
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lntroduetie 

The Storage and Disposition of 'Wapons-Usatblc Fixsile Materials Draft Program.  
masic Environmental Impact Statement (Storage and Dispdnino PEIS) continues the 
Department of Energy's piecemeal approach to making decisions regarding the storage, 
processing and dispouition of weapons-usable fialle materials The Storage and Disposi
tion PEIS addraees the long-u•to storage of highly enriched uranium and plutonium and 
fiuthr discusses disposition of plutonium but does rot address the disposition of strategic 
highly enriched uranium.  

The Department of Energy, faced with the need to make decisions about what to do 
with weapons-usable fissile materials. has now produced at least eight NEPA documents 
which look at pieces of the Deparsnent's challenge but are neither coherent nor compre
hensive taken in their entirety. The Department's refusal to adopt a comprehensive and 

coherent NEPA strategy, as requested by gassroots citizens groups in a meeting with the 
Secretary of Energy in January of 1994, has led us to the current situation. It is even 

cleare now than it was in January. 1994. that the most responsible and efficient approach 

to making decisions regarding fissile materials would have been a comprehensive, intc

grtd coherent approach.  
Instead the Department has prepared, is preparing, or has committed to prepare: 

* an Environmental Assessment on the Lntrim atorage of plutonium pits at 

the Pantex Plant in Amarillo. Texas 
* an Environmental Assesament on the interim storage of highly enriched 
uranium at the Y-12 Plant in Oak Ridge, Tenncee 

* an Environmental Assessment on the downblending of highly enriched 
uranium purchased from the republic of Kazakhstan 
a a Site-wide Environmental Impact Statement for the Pantex Plant in 
Amarillo. Texas 

* an Environmental Impact Statement on the disposition of surplus highly 
enriched uranium 

*a Site-wide Environmental Impact Statement for the Y-12 Plant in Oak 

Ridge. Tennessee 
a a Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for the Storage and 
Disposition of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials 
a Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement on the stewardship and 

management of weapons and strategic weapons materials in the US stock

pile 

Even this coverage is not exhaustive; the Department of Energy has not yet pre
pared NEPA analysis for the disposition of highly enriched uranium which is currently 
considered strategic (with the exception of approximately 35 metric tons included in the

1/01.00.00 

M-277

010000 Comment Number 1

Each of these documents is analyzed based on separate and distinct purposes 
and needs, and was determined by DOE not to be connected. Decisions 
related to each of these documents can be made independently without 
prejudicing the other decisions. Coordination of these analyses and decisions 
with each of the related DOE Programs is an integrated and ongoing process.  

Disposition of HEU is the subject of a separate document, the HEU EIS. As 
stated in the HEU CRD on page 3-161, if more than 200 t (220 tons) of HEU 
is eventually declared surplus, additional NEPA analysis will probably be 
necessary, but DOE believes it has adequately bounded the surplus material 
for the foreseeable future.  
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surplus highly enriched uranium EIS which has not yet been officially declared surplus).  

necessitating at some time in the future the preparation of yet another NEPA document.  

The Department should, in this Programmatic EIS, discuss the disposition of highly 

ennched uranium a% thoroughly as it does plutonium, considering the teasonable alterna

tives (which are fewer and more manageable) and avoiding the necessity of yet another 

environmenud analysis when the next 50 metric tons of highly enriched uranium is 
declared surplus.  

Overriding concerns of the Oak Ridge Environmental Pewac Alliance 

The Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance helieves that the current draft PEIS 

for the storge and disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials is fundamentally 

deficient and should be withdrawn, redrafted and reissued for comment when the Depart 

ment has been able to address the concerns identified by the public.  

The specific comments we offer here relate primarily to deficiencies in the currCnt 

draft's consideration of the long-term storage of highly enriched uranum. They indicate 
ama in which the Department must either improve the rigor and quality of the PEIS. fill 

in gaps, or modify the PEIS to meet the minimum requirements of NEPA before it is 
reissued.  

In discussing the long-term storage of highly enriched uranium at Oak Ridge's Y- 12 

Plant, which is for economic, security and safety reasons the department's only reason
able option, the draft PEIS relies heavily on the Environmental Assessment for the In

terim Storage of highly enriched uranium at Y- 12, prepared by DOE in 1994. The Interim 

storage EA, prepared in 1994, considered storage of highly enriched uranium at Y- 12 for 

up to 10 years. This means DOE has NEPA coverage for the storage of highly enriched 

uranium until 2004.  
In assessing the need for upgrades to the Y-12 facility, the PEIS relies on a data 

report, Upgrading the Y-12 Plantfor Long.Term HEU Storage, which states "The long

atrm storage mission is assumed to begin in the year 2020, continuing for at least 50 

years. [YIES-0433R2. p.2, 11.4]" 
Assuming that DOE plans to conduct highly enriched uranium operations at the Y

12 Plant during the sixteen years between 2004 and 2020. NEPA coverage must be 

provided. Since NEPA coverage on storage of highly enriched uranium expires in 2004, 

DOE must address long-term storage beginning in 2004, not 2020, at the Y- 12 Plant.  

I rnvth of lpny'icrm suirune 

In the HEU EIS curently m preparation, DOE analyzes the environmental impat 

of the disposition of 200 metric tons of surplus HEU. Of this 200 metric tons. one hun

dred sixty-five metric tons have already been declared surplus by the PresidenL This 

gives DOE a 35 metric ton "'buffcer" to cover HEU which may be declared surplus in the 

future.  
Beyond this 35 metric tons. DOE has no NEPA analysis addressing the disposition 

of HlEU which is currendy considered strategic but which will, at some time in the future.  

be declared surplus. Absent such analysis, and absent the plan for such analysis, DOE has

1/01.00.00 
cont.  

2108.03,01 

3/08.00.00

M-277

080301 Comment Number 2

As noted in presentations at the public meetings, DOE welcomes public input 
throughout the decisionmaking process, which includes the formal NEPA 

comment periods, scoping, and reviewing the Draft PEIS, as well as during 

the period of time after issuance of the Final PEIS leading up to the ROD.  

DOE believes that the Draft PEIS was adequate, and does not intend to issue

another draft.  

080000 Comment Number 3

This PEIS analyzes the environmental impacts of long-term storage of HEU 
for a period of up to 50 years. The document uses a planning date of 2005 as 

the year in which all of the HEU would be in place at a selected site. The 

environmental analysis in this document, plus any tiered documents, will 

provide the "coverage" required for long-term storage to the year 2055.

0
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no rationale for limiting its consideration of "long-term" HEU storage to fifty years. The 
number fifty haa been selected arbitrarily and is not anchored to any point in reality-not 

the design life of buildings, not the expectation of completion of disposition, not a sched

ule of intenational disarmament, not the physical properties or the hazard-life of the 

materials being analyzed.  

Analysi for fifty years is neither adequate nor appropriate. The half-lives of these 

materials indicate they will still be as dangerous in fifty years as they are today. The 

absence of a disposition plan and timetable indicates thene material will. in fifty years, be 

sitting where they am placed as a result of decisions made in this Storage and Disposition 

PEIS. It makes far more sense. and is mome honest to the communities which ae being 

asked to host these materials, for the Department to look truly Iong-tenn-pe-tap, up to 

500 yeas-wnd to eatabliab mview periods at 10 year intervals. Unless DOE can provide 

some assurance, or even reasonably suggest. that Y-12 will not siore HEU past the year 

2054. the Storage and Disposition PEIS must analyze longer storage scenainos as reason

able alternatives in the -long-term storage" section of the PEIS.  

The I imltstiont of the Y- 12 Interim Starteat EA

During the preparasion of the Y-12 Interim Storage EA in 1994. documents released 

to the public, including DOE's own 1993 Safety Survey, raised significant questions 

about the stnactural reliability and safety of seven of the eight facilities being used for 

highly enriched uranium processing and storage at Oak Ridge. The state of Ttonesso.  
commenting on the EA, joined with the Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance in 

recognizing the significance of thee conremnai The concens are stumarzed below 

(Appendix A). In issuing the Finding of No Significant Impact for the Interim Storage 

EA. DOE also acknowledged the legitimacy of these concerns and committed to the 

preparation of a highly enriched uranium vulnrcability study (now ongoing) and a Y- 12 

Site-wide EIS (not yet initiated).t 
The Storage and Disposition PEIS employs language suggesting that long-term 

storage at Oak Ridge would merely mean extending the findings of the Y- 12 Interim 

Storage PA beyond the current 10 year limitation, perhaps with building upgrades out

lined in the PEIS Data Report [Y/ES-043/R2]. The Storage and Disposition PEIS may not 

rely on the Interim storage EA for anything other than its very speiflic and limited intent.  

It says DOE can store highly enriched uranium at Y- 12 for ten years. All parties agreeing 

to the Interim Storage EA realize that there is inhremnt in that agreement a level of risk

that a significant earthquake or severe tomado could damage and destroy buildings in 

which highly enriched uranium is stored. The agreement of the public to the FONSI for 

the Interim Storage EA was based on a desire to allow dismantlement to proceed unhin

dered while DOE performed more rigorous analysis in the vulnerability assesment and 

the Y-12 EIS. It did not certify that buildings were reliable and safe for ten years or that 

everyone agreed they were. DOE abuses the public trust and violates its own standards 

for material control and accountability if it presents the Y- 12 Interim Storage EA as the 

foundation for a decision to store HEU long-term in current facilities.  

It is not true that the Department's stated purpose for safe and secure long-term 

storage of highly enriched uranium can be met with minor modifications to current 

buildings at Y- 12. It is also not true that "upgrade in place" is the only reasonable alterna

tive which should be consider•d in the Storage and Disposition PEIS for the long-term 

storage of highly enriched uranium. In some very important senses, it is not a reasonablt 

alternative at all.

4/01.04.00

5/11.00.05 

6/02.05.05

M-277

010400 Comment Number 4

Fifty years was used as the timeframe for long-term storage for the 
environmental analysis because it is a reasonable facility lifecycle. To 

increase this to 100 years or more would lead to a highly speculative 

environmental analysis, which would be contrary to the intent of NEPA. For 

disposition of surplus Pu, to meet the Nation's goals in support of its 

nonproliferation policies, DOE determined that "clear and present danger" 

demands that disposition be initiated promptly.

110005 Comment Number 5

This PEIS analyzes the long-term storage of nonsurplus HEU, and the surplus 
HEU that cannot go from current storage to disposition within 10 years (the 

time limit for the Environmental Assessment for the Proposed Interim Storage 

of Enriched Uranium Above the Maximum Historical Level at the Y-12 Plant, 

Oak Ridge, Tennessee [Y-12 EA]). It does not rely on the analysis in the Y-12 

EA beyond 10 years.

020505 Comment Number 6

Comment noted. The Final PEIS includes a description of the upgrades that 
would be made to facilities at Y-12 to accommodate the long-term storage of 

HEU (Section 2.3.1 and Figure 2.3.1-9).
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Strncrral integrity of buildinas 

The buildings currently employed for the storage and processing of highly enriched 

uranium have, with one ex~eption, exceeded their design life. DOE's own Safety Survey 

indicates that seven of the eight highly enriched uranium buildings would sustain signifi

cant damage or be dessroycd in a design-basin earthquake (wee Appendix A). The Univer

sity of North Carolina in Chapel Hill published a study in 1994 which noted the East 

Tennessee Seismic Zone (includes Y-12) is the second highest region of seismic activity 

in the nation. The study also concludes that the regular activity current in the region 

suggests that a high activity event is likely in the futum.' In conducting a study on the 
necesarty of upgrades to make old buildings meet new standards. Y- 12 employees noted 

that "Since 1970. the seismic demand for the Oak Ridge sites has generally increased as 

new seismic data became available.lbken together, these three studies demonstrate that 

the Department of Energy. the public, and workers at Y- 12 can not rely on the cuurent 

facilities to meet the goal of safe, secure storage. The collapse of a highly enriched 

uranium building would violate DOE's own requirement that material be stored in reli

able buildings [DOE Order 5480.28]'; it would also mean loss of workers lives, loss of 

material accountability. an environmental disaster, and a cleanup challenge heretofore 
usrontemplated.  

In addition, most current highly enriched uranium processing and storage takes 

place in above-ground. unreinforced facilities constructed rapidly during the Manhattan 
Project of hollow clay tile. These facilities ar particularly vulnerable to attack by hostile 

pauises. The air space above the Y- 12 plant is not restricted. The proximity of Y- 12 so 

uncontrolled public areas offers ample opportunity for hostile attacks; from the standpoint 

of protection from errormss. the facilities do not mat the minimum safeguard standards.  

The facilities were also not designed for their current mision. Activities currently 

take place in eight buildings scattered among the dozens of buildings at Y-12 and mater•al 

moves among the buildings in a modified bread delivery truck in a crazy-quilt of activity.  

Safety, security, and material accountability would all be strengthened if highly enriched 

uranium activities took place in a single facility explicitly designed for the mission it is 

requised to perfom.  
In an effort to minimize the appearance of risk from natural phenomena. DOE has 

adopted the classifiation of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and designated the Y- 12 

facilities *moderate hazard" facilities. This designation relaxes the requirements for 

resistance to tornadoes and earthquakes; it shifts the focus of building performance 

assessments on safety issues only and avoids addressing environmental risks and material 

control and accoantability requirements. This approach is outlined in DOE's March.  

1992, White Paper on the Hollow Clay Tile Program which states in bold print: "Some of 

the existing moderate-usage buldings may not meet the performance goals established by 

UCRJL- 13910. even alter the contribution of infilled HCTWs is fully utilized. Therefore.  

an approach was devcloped, not necessairily to bring thes buildings into full compliance 

with the newer requirements, but to demonstrate or establish adequacy from a safety 
point of view."' 

The Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance does not agree that facilities stonng 
the nation's highly enriched uranium should only be required to meet the standards of 

"moderate hazard facilities" or that safety is the only peformance standard to be met.  

Highly enriched uranium is not reactor fuel, it is weapons-usable material. When stored

7/02.05.05 

8/01.06.00 

9/15.00.00 

7/02.05.05 
cont.  

10/08.03.01

020505 Comment Number 7

The Y-12 EA and CRD, which are incorporated by reference, reference 
recent studies which provide the basis for determining the adequacy of the 

structural (seismic) integrity of the related Y-12 buildings and the 

appropriate hazard classification. The seismic study by C. A. Powell of the 

University of North Carolina was included as a cited reference in the Y-12 

EA. Various studies have offered hypotheses regarding faulting in the eastern 
Tennessee seismic zone. However, there is uncertainty with respect to the 

faulting hypotheses and any conclusions regarding a large potential for future 
earthquakes compared with the historical record.  

Under both No Action and the Upgrade Alternative for this PEIS, the Y- 12 
storage facilities would undergo the capital improvements to ensure that all 

HEU storage criteria are met including seismic criteria, as appropriate. The 
Final PEIS includes a description of the upgrades that would be made to 

facilities at Y-12 to accommodate the long-term storage of HEU (Section 

2.3.1 and Figure 2.3.1-9) under the Upgrade Alternative (Preferred 
Alternative).

010600 Comment Number 8

Should the Upgrade or No Action Alternative be selected in the ROD, 
implementation would include considerations to assure that all safeguards 
and security requirements have been met.

150000 

Comment noted.

080301

Comment Number 9

Comment Number 10

The HEU materials for long-term storage will meet the criteria for safe 
storage (50 years) of HEU, similar to those for safe storage of Pu. The criteria 
for HEU is under development. The Y-1 2 facilities at ORR could be modified 
(including new construction) to ensure safe and secure storage of HEU, and 

would be supported by appropriate environmental analyses.
M-277
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in the quantities planned for Oak Ridge. an ear~tquske or tornado exceeding the moderate 

hazard standard (either is fairly likely over the next fifty years) which results in the 

destruction of an HEU building will create profound environmental devastation and 

extrae wotrer safety risks. The destruction of an HEU processing facility in a tornado 

might well remult in the reklas of HEIJ particulates in air which would pose unicceptable 

hazards to the off-site population and environment as well. The facilities in which the 

nation's highly enuiched uranium is processed and stored must meet the most stringent 

structural standards in the world; anything less is unacceptable. The loss of control and 

accountability, release to the environment, exposure to workers and potential for expo

sure to the public which would result from building collapse in a tornado or earthquake 

may simply not be allowed to happen.  

Traeatncv itemwlcalverificatione .. conrol 

The nonproliferation policy goals of the United Stasca of America play a key role in 

driving the Storage and Disposition PEIS. Included in our nonproliferation policy is a 

commitment by the President of the United States to "Submit US fissile material no 

longer needed for our detetrent to inspection by the International Atomic Enrg 

jAgency]." The decisions made in the Storage and Disposition PEIS must support the 

US nonproliferation policy goals and, ideally, would advance thoae goals.  

In fifty years. if the current US policy goals on nonproliferation are achieved, the 

Yamt majority (if not nll) of US fissile marterias will be under international control. Han

dling. processing, and storage will require complete transparency. This is not possible in 

the facilities currently being considered for long-term storage without significant and 

dramatic modifications. In fifty years, if the US policy on nonproliferation is in effect, 

rissile materials will be safeguarded while in storage and during processing. This is not 

possible in the facilities at Y- 12 currently being considering in the Storage and Disposi

tion PEIS for long-term storage.  
The PEIS Data Report [YIES-043(R2j which DOE relies upon to assess the up

grades required at Y- 12 dismissed the possibility of international verification from the 

outset and ignores transparncy as a goal. The Data Repor states. p.2: "...this long-term 

storge mission does not consider any need for an HEU inventory held under Interna

tional Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards. Therefore, this report does not include 

any international inspection facilities." 
On page II the same report lsts the criteria which must be met in order to achieve 

programmatic requirements as "full ES&H compliance, security, apability, capacity." No 

mention is made of transparency, nor is there any indication that the Data Report on 

upgrades considered the possible need for transparency at any time. Achievement of US 

nonproliferation policy goals will require trasparency at weapons-material sites in the 

US as well as in other countries. This requirement must be aceomodated in the plan for 

long-term storage; it should be a priority.  
The Y- 12 Data Report also presumes that the Y- 12 Plant will be a "multlmitsion" 

site in the year 2020 and beyond, combining a weapons producton/quality assurance 

program with dismantlement and storage operations (p.9). The Data Report indicates 

these operations will take place along side one another in the same building. This is a 

scenario which contradicts the international treaty on the Nonproliferation of nuclear 

weapons (NP]). which commits the US to the pursuit of nuclear disarmament. This 

scenario also makes international inspection and verification virtually impossible.

10/08.03.01 
cont.  

11/01.06.00 

12101.06.00 

13/01.06.00 

M-277

010600 Comment Number 11

The United States will meet all international safeguard requirements, and, 
over time, make all unclassified weapons-usable fissile materials available for 

IAEA inspections while in storage and during processing if the material is 

surplus and subject to disposition. Where new facilities are required, they will 

be built to provide such requirements. To the extent that existing facilities are 

used at Y-12 or elsewhere in the DOE complex, they will be upgraded to 

accommodate international safeguards and inspection requirements.

010600 Comment Number 12

All of the facilities and processes required for long-term storage of 
unclassified fissile materials and disposition of those materials declared 
surplus, will be designed to meet all international safeguards requirements 

and accommodate IAEA inspections and related transparency requirements.  

Classified materials will not be made available for IAEA inspections, nor will 

any transparency measures be implemented. However, development of 

technology is underway that may allow classified materials to be inspected to 
verify the presence and quantity of the material without divulging the 

classified information. If successfully developed, this technology may be 

implemented in the future.

010600 Comment Number 13

The Storage and Disposition PEIS and the Stockpile Stewardship and 
Management PEIS evaluate various missions for the Y-12 site at ORR.  

Potential activities to be conducted at Y-12 include dismantlement of 

weapons components, materials storage, and materials disposition. Although 

the United States is reducing its weapons stockpile, it is also maintaining a 

portion of that stockpile and supporting operations needed to provide that 

maintenance capability. These activities are all consistent with domestic and 

international nonproliferation policies and treaties.
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The US currently has a significant quantity of HEU placed under the administrative 
control of the IAEA at Y- 12 in Oak Ridar. This itruation isa• model for other nations

around the world; it gives moral standing to the US call for other nations to provide 
international verification and control of nuclear materials. It has been cited by the Secre
tary of Energy as one of our proudest achievements. The Storage and Disposition PEIS 
should envision not a reversal of this achievement. but the further realization of the goal 
of international control of nuclear materials; verification and administrative control of all 
strategic and surplus HEU no longer in warheads by the IAEA is not only a laudable 
goal, it is a reasonable alternative and must be analyzed in the Storage and Disposition 
PEIS.  

Emm.AtoC 

Weapons-usable highly enriched uranium exists around the nuclear weapons com
plex in a variety or physical forms, as secondaries, metals, oxides, scraps, residucs and. in 
some cases, alloyed to other materials. To transform these materials from their current 
status (A) to the preferred form for long-term storage (C)--metsal in a hollow cylinder-a 
significant amount of processing (B) will be required.  

Currently, DOE has no NEFA analysis of the environmental impact of the process
ing operations required to prepare the nation's strategic HEU for long-tenn storage. The 
Storage and Disposition PEIS presumes materials are already processed. The Data Report 
[YWES-043/R2] states, p. 12: "The Disposition Program Organization assumes that all 
such material conversion will have been completed by the year 2020.. lhe•efore, the 
Disposition PEIS does not consider the environmental impacts associated with material 
processing and repackaging required to render all HEU suitable for extended storage." 

NEPA does not allow for the dismissal of consideration of environmental impacts 
by assuming they will be complete. DOE must, in some document. provide NEPA analy
sis of the significant waste streams and potential environmental impacts resulting from 
the pr•cessing and conversion of materials into the prefermd long-term storage form. The 
Storage and Disposition PEIS is the obvious place for that analysis. and it must be in
cluded here. DOE can no leap from A to C without talking about B.

Connlhrleon

The buildings currently used for HEU processing and storage in Oak Ridge have 
outlived their design life and may not be depended upon to store lIEU reliably for fifty or 
a hundred more yewan. The minimal upgrades proposed in the Storage and Disposition 
PEIS would ostensibly achieve a "moderate hazard" facility level of protection; this is not 
adequate for facilities processing and storing ftissile nuclear weapons materials.  

Use of current Y- 12 facilities, even with upgrades, fails to achieve: 

* health and safety protection of workers, the environment. or the 
public in the event of a design-buis tornado or earthquake 

* material accountability in the event of a design basis tornado or 
earthquake 
safeguards of fissile weapons materials from hostile attack.  

* the accomodation of international inspection, verification, or

14/01.06.00

15/08.00.00 

16/01.01.00

7/02.05.05 
cont.  

M-277

010600 Comment Number 14

Comment noted. As stated in Section 1.3 of the PEIS, the surplus fissile 
materials will be subject to international inspections, including inspections by 
the IAEA.

080000 Comment Number 15

The processing of HEU for storage is outside of the scope of the PEIS. The 
Y-12 EA describes the processing required for both HEU secondaries and 
residues and provides the related environmental analyses.

010100 Comment Number 16

The PEIS identifies and analyzes the waste streams for all of the disposition 
alternatives. With regard to the long-term storage alternatives, the PEIS only 
considers storage of materials that have been stabilized and separated. The 
processing stabilization of materials and any supporting NEPA analysis 
required is included in DOE's Environmental Management Program.

tsr
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control of dismamlement, processing and storage of HEU 

What appears most reasonable from this analysis is that DOE should consider 

building a new facility, according to modern design standards. with a design life of at 

least 500 years. which would incorporate safeguards and transparency requirements to 

meet the international standards we would like other nations to mCeL 
DOE does not analyze a new facility as a reasonable alternative. In the redrafted 

Storage and Disposition PEIS, DOE must consider reasonable alternatives to the lone 
"upgrade in place alternative" analyzed in the current document, including the most 

reasonable of all alternative-s-constroction of a long-term, safeguarded storage facility 

with built in transparncy. dedicated exclusively to the dismantlement, processing and 

storage of highly enriched uranium in non-weapons form.  

DOE must also addreas in the Storage and Disposition PEIS the processing which 

will be required to turn HEU in its currnt state-wheLher as alloys. residues, scraps, 

secondaries or other forms-into the form expected for long-term storage. DOE has no 

NEPA analysis of these operations at the present time, and it may not leap over them to a 

hypothetical time when they am complete. To get from A to C one must go through B, 

and DOE must analyze that step in the Storage and Disposition PEIS 

'The Finding of No Significant Impact for the Interim Storage of Enriched Uranium 

Above the Maximum Historical Level at the Y-12 Plant in Oak Ridge. Tennessee [DOE/ 

EA-0929. September 19941 states: "The Environmental Assessment (EA) evaluates the 

environmental effects of transportation, prestorage processing, and interim storage of 

bounding quantities of enriched uranium at the Y- 12 Plant over a ten-year period." 

STennessee Department of Environment and Conservation. Department of Energy Over

sight Division, Comments on: Proposed Interim Storage of Enriched Uranium Above the 

Maximum Historical Level at the Y-12 Plant in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. December 8, 1994, 

p.4, comment 09 and p.6, comment #15. which states: "Of facilities listed in this EA 

(section 3.2) to be used for storage, none cuncntlz' pass natural phenomena hazard assess
ments (appendix %) 

I Letter from Victor Reis to Ralph Hutchison. coordinator of the Oak Ridge Environmen

tal Peace Alliance, August 28, 1995.  

'A Seismotectonic Modelfor the 300.Kilometer-Long Eastern Tennessee Seismic Zone.  

Christine A Powell. c. al., SCIENCE.Vol. 264. 29 April 1994. pp. 686ff. The articlr 

states: "The model indicates that the potential for a large, damaging earthquake in the 

East Tennessee Seismic Zone may be higher than the available historical-eciord sug

gests." 

'Making Old Buildings Meet New Standards. Y/EN-4665, D.R. Denton. et.a1., August 

1992, p. I.

17/01.01.00 

18/01.04.00 

19/01.01.00
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010100 

Comment noted.

010400

Comment Number 17

Comment Number 18

The construction of new facilities for HEU and Pu storage is covered by the 
Collocation Alternative. Stabilization and storage of non-weapons-usable 

HEU are the subjects of other environmental documents and are beyond the 

scope of this PEIS.

010100 Comment Number 19

As described in Chapter 1 of the PEIS, DOE has an ongoing program to 
stabilize miscellaneous uranium materials. The Y-12 EA describes the 

processing required for both HEU secondaries and residues and provides the 

related environmental analyses. This PEIS addresses separated stabilized 

materials.

t., I.�
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' DOE Order 5480.28 requires all facilities must maintain structural integrity to prevent 
lou of capability to perform functions consistent with thcir programmatic mission.  

uWhite Paper on th Hollow Clay 77ie Wall Program, Y/EN-4671. Center for Natural 
Phenomena Engineenng. March 1992. p.

3
.  

' Nonproliferation and Export Control Policy Fact Sheet, The White House. Office of the 
Press Secretary, September 27, 1993. This document is provided in Appendix A. I of the 
Storage and Disposition PEIS.  

M-277
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Appendix A 

An avalualltm of the Selsmic Toleranc of Y-U Uranium Fadlities 

M2w BA on nterdm awage evaluates facilities for BU promssing and storage over an 
Interl period o( 10+ yeea.  

Assumption: 
A signilkant earthquake is poible In Oak Ri1dg within the next ten Yeam 

Scmm magazine, April 20, 1994K published an articde which rxported that East 
Tenr•esee had 11w amcond highest release of seismic stiM e"Wily in the US in the 
lest ten years (New Madrid was hihest). The suuthoa, hum UNCM-01PI ill 
concluded *our model intdicates the potential forea larger, damaging earthquak in 
the East Tennssee Seismic zone may be higher than the available historical record 
suggesi." 

Current Inormation on the buildings at Y-12 is available from two source.  

The EIvlronmental Assessment, conducted in 1994, references UCRL-15910, as 
intrpeated by Dezudlct (1993) in an in-house memo, wNch says the eart.quak load 

was syaluated according to its ability to withstand Found motion at .18g. The figure 
was revised in April 1994 to .19g.  

The US Department of Energy Defense Progans Safety Surrey Report (Volume M: 
Appendix %, Uranium Facilities, prepared in November 1993 by SAIC for 13OE, also 
rgerer= UcRL-1591o, and no- 'the earthquake specifed in UCRL 19910 for 
deign of high hazard facilites... for d Oak Ridge am, dva event has a peak 
horizontal ground acoeleratkon of .32g.  

Horizontal Ground Acceleration in minimum selamic event 
accordIngto UCZL .1351 

Environmental Assessment Saft Survey 

.19s .32g 

The application of thea different numbe to each building results in widely 

M-277
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Buildings 901.-SN, 9201-SW, and 99 ae included in Appendix G of the EA 
though they are not listed as buildings active in enriudhd uranium operations in the 
text of the document.  

Total collapse of buildings would result In worker injury and death, loss of 
control of special nuclear material, release of saine quantities of HEU and other 
contaminants into the atmosphere, and pose clean-up challenges that are difficult to 
contemplate.  

From the perspective of DOEs mission (dismantlement of nuclear weapons 
and s•umr st age of HEU for the next 10-30 years) it seeas these bu9dings hardly 
quality as "r•llabe" 

It should be further noted that all fadlitIes are above-gound fadlities; such 
facilities are not considered completely safeguarded as they ae vulnerable to attack 
forn the alr. This is true of Oak Ridge's facilities; alr apace above the Oak Ridge 
Resarvatiot is not restricted from routine aviation traffic.  

SUMMARY 

The Department of Ergns safety Survey Guidance Indicates that key facilitites 
engaged in the handlin processing and -rag of HES would be expected to 
experience total collapse in an earthquake of the magnitude the regulations assume 
f9r the Oak Ridge relgloa (-'2g peak ground ao-derstlon).  

Total collapse of buildings would result in worker injury and death, lost of control 
of special nuclear material, release of some quantities of HSU and other 
contaminants into the atmsmphere, and poe clean-up challenges that are difficult to 
contemplate.  

Earthquakes are a distinct possibility in Oak Ridge, as the eat Tennessee Seismic 
Zone, which indudes Oak Ridge, has bean determined to be the region of second 
highest release of seismi strain energy in the last decade. Researchr at UNC
Chapel NI1 also determined that the potential for a large, damaging earthquake is 
geater than was previously thought.  

All evidence suggests that the buildings designed and built in the 19Ws of hollow, 
unnelnforced day tile, anr not rlable o the acitical mission of diamantlement, 
procesing and secure sage of highly enriched uranium for the next 10-30 years.  

RUCMWENDAT11ON 

DOE should address these problems Immediately. DOE should report in an 
Environmental Impact Statement on the potential for modification of buildings to 
meet the Safety Survey design critera rather than the more relaxed standards 
established in-house in Oak Ridge in 1993. The potential for achieving this level of 

M-277
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building integrity and its cost should be measured against the cost and benefits of a 
new fadlity, designed espedally for the dismantlemwnt, processing and storage of 
H-U.  

A new facility should be given serous consideratimn. A new facdlity, designed to 
today's standards, which could accoabodate verification requirements, which would 
offer greater protection to workers, the public and the environment, which would 
include adequate waste management facilities, would be preferable to the current 
conditions in which outdated, substandard and unrellable buildings which were 
designed for a different mission are premed in a plecemeal fashion into service in a 
new minsion.

M-277
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080200 Comment Number I

OaLOCoc 
Oak Ridge Reservation Local Oversight Committee 

May 2, 1996 

U.S. Deparmena of Energy 
Office of Flasilo Materials Dispositon 
P.O. Box 23786 
Waalrgton, DC 20026-3786 

RE: STORAGE AND DISPOSITION OF WEAPONS-USABLE FISSLE MATERIALS DRAFT 
PROGRAMMATIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT, (DOEO S-0229-D, 
FEBRUARY 1996) 

The Oak Ridge Reservatioon Loca Oversight Committee. Inc, (LOC) has renewed the above
referenced docurent and ubomits 835 tonowing comments and recommendatona: 

Genera ml C, melal: 

1. Local goverments and dozens haw btwee erwred by DOE's lining In releasing "maor Neaon- Envlronmveial Policy Act documents. W•lte te agency may save 
mnxey by holding mul hearings in two days, coat savings do not outweigh the 
nogatlve mspe of a concurmre process 

2. The Oak Ridg• Resrvation locations chosen for long-term storage altmatvos (Figure 
2.3-5. p. 2-38) and foto dipositon of plutoniumn (Figure 2.4-5. p. 2-81) are extremely 
poor choices; sirls should be removoed fmw consideration. Other potential sites 
should be thoroughly analyzed to msurs Te publc Shat proposed sites ae suitable.  

3. Figure S-15. on page r-37. is missing the ElOCtometsMrgcai Trsalinent Atematlve.  

Pefemod NmsAft s 

"I. The statement on p. 2-258 is of great concern: 'At the present time. the Department 
does inot have suffiont Informstior upon which to solect a preaermed altemative. The 
FPial PEIS will contoin a pr•ferred aernattve.' 11 e DOE does not have suttceni 
Inton•mlion to make a decision. 6 is premature tor the agency to Issue a finln PEIS or 

ROD. It Is unreasonable to expect the public to make inlormed judgements, given that 
the conrmenl peiold and Inlormaation was Insufficient, and that Me agency was not able 
to identity proemend atarnativee.  

2. The Upgrades at MuWile Site Aloternative fo( Log-Tin Storage appears to be tha 
moast viable option. A more thorough analysis of potential environmental impacts at 8he 
Pantax Sits on the Ogaialla acqulte. however, Is essential. Consolidation of som, of 

the matosi at the Nmvada Test Silt's P-Tunnel may be feasible. and may enable 
Inclusion of the Rocky Flats matewl.  

3. The LOC is unequivocally opposed to the co-4ocabion of plutonlum nd highly enriched 

AndeTrron 9 Meigs a Rhea e Roane . City of Oak Ridge e Knox 9 Loudon

1/08.02.00 

2/01.04.00 

1 3/16.00.00 

4/08.03.00 

5/08.03.01 

6/08.03.01 

1 7/08.03.01

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's concern about the 
integration of public meetings on draft EISs. The joint meetings on the 
Storage and Disposition PEIS, the Stockpile Stewardship and Management 
PEIS, and the Pantex EIS were held using an integrated format at the request 
of several organizations and citizen advisory boards. They stated that such 
meetings "would be more convenient and provide a less confusing format for 
public participants. It would avoid duplication, permit a much more efficient 
use of the public's time and allow a more-informed decision about the 
issues."

010400 Comment Number 2

Consistent with NEPA, DOE evaluated ORR as well as a range of other 
reasonable sites for storage and disposition of weapons-usable fissile 
materials.

160000 Comment Number 3

The Electrometallurgical Treatment Alternative was mistakenly left out of 
Figure S-15 in the Draft PEIS Summary. Based on comments received, the 
bar charts have been deleted for the Final PEIS Summary.

080300 Comment Number 4

Between the issuance of the Draft and Final PEIS, DOE has obtained 
information from a variety of sources. One of those sources of information 
was the public. Public input was used to determine the Preferred Alternative 
for the Final PEIS.

I:W 5 11li- A-- S.-I 20H * 0Ak mldc T. ..... -. :17M,410 M lb.,, 1N4R3 1:133 0 F-.~ II -2 61r,72 
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080301 Comment Number 5

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Upgrade Storage Alternative. Decisions on storage of weapons-usable fissile 

materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 

studies, national policy considerations, and public input.
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080301 Comment Number 6

uranium. The Oak Ridge site has 0o0iideroble i epente In Ish herding of HEU; long
fm $storage should be perfor•ed. with appropriate safeguards and upgrades, at Y-12.  
Other alle with expertse Iin ti handling of plutonium should continue with th.l worlL "The two funclions should not be on-mingled at any oft.  

4. The sedeelon of a preferred alternative for diposiion of plutonium Is problemat•c at 
iles tine; the DOE should seriously oonsider sepanIng dspoultion from tIhe process-

, waiu done with t•e Disposition of HEU-ln order to reach a minly deision on Long
Tem Storage.  

Dicusson of Dlsoosilon Altarna 

I. No Action would. In effect make long-tan monitored storage Indefinite. However, 
g@ren cument umcertainties associted with disposition atrmatves, it may be more cost 
OtcOv so continue "afe, scue storage ntil more shdated options Ae presented.  
The ecfly issued Rocky Flats Cleanup Agriement indudes prvsions for temporary.  
on-sit storage panting shipment oft-site, long-term store wlich aloes for remteval 
and morrforin and permanent on-site desposel. The goal Is to thavs plutonium 
rermoved ron tihe oft. beginning no lato5 then 2010. The final PEIS should 
incorporate provsions of the Rocky Flats agreement 

2. The Deep Borehole oitmare needs additional analysis on geological on uene; 
$1ito dranectorrilzsson would have to prCede a decision, as western loc*atinswold 
pearorm dfferently tiom ite In proximity to ground and surface water. I lrizued 
Disposliton may be a vable antenallo, but not enough is icurrrly known for DOE to 
make a dec•sion by lats 1996. Fuither development in necessary.  

3. Irminobiezalton, especaly Electrometalurglcal Treetment. appears promising, but 
creates • ig-lvel weste. Higlt-4ov waste has not yet ben addressed (it was outside 
the scope of the Waste Managerment PEIS). Therefore. the option does not appear 
viabl at fti Vine.  

4 Reactor options In the U.S. are not politically acceptable at this time. Ta situabion 
may charge, at global im•ects of Woasi Ioal usage become better undeistood byr•e 
U.S. public Reac options ar not urrrntly economically vsA eIther, the blending 
of HEU will povide domiestic reactdors with anip fuel In ft now term. The DOE 
should contirue exploring the CANOU Reactor. and possibly other foreign plutonium 
reactor optons.  

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on 0,55o Important isu.  

Sincerely. .  

•Fitgrldr. Ph.D.  

Executive Director 

0cc Ed Laming, Manager, TO EC DOE-Oversight Osison 
Jim Hall. Manager, Oak Ridge Operations Offioe

7/08.03.01 
cont.  

8/01.00.00 

9/08.03.01 

10/08.03.00 

11/05.03.08 

12/08.03.01

M-131

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for new 
missions at NTS. Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based on environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 7

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Collocation Alternative. Decisions on storage of weapons-usable fissile 
materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 
studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

010000 Comment Number 8

Separating the storage decision from the disposition decision would not 
effectively meet the purpose of and need for the Proposed Action. Planning 
for storage of the surplus Pu pending disposition is closely related to the 
planning for disposition itself, and could be affected by the technology(ies) 
selected to implement the Proposed Action. DOE is confident that a decision 
can be made on the disposition technology(ies) at the ROD, based on 
available data and environmental, technical, cost, schedule, and 
nonproliferation assessments completed to date.

080301 Comment Number 9

Comment noted. The Final PEIS includes consideration of various 
agreements DOE has with external organizations, including the Rocky Flats 
Cleanup Agreement. These agreements will be integrated in DOE's 
decisionmaking process, as appropriate, for fissile materials storage and 
disposition.

'ii
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RESOLUTION NUMBER 11-3 

WHEREAS, the Oak Ridge Reservation Local Oversight Committee (LOC). being 
comprised of elected officials and citizen representatives of Anderson, Knox, Loudon, 
Meigs, Rhea, and Roane Counties and the City of Oak Ridge, was created to provide 
local input into decisions affecting the continued operation of the U.S. Department of 
Energy's (DOE) Oak Ridge Reservation; and 

WHEREAS, thousands of U.S. and Russian nuclear weapons are slated to be retired 
within the next decade, resulting in excess weapons-grade fissile materials; and 

WHEREAS, the improper management of fissile materials constitutes a threat to 
national and international security, and 

WHEREAS. the DOE has issued the Storage and Disposition of Weapons-Usable 
Fissile Materials Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS) which 
addresses activities that would result in the storage of wespoins-usable plutonium and 
highly enriched uranium, and the disposition of surplus weapons-usable plutonium: 
and 

WHEREAS, the DOE has simultaneously issued the Draft PEIS for Stockpile 
Stewardship and Management which recommends a technical program for maintaining 
the safety and reliability of the nuclear stockpile- and 

WHEREAS, the DOE unduly restricted local government and public involvement on 
these important topics by issuing the documents at the same time and by holding 
concurrent public hearings in Oak Ridge; and 

WHEREAS, the DOE has not developed a preferred alternative for either tong-term 
storage or deposition of plutonium or long-term storage of highly enriched uranium; 
and 

WHEREAS, employees at the Oak Ridge Y-12 facility are uniquely experienced in the 
safe and secure long-term storage of highly enriched uranium; and 

WHEREAS, the proposed sites for oo-locatlon of plutonium and highly enriched 
uranium, and for disposition of plutonium on ft Oak Ridge Reservation are technically 
unsuitable, and would conflict with economic diversification initiatives; and 

WHEREAS, the National Academy of Sciences has concluded that none of the current 
options for long-term disposition of excess weapons plutonium can be expected to 
substantially reduce the inventories of excess plutonium from nuclear weapons for at 
least a decade; and

M-131

08 03 00 Comment Number 10 

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for 
additional research and development before decisions are made on the 
Borehole and Immobilization Alternatives.  

05 03 08 Comment Number 11 

As noted in Appendix H of the Draft PEIS, DOE is addressing how the 
immobilized forms would perform in a high-level waste repository compared 
to those forms currently being evaluated for disposal in a licensed repository.  

08 03 01 Comment Number 12 

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
CANDU Reactor Alternative. Decisions on the disposition of weapons
usable fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical 
and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.  

tn Le
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WHEREAS, the citizens of LOC jurisdictions are entitled to assurances that the 
environmental and socioeconomic impacts associated with DOE's proposed 
alternatives are systematically evaluated; therefore, be it 

RESOLVED that the Board of Directors of this Committee recommend that DOE 
Implement the Upgrade Alternative for the storage of highly enriched uranium and the 
Upgrade at Multiple Sites Alternative for the long-term storage of plutonium, with some 
consolidation of materials where feasible; and be it further 

RESOLVED that this Board of Directors urges the DOE to implement a modified No 
Action aftemathve for the disposition of plutonium, to include secure, above ground 
storage coupled with international inspections, until such time that more technically 
sound, economically viable, and politically acceptable options for long-term disposition 
are identified; and be it further 

RESOLVED, that this resolution and attached comments shall be submitted to the 
U.S. Department of Energy for consideration in its preparation of the Storage and 
Dispostion of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials Programmatic Environmental Impact 
Statement, and that the Executive Director send a copy of this resolution to the 
Tennessee Congressional delegation and other relevant federal and state officials.  

This, the 2nd day of May 1996.  

Edmund A. Nephew, Chairman 
Board of Directors 
Oak Ridge Reservation Local Oversight Committee 

AyS i:tzged'd, Ph.D.  
Executive Director 

M-131
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080301 Comment Number 1

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY PLUTONIUM BURN HEARING 

MEMBERS OF THE PANEL: 

I'M JIM WATTS, I'M PRESIDENT OF THE OIL, CHEMICAL AND ATOMIC 
WORKERS UNION, LOCAL 1-369 AND ITS DISTRICT #1, COVERING NIHE 
WESTERN STATES. I'M ALSO THE LABOR REPRESENTATIVE FOR THE HANFORD 
ATOMIC METAL TRADES COUNCIL ON THE HANFORD ADVISORY BOARD. THE 
HANFORD ATOMIC METAL TRADES COUNCIL IS THE GOVERNING BODY OF 
FOURTEEN AFFILIATE UNIONS THAT REPRESENT WORKERS ON THE HANFORD 
PROJECT. WE REPRESENT A HANFORD WORK FORCE OF OVER 3000 MEMBERS 
AND A NATIONAL MEMBERSHIP OF FOUR MILLION MEMBERS.

I APPEAR IN SUPPORT OF THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 
RECOMMENDATION TO BURN PLUTONIUM. LABOR HAS A NUMBER OF REASONS 
FOR SUPPORTING THIS OPTION AND IF ITS THE OPTION THAT'S PICKED, WE 
BELIEVE THAT BOTH THE FUEL FABRICATION AND THE BURN SHOULD OCCUR 
HERE. OUR RATIONAL FOR THIS BELIEVE IS BASED ON SOME OF THE 
FOLLOWING REASONS.  

WE BELIEVE ITS IN THE NATIONAL INTEREST TO ELIMINATE TIlE WEAPONS 
GRADE PLUTONIUM RELEASED BY THE START AGREEMENTS. IN TODAY'S COST 
CONSCIOUS WORLD, WE THINK THE SENSIBLE THING TO DO IS CONVERT IT TO 
ENERGY BY BURNING IT IN REACTORS. THE HANFORD AREA IS UNIQUELY 
SUITED TO DO THIS FOR A NUMBER OF REASONS. WE CURRENTLY HAVE TWO 
MACHINES THAT HAVE THE ABILITY TO DO THE BURN (FFTF AND WNP-2) AND 
ANOTHER THAT COULD BE COMPLETED TO DO THE JOB (WNP-1). WE ALSO 
HAVE A BRAND NEW, NEVER USED, 750 MILLION DOLLAR FUEL FACILITY 
(FMEF). THUS, WE HAVE SEVERAL BILLION DOLLARS WORTII OF TRIED AND 
TESTED EQUIPMENT TO DO THE JOB WITHOUT THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 
GOING THROUGH THE EXPENSE OF DOING BURN, OR ONE OF THE ALTERNATIVES, 
AT A TIME WHEN BUDGET DOLLARS ARE SIIORT.  

IN ADDITION TO THE EQUIPMENT TO DO THE JOB, WE ALSO HAVE THE 
EXPERTISE. WE HAVE SIEMANS WITH THE ABILITY TO MANUFACTURE THE 
FLEL WE HAVE SANDVIK SPECIAL METALS TO MANUFACTURE THE TUBING TO 
HOUSE THE FUEL AND WE HAVE A DEDICATED WORK FORCE WITH THE 
EXPERTISE TO DO THE WORK AND SAFELY HANDLE THE WASTE. WE ALSO 
HAVE A COMMUNITY WHO ACCEPTS THIS TYPE OF WORK AND THE 
RESPONSIBILITY THAT GOES WITH IT.

1/08.03.01

WA-022

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for new 
missions at Hanford. Decisions on storage and disposition of weapon-usable 
fissile materials will be based on environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.
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WE HAVE NOTICED THAT THERE HAS BEEN AN INCREASED ACCEPTANCE FOR 

THIS MISSION STATEWIDE. TIlE GOVERNOR HAS EXPRESSED HIS WILLINGNESS 

TO ALLOW BURN TO GO FORWARD UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS. A NUMBER OF 

ENVIRONMENTAL GROUPS, EAGER TO DISPOSE OF PLUTONIUM IN ITS WEAPONS 

GRADE FORM, HAVE EXPRFSSED RESERVED SUPPORT FOR BURN PROVIDED THAT 

THE RESULTING WASTE FROM SUCH A PROCESS DOESN'T FIND A PERMANENT 

RESIDENCE AT HANFORD. THEREFORE, LET ME SUMMARIZE LABOR'S POSITION 

AS FOLLOWS: 

1. WE SHOULD DO THE BURN OPTION, AND DO IT AT HANFORD, 

MAXIMIZING THE POTENTIAL Of OUR EXISTING AND POTENTIAL 

EQUIPMENT AND THE EXPERTISE OF OUR WORK FORCE.  

2. WE SHOULD MANUFACTURE THE FUEL USING THE FMEF FACIUTY.  

IN FACT, IF THE1 BURN IS NOT DONE HERE, THE FUEL MANUFACTURE 

SHOULD BE DONE HERE IN ANY CASE. 1/08.03.01 
cont.  

3. THE RESIDUAL WASTE AND ALL MATERIAL SHOULD ONLY RESIDE 

AT HANFORD IN TEMPORARY STORAGE.  

4. BECAUSE THE STATE AND THE COMMUNITY ARE WELLING TO 

PERFORM THIS NATIONAL SERVICE, HANFORD WASTE SHOULD HAVE 

A PRIORITY STATUS FOR OFF-SITE STORAGE.  

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO PRESENT OUR VIEWS.  

OIL, CHEMICAL & ATOMIC WORKERS 

INTERNATIONAL UNION, LOCAL 1-369 

BOX 524 
RICHLAND, WASHINGTON 99352 

JIM L. WATTS, 
PRESIDENT

WA-022
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Comment ID: 
Date Received: 
Name: 
Address:

P0013 
April 18, 1996 
D. Olson 
Victor [ID]

Transcription: 

I would like to not see any of that plutonium come here. That's all. Bye. 1 1/08.03.01 

P-013

080301 Comment Number 1

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new 
missions at INEL. Decisions on the storage and disposition of weapons
usable fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical 
and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.



Comment ID: 
Date Received: 
Name: 
Address:

P0014 
April 18, 1996 
Kim Olson 
Victor, ID

Transcription: 

I vote no to any more nuclear waste of any kind in Idaho. That's all. Thanks. I 1/08.03.01

P-014

080301 Comment Number 1

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new 
missions at INEL. Decisions on the storage and disposition of weapons
usable fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical 
and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.
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08 03 01 Comment Number 1 

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new 

Operation Commonsense missions at Pantex. Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 

April 22. 199 economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.  
DOE Hearing 

THE LESSONS OF HISTORY 

Five years ago the business community rallied for an event that was to 
hail a revival for the business fortunes of the Texas Parnhandle. Hundreds of 
supporters and advocates of an enlarged Pantex paraded to the Civic Center.  
where boosters prorised the crowd an expanded Pantex plant and 10,000 to 
1 5,000 new jobs.  

Local newspapers heralded the event as a spearhead for an economic 
renaissance and noted the unqualified and total support from the community. As 
details of the expanded operations were disclosed, a more sober appraisal 
revealed that some of the missions might be less than desirable and others far 
too risky for reasonable people, concerned with the area's long term best 
interest, to consider. Now after five years we know that not only did 10,000 jobs 
never materialize, no new jobs materialized and in fact Pantex has announced a 
cul back in jobs beginning in 1998. Wisely, the community decided not to tie its 
future to Pantex and now our economy is reponding nicely and there is every 
reason to believe this economic progress will continue.  

Today this community is a better more informed community. Despite 
hundred of thousands of dollars spent by the city on a public relations campaign 
intended to scare residents into unconditional support for Pentex. citizens have 
developed a more cautionary approach. recognizing the important differences 
and distinctions in various missions considered for the plant. The often repeated 
scare tactics warning that Pantex is closing and Amarillo will quickly be a ghost 
town fall are no longer working and reasonable people have decided that some 
work at Pantex is fine and other work, like plutonium reprocessing, is 
unacceptable 

The day is gone when issues surrounding Pantex fit neatly into simplistic 1/08.03.01 
categones of 'for Pantex or against it. Most of us support Pantex The issues 
today surrounding future missions at Pentex are multi-layered issues often 
requinng technical, scientific and public policy inputs. While generally the local 
community supports disassembly and interim storage, the public is more 
ambivalent towards longer term storage and high explosive burning, and a dear 
majority are flat against plutonium reprocessing.  

Plutonium processing has a long and troubled history in this country. The 
Scientific American Magazine, in the current month's issue, reports that Hanford 
Washington, only one site where processing took place, has spent $9 billion 
dollars thus far on cleanup and will spend one billion dollars per year for the next 
40 years on additional cleanup work. The job currently employs 14.000 workers C) 
and is the largest civilian project in our country's history with cleanup 
representing more than one third of the DOE budget. Whether it is Rocky Flats 
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or Hansford the story is always the same - total contamination of the sites and 
surrounding areas including damage to people, water, air and land. DOE call 
these areas 'national sacrifice areas. We don't want to become a national 
sacrifice area.  

The message hare is simple. People are not prepared to sign off on a 

"anything goes mentality. We are certainty not ready to be the national guinea 
pig for unteasted plutonium reprocessing techniologies that have contaminated 1/08.03.01 
vny Msite in the country and now require billions of dollars a year to restore and 

wil continue to do so over Me next few decades. We are not ready to sacrfice cont,.  
our quality of Wlfe. our agriculturall assets, aind our safety for a short term 

economic boost.  

TX-062
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ORISE, OAK RIDGE, TN, 
ROBERT MENARD 

PAGE 1 OF 1 

08 0200 Comment Number 1 

SComment noted.  

United States Department of Energy 

ADDRESS: 1,76 OXaK ' 0 1 C IA' 37111 
TELEPHONE- (YZ3) 

& , sIhcd • of ak ,ll /h -1i3 itrc W,'4 * ,,px, C, , , - I 1/08.02.00 
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OSBORNE, JERI, AMARILLO, TX 
4 PAGE 1 OF 3

Comment Number 1

CMIEONTS REGARDING ATX M.ARbtNS 

ARAILLC. TEXAS. A!R:L 22. 1996 by ZETI OS•ORNE

1 an Jer Osborne. My husband Jim and live and farm across 

FM 293 on the north3!de, downwind a.d downstr.ao from. the FPa.tex site.  

Ve raised our family of three children, on. nephew, end kept &no'.he 

nepheý and neice a good part of their lives on the farm. Jim and- his 

brother and s3.ste.s were also raised there. aLs father bcuh.t -. e 

;lace In 1927.  

' hav. come to speak on health an safety issues as well as the 

feasitllity of having plutonl=, other nLcleax atarials, and cther 

types of haSardous materials and chenicals in our front yard as -ea'

as over the areas major water supply and In this very prod-.ctive Ir.4 

vital agricultu'ra m--najor fcod source -- for the ration as w*ll as 

the world just for Amarillo's "powers that be" to poessily cresse 

a few sore iobs and wealth for themselves.  

At this tine, there are no knowr. results of bong term h6alth 

exposures to the effects of whatever Is the present mission of Fantex 

-- let alone future missions that say result fromn DCE's my .la-.. The 

technology 'a just not avallable at this time to perform n.ny of the 

proposed aiesions. DOE does not now know what to do J4ith surpluS4 

and weapon grade plutonium and other r..clear mate~rals. How can they 

be so sure of the conseqcences cf future missions that may be brought 

to t"e site?

1/01.05.00

TX-064

All technologies described in the PEIS are either proven, existing, or are 
being demonstrated at this time. DOE has eliminated the immature 
technologies during the screening process to ensure that all the reasonable 
alternatives analyzed in the PEIS would be ready for implementation as 
planned. Alternatives selected will be implemented in compliance with all 
environmental, health, and safety standards and requirements, and will not 
result in long-term health exposures.
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OSBORNE, JERI, AMARILLO, TX 
PAGE 2 OF 3

Pentax Is probably cleaner than other DOE sites, but It Is on 

the superfund list. It say be safer than other sites, but we can 

prove that accidents -- at least I hope the Incidents that have 

affected us peonally oere accidents -- have happened that has 

endangered our property as well am our personal eafety and others 

in the neighborhood of Pentex. There have been numerous major fires 

on the site, three o2 four within the past tee years. ie took cold 

drinks and ice to the firemen on various occasions. We have had 

cast steel shrapnel chunked at us. We have picked up some 300 to 

400 pounds of a raval treech block -- one ;lace welghne. 59 pounds.  

Some of this shrapnel was found mosa one and one-half to two miles 

from where It was exploded. 'it nave had tractor tires ruined from 

it.  

Through the years, we have ad windows broken, pictures hnockei 

o.!' walls, etc. Cc October 4. 1995, a very large charge of ex-poalve 

was &at off to signal the start of an emergency marmAgenert drill.  
a,-. // 

This "test" broke our house, cracked the ilab, rafters, walls, brick, 

shower, pluabing causing flooding of the basement, and other damages 

resulting In same $40,000 In repairs and replacement of carpets and 

other floor coverings, rebuilding tOe shower, cracks, etc. ". also 

must have the house leveled. This incident was no- only very fright

enlng and dangerous. but has caused us much anxiety and inconvi•nce.  

Trying to put up family for my ncther's death and funeral and having 

family In for Christmas with I flooded basemant, large ui-es drilled 

through the living room floor and in other areas of the house causes 

a great deal of stress to may the least.

2/09.09.04

TX-064

090904 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy is committed to conducting operations at Pantex 
and all other facilities in a manner that is in strict compliance with DOE 

Orders and applicable regulations to protect the environment, health, and 
safety of workers and the public. Section 3.5.9 of the PEIS discusses a 
number of related topics including human health effects studies for 
communities surrounding Pantex, the accident history related to the actions 
of this PEIS, and the Emergency Management Program that would be 
activated in the event of an accident. The impacts to the public of normal 
operations and potential accidents are presented in Chapter 4 and 
Appendix M, respectively.

tA)
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9 OSBORNE, JERI, AMARILLO, TX Cs PAGE 3 OF 3

Comment Number 3
Too many questions are yet unanswered by the studles that have 

been conducted. Cranted, it would be impossible to anticipate all 

potential probles that may arise, but there does s&m to be a lack 

of scientific research used for the study. It would appear that a 

conclusion has been drawn and figures to support that.cornclu•,ion were 

used without any real scientific information.  

One sust question the credibility of those responsible fcr the 

documents and the reaelibility of the atudies when such glarir•g In

acc.•.ate information can be found within the docuaments. Cne example 

of this is found In STorae and ispoaiticn of deanpone-Usable Finaile 

Materieals raft Frogrammatlc Enivironmental I Statement, Volume , 

Pages '-796 end 4-797 clearly show the town of Canyon outside the 80 

kilometers rsalus •nd located within Deaf Sait. County .u't north cf 

Castro Cour.ty. The population distribution map should sh.w Canyon tc 

be %;st south of Amarillo in .Rlandall County. perhaps some 40 kilometsrs 

from Pantex. at the soo%.  

"We do not see the location of long aerm storage of viclaer materials, 

the possibility of processing /reprccessing, modification of pits, or 

the location of nuclear reactors at Fantex very good ideas. Nor do we 

believe the moving of all the high explosive sctivltl-m 4 In our best 

interests. The DCC has sites that are ouch larger and ouch far-her 

away from pcpulatlon, agricultural areas, and major sources of .ater 

for its future misslons than is Pentax.  

Thank you.

3/08.00.00 

4/09.00.08 

5/08.03.01

TX-064

The Department of Energy is required to present comparable information on 
each of the alternatives to which that information is available. The level of 
technical information available is the least for the Borehole Alternatives, 
highest for the Reactor Alternatives, with Immobilization Alternatives falling 
in between these two categories.  

In separate studies, DOE has prepared Technical Summary Reports that use 
the best available technical data to provide the public with additional 
technical cost and schedule information on each of the alternatives.

090008 Comment Number 4

The maps located in all sections of the PEIS, including the Environmental 
Justice section, were reviewed and updated, as necessary, prior to the 
publication of the Final PEIS.

080301 Comment Number 5

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new 
missions at Pantex. Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.
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OSBORNE, JIM, AMARILLO, TX 
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08 03 01 Comment Number 1 

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new 

missions at Pantex. Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable 

C0MMS•rs R .EARDIW, PATr H S fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 

AMAR , A L 2. 1996 by JIM SORNE economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.  

I &a Jim Osborne and 1 farm across the road north from Pantex.  

We don't have enough* water.  

Amarillo dried up our domestic well ten days after they started 

pumping a well across the fence from uas in 1965. Since then, we 

have lost 125 feet of water from static level. Most of Amarillo's, •/4 

all located within a five mile radius of Pantax, two of which are 

within one-half mil. of the north bound&ry, won't pump but one-half 

what they did earlier.  

Pantex'e wells are pumping only one-half the water they did at 

1/08.03.01 
one time.  

We don't have enough water for reprocessing. Ie don't have 

enough water for nuclear reactors.  

According to an enclosure with the water bills a couple of yeasr 

&go, Amarillo set a new one day record on June 26, 1994, for one day's 

pumping of 92 million gallons. They have pumped one and one-half 

tls their allowable for at least the last six years. They nave 

a variance from panhandle Ground vdater Conservatlon District if they 

would dewvelop other sources of watea. Amarillo, Southwestern Public 

Service and the Canadian River Water Authority have been swapping 

water rights to land that doesn't have enough water to justify 

developent. I've heard that Amarillo drilled i0 test htles In n 

TX-059 
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OSBORNE, JIM, AMARILLO, TX 
00 PAGE 2 OF 2

Comment Number 2

northeastern Potter County and the best test they had was 30 gallona 

per minute. So they didn't develope that field. I have heard a 

rancher may he couldn't even goet good liveetock water In places.  

Amarillo is not worried about contamination of the Ogallala 

aquifer! They are going t dry up their well field here in Careon 

County north of Pantex before It becomes contaminated.  

I understand the city is refurbishing old wells in the field 

southwest of Amarillo thajthey already pumped almost dry and abandoned 

25 years ago. They won't pump much water from those oells. They are 

already talking water use restrictions for the city for this summer.  

They should practice good water conservation anyway.  

From where will Pentex import water and at what cost for plu

tonium procesaing/reprocessing or for cooling nuclear generators? 

I understand that a property owner may sue a government entity 

or entities for devaluating the land more that 2%. Our land ham 

certainly bean devaluated more than that.  

If it takes 10 to 15 years to get a reactor Into production and 

the expected life of that reactor Is about 40 years, from where is 

the water coming at at what cost? 

I find a tremendous doesrepancy In the groundwater withdirawl 

stated in Volumn I1 of Storage and Disposition. It stated the facility 

currently uce is c36 million liters (221 million galons per year) 

when Amarillo vst a new record for one day's pumping of 92 m1111on 

gsailons in one day, June 16, 199'.  

We just don't have enougth water for any rew DOE projects.

2/09.04.04 

2/09.04.04 
cont.

TX-059

It is possible that treated wastewater from the City of Amarillo could be used 
to supply the Evolutionary LWR (Section 4.3.5.4.4). Cost issues are not 

within the scope of this PEIS. In this case, there would be no additional 

impacts over the No Action Alternative to groundwater resources.  

Environmental impacts from siting an Evolutionary LWR at Pantex would be 

evaluated in future site-specific reviews, as required, if this technology is 

chosen as a disposition alternative.  

In regards to groundwater withdrawals, Pantex groundwater withdrawals are 

much less than those from the City of Amarillo well field. The quantities 
given for Pantex are accurate.  

For all new construction, Pantex will comply with Executive Order 12902, 

Energy Efficiency and Water Conservation at Federal Facilities for water 
conservation.

090404
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08 03 01 Comment Number 1 

Comment ID: P0012 The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new 
Date Received: April 18, 1996 missions at INEL. Decisions on the storage and disposition of weaponsName: Alora Dud 
Address: Ruppee, lD usable fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical 

and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.  

Transcription: 

This is Alora Oud at 208-745-6038. My husband and I are not in favor of bringing plutoniumr 1/08.03.01 
grade material to the INEL. Due to, we don't believe it's as safe as they try to make us believe.  
Thank you.  

P-012
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OVERSBY, VIRGINIA M., LIVERMORE, CA 
PAGE 1 OF 1

April 4, 1996 

U. S. Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
P. O. Box 23786 
Washington, 0. C. 20026-3786 

Subject: Comments on the Storage and Disposition of Weapons-Usable Fissile 
Materials Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement.  

The Draft PEIS includes several options for burning of plutonium in 
mixed uranium-plutonium oxide fuels. These options have the benefit of using 
the energy content of the plutonium while converting the plutonium Into spent 
fuel, in agreement with the National Academy recommendations. The use of 
MOX fuel, however, can be seen as encouraging fuel cycles that can be used to 
breed plutonium.  

A new fuel type is being developed in Switzerland by staff at the Paul 
Scherrer Institute. The fuel is based on zirconium dioxide as the matrix for 
Incorporating plutonium in solid solution. The fuel is stabilized by addition of 
yttria and reactivity is controlled by addition of erbium oxide. The fuel can be 
used at rather high plutonium contents and produces 95% destruction of the 
fissile 

2 3 9
pu. which is much higher than achieved in MOX burning.  

An additional advantage of the zirconia-based fuel is that it could be 
used as a disposal waste form of high durability either before or after burning.  
Thus, the fuel pellets could be considered as a parallel option for ceramic 
Immobilization of plutonium as well as an additional option for reactor burning 
of plutonium.  

I would Ike to suggest that the Department of Energy add the use of this 
non-fertile fuel to the options for disposition of plutonium in the final PEIS. A 
more detailed discussion of the advantages of this fuel for plutonium disposition 
Is contained In the enclosed document " Plutonium destruction in a non-fertile, 
ZrO2.based fuel - a reactor option for disposition of surplus plutonium", by V. M.  
Oversby and C. C. McPheeters. UCRL-ID-1 23613.  

Virginia M. Oversby 
1647 Vancouver Way 
Livermore, CA 94550

1/14.00.00

M-027

The Department of Energy applied a screening process along with public 
input to identify a range of reasonable alternatives for analysis in the Draft 
PEIS, and utilized technical reports and analyses from national laboratories 
and industry to develop a final list of alternatives. Details were published in a 
separate report, Summary Report of the Screening Process to Determine 
Reasonable Alternatives for Long-Term Storage and Disposition of Weapons
Usable Fissile Materials (DOE, March 1995).
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